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Quantitative elemental analysis using Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) starts with a high 
level of confidence in spectral line assignment from reference databases.  Spectral interferences 
caused by instrumental and line broadening decrease the resolution of OES spectra creating 
uncertainty in the elemental profile of a sample for the first time.   An approach has been 
developed to quantify spectral interferences for individual line assignment in OES.  The 
algorithm calculates a statistical interference factor (SIF) that combines a physical understanding 
of plasma emission with a Bayesian analysis of the OES spectrum.  It can be used on a single 
optical spectrum and still address individual lines.  Contrary to current methods, quantification of 
the uncertainty in elemental profiles of OES, leads to more accurate results, higher reliability and 
validation of the method.    
 
The SIF algorithm was evaluated for Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) on 
samples with increasing complexity: from silicon to nickel spiked alumina to NIST standards 
(600 glass series and nickel-chromium alloy).  The influence of the user’s knowledge of the 
sample composition was studied and showed that for the majority of spectral lines this 
information is not changing the line assignment for simple compositions. Nonetheless, the 
amount of interference could change with this information, as expected. Variance of the SIF 
results for NIST glass standard was evaluated by the chi-square hypothesis test of variance 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Elemental analysis is the qualitative or quantitative determination of major, minor and trace 
elements in a sample’s composition.  It is useful for many analytical applications such as 
environmental1,2,3, biomedical4,5, industrial6,7, and forensics8,9,10 analysis.  Qualitative elemental 
analysis determines which elements are present while quantitative elemental analysis determines 
their concentration.  Spectroscopic techniques for elemental analysis measure spectral line 
intensities that can be converted to the concentration of the elements present in a sample by a 
process known as calibration.  The presence or the concentration of elements in the elemental 
profile allows for experimental data to be compared to databases of standards or known 
compounds for identification purposes.   
 
Elemental analysis relies mainly on three techniques: absorption or emission of light by neutrals 
and ions, and mass spectrometry of singly-ionized species.  This Ph.D. work focused on optical 
emission spectroscopy (OES) in the UV-Visible-Near Infrared region and as such, we will refer 
the reader interested in the other methods to the appropriate literature. 
 
Two current techniques rely on OES: Inductively Coupled Plasma – OES (ICP-OES) and Laser-
Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS).  Both techniques are of interest since laser ablation 
can be (in the former case) and is (for the latter) the sampling approach.  Characteristics of LA-
ICP-OES, and LIBS include little to no sample preparation, real time analysis, and analysis of 
materials in any state of matter.  Laser ablation only samples a small amount of material, making 
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this technique relatively non-destructive.  The characteristics of LIBS and LA-ICP-OES make 
these methods of analysis attractive for many applications. 
 
The first step of elemental analysis is the assignment of spectral lines.  Spectral interferences can 
taint spectral line assignment in laser ablation optical emission spectroscopy.  They can originate 
from the instrumentation, line broadening, and shifting resulting in broadened spectral lines.  The 
broadened spectral line cannot be resolved to identify the transition that produced the spectral 
peak without the use of an atomic emission database.  Confidence in the spectral line assignment 
for a sample requires high spectral resolution, but high resolution cannot prevent all spectral 
interferences from occurring.  These spectral interferences become a first source of uncertainty in 
line assignment for elemental analysis. 
 
During this thesis, an algorithm has been developed to quantify spectral interferences in optical 
emission spectroscopy.  It relies on the fundamentals of line emission and a Bayesian analysis of 
the emission spectrum.  Therefore, before concentrating on the quantification of spectral 
interferences, chapter 2 will describe optical emission spectroscopy for the analytical techniques 
that are LIBS and ICP-OES as they rely on two different types of plasmas as their excitation 
source, still with similar theoretical description.  Chapter 3 will focus on the fundamentals of the 
laser-induced plasma and its dynamics and thermodynamic equilibria, characterized by Planck, 




Chapter 4 will address the importance of quantifying uncertainty in forensic analysis.  The 
application to the uncertainties in optical emission spectroscopy will be discussed with examples 
such as line coincidence tables, calibration (and calibration-free) approaches, and chemometrics. 
 
The quantification of spectral interferences developed in this thesis, called the statistical 
interference factor (SIF), will be extensively discussed in chapter 5.  Chapter 6 will show the 
application of the SIF for LIBS analysis of a pure silicon sample and National Institute Standards 
and Technology standards of glass and a nickel-cobalt-chromium alloy.  For each sample, the 
spectral interferences are identified and quantified to provide a more accurate analysis, 




CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
Atomic emission spectroscopy (AES) is a type of optical emission spectroscopy; an analytical 
method of chemical analysis that measures the intensity of light emitted from an excitation 
source at a specific characteristic set of wavelengths for each emitter of interest.  The emission of 
light by atoms or ions at a specific wavelength or frequency is unique to that element which 
results in a characteristic spectrum that can be utilized to identify that specific atom or ion.  The 
identity of an element is determined by the wavelength of the emitted spectral line and the 
intensity is proportional to the number of atoms of the element present in the sample.  There are 
many types of excitation sources that can cause a sample to emit light such as flame, plasma, arc, 
or spark.   
 
Atomic emission occurs when a bound electron in a higher energy orbital returns to a lower 
energy orbital.  The lowest energy state an atom can occupy is called its ground state which is 
also the most stable arrangement of electrons for an element.  In Bohr’s model, the energy of an 
electron 𝐸𝑛, in a specific orbital or quantum number n, is given by the following equation in 
Bohr’s model, where R is the Rydberg constant, h is Planck’s constant, 𝑛 is the energy level of 
the atom, and c is the speed of light. 
 







Figure 1 shows the Bohr’s model of an element where an excited electron in a higher energy 
level is de-excited to a lower energy orbital resulting in loss of energy and the emission of a 
photon.  The energy and the frequency of absorption and emission can be calculated using the 
difference between the two orbital energies.  The probability per time unit of an atom in the 
upper energy level moving to a lower energy level is the emission probability of an emitter.    
 
Figure 1: Bohr’s model of an atom. 
 
The combination of relativity and spin-orbit coupling results in a modification of the energy 
levels known as the fine structure.  There are two possible spin orientations which results in the 
splitting of an energy level into two lines; one for the magnetic field of the electron and the other 
due to the magnetic moment of the electron with respect to its spin.  Each electron within the 
atom has a spin 𝑆, and an orbital angular momentum 𝑙 with magnetic moments.  The total 
electronic angular-momentum quantum number 𝐽, is the sum of the spin and orbital angular 
momentum.   
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𝑱 = 𝑳 + 𝑺 (2) 
 
The spectral line defined by the emission of an emitter has a fine structure when there is a shift in 
the electronic atomic energy levels due to interactions between the electronic magnetic dipoles, 
orbital motion, and the nucleus.  Optical emission spectroscopy quantitatively or qualitatively 
determines the elemental composition of a sample like AES and is based on the intrinsic plasma 
radiation.   
Inductively-Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy 
Inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is a type of atomic 
emission spectroscopy where a sample is excited in an inductively coupled plasma.  ICP-OES 
provides qualitative or quantitative analysis through emission of atoms and singly-ionized ions.  
A schematic drawing of the ICP torch comprised of three concentric fused-silica tubes is shown 
in Figure 2.  The three tubes are considered the outer, intermediate, and inner tubes.  The ICP 
torch is placed within water-cooled two- or three- turn load coil connected to a radio-frequency 
(RF) generator11.  Three types of gas flow, typically argon, are necessary for plasma formation in 
ICP-OES.  Argon gas passes between the outermost and intermediate tubes tangentially at a rate 
of ~12-17 L/min generate the plasma12.  The second gas flow, auxiliary gas passes through the 
intermediate tube and sample injector to change the position of the plasma relative to the tube 
and injector.  A carrier gas or nebulizer gas flows through the inner tube bores through the base 
of the plasma and carries the sample to the plasma where emission is observed.   The inductively 
coupled plasma is formed by the application of the radiofrequency (RF) power to the load coil 
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where an alternating current oscillates at a rate determined by the frequency of the RF generator.  
Electric and magnetic fields are created inside the top of the torch at the same high-frequency 
oscillation of the current.  The argon gas flows through the torch and a spark from a Tesla coil 
produced charged particles inside the load coil area.  The magnetic field accelerates the charged 
ions and electrons and collide with other atoms resulting in further ionization.  Excited atoms and 




Figure 2: Schematic of an ICP torch14. 
 
ICP-OES is a multi-elemental technique that has high precision14 and selectivity as well as low 
detection limits.  The ability of the ICP to produce high temperature plasma, ~6,000 – 10,000 K, 
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allows for reproducible vaporization, atomization, excitation, and ionization of elements15.  
Sample preparation in ICP-OES is time and material consuming as the sample must be prepared 
in an aerosol form to be transported to the plasma; solids must be digested.  Complex sample 
matrices affect accuracy and detection limits of trace elements16.  Sample size requirement for 
ICP-OES is a few milligrams but the method is destructive.  ICP-OES systematic errors occur 
from procedural steps or spectral interferences17. 
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy 
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a type of atomic emission spectroscopy that 
comprises of the formation of a laser-induced plasma on the surface of a sample to provide 
qualitative or quantitative analysis from atomic and ionic optical emission.  Ablation of the 
sample’s surface in LIBS occurs when a laser pulse is focused onto the surface of a sample with 
an irradiance generally greater than 1-10 MW/cm2 18.  Figure 3 shows schematically the laser-






Figure 3: Schematic of LIBS ablation process (a) laser pulse (b) ionization and breakdown 
(c) plasma expansion and emission (d) plasma cooling (e) crater formation. 
 
The sample’s surface requires a focused laser irradiance that exceeds the breakdown threshold of 
a sample.  The focused laser pulse strikes the sample’s surface electrons with enough 
photoionization to remove electrons from the sample’s neutral atoms (Figure 3a).  The 
photoionization creates free electrons that can absorb energy and accelerate.  Acceleration of 
these electrons result in collisional or impact ionization because there is enough energy to collide 
with other atoms and electrons.  Breakdown of the sample’s surface occurs when the electron 
density reaches approximately 1018 electrons/cm3 and the formation of a plasma is present on the 
sample’s surface (Figure 3b)20.   
 
Once a plasma initially forms, it expands.  The plasma is highly luminous containing the ablated 
neutral atoms’ and ions’ emission signals (Figure 3c).  When the laser pulse stops, the laser-
10 
 
induced plasma starts cooling down, neutral atoms are formed from the recombination of ions 
and electrons (Figure 3d).  Plasma cooling results not only in the recombination of atoms but 
also molecules.  Once the plasma has disappeared, signs that ablation occurred are shown as a 
crater on the sample surface (Figure 3e).  Sample material vapor will condense while the plasma 
is cooling around the ablation crater, the condensed material will be forced out of the crater’s 
center by the vapor pressure change of the plasma resulting in ridges and droplets around the 
edge of the ablation crater21.  Excited ions will emit light when the laser pulse is finished and the 
plasma cools by reverting to a lower energy state (Figure 3d).  The emitted light is usually 
analyzed by a dispersion spectrometer yielding a spectrum with information on the sample’s 
elemental composition.   
 
Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy requires little to no sample preparation22 and can analyze 
materials in any state of matter23.  LIBS requires little amount of sample with a sample size 
requirement of micrograms24. Even though a small portion of the sample has been ablated, the 
method is considered relatively non-destructive.   LIBS performs real-time analysis25 and can 
quickly analyze numerous samples.  The cost of LIBS instrumentation is lower than other optical 
emission spectroscopy techniques.  Handheld and field portable LIBS instruments provide on-
site analysis not capable with inductively-coupled plasma26,27.   Most LIBS system operate time-
resolved detectors to capture a LIBS spectrum with minimal affects from background continuum.  
Background continuum is created by the emission of photons from the electron acceleration and 
deceleration from collisions, electron recombination, and ion recombination19.  Issues that can 
affect spectral response in laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy include high background 
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continuum, self-absorption of peaks and line broadening.  Time-resolved data collection, 
sampling within an inert atmosphere, and experimental geometry can minimize these effects28.  
These numerous characteristics of LIBS makes it attractive for elemental analysis. 
Optical Emission Spectroscopy Instrumentation 
ICP-OES and LIBS both involve a plasma, but the application is different between the two.  
Differences in how the plasma is utilized affect the components of the ICP-OES and LIBS 
instruments. 
Inductively-Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy 
ICP-OES requires the sample to be aerosolized before introduction into the plasma.  Figure 4 
depicts the main components of an ICP-OES system which include a pump, nebulizer, argon gas, 
ICP torch, power generator, spectrometer, and computer.  The pump is used to consistently 
supply sample liquid to the nebulizer.  Important features of the sample introduction method 
include tolerance to complex matrices, reproducibility, ability to analyze small amounts of 
sample, high transport efficiency, and low cost29.  Nebulizers are the most common sample 
introduction system where the sample liquid is converted into an aerosol and transported to the 
plasma.  The ICP torch can be configured two ways for observing emissions from ICP; radial or 





Figure 4: Schematic of an ICP-OES instrument30. 
 
When the plasma is in the vertical position, it is said to be in the radial view, where most 
emission originates (normal analytical zone) from the ICP discharge and is observed from the 
side of the plasma.  The axial view is when the plasma is rotated to the horizontal position and 
the normal analytical zone is seen from the end of the plasma.  Limits of detection are better 
when the ICP torch is in the axial view than the radial view31.   
 
An ICP-OES spectrum is obtained by pumping liquid sample in to the nebulizer where 
conversion to an aerosol occurs.  The aerosol is carried to the plasma where desolvation, 
vaporization, ionization, excitation, and atomization process transpire.  The excited atoms and 
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ions emit radiation which is detected by the spectrometer and turned into electrical signals.  The 
computer reads the electrical signals and produces a spectrum of the wavelength of emitter’s 
radiation versus the signal strength of the emitter’s radiation at that wavelength. 
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy Instrumentation 
A configuration of a LIBS apparatus is illustrated in Figure 5.  The basic components of a LIBS 
system include the laser, focusing optics, sample holder, light collection system, detection 
system, and a computer.  LIBS systems are comprised of the same basic components, but 
component specifications can change depending on the application.  Laser specifications that are 
important include the pulse energy, pulse repetition rate, beam mode quality, size, weight, and 
cooling and electrical power requirements.  The wavelength of the laser beam may or may not be 
an important parameter depending on the material of analysis32. 
 
The foundation of LIBS is the collection and analysis of an emission spectrum.  The 
spectrometer which measures the intensity of light as a function of wavelength is an important 





Figure 5: Schematic of a LIBS instrument33. 
 
A LIBS spectrum is obtained by focusing pulsed laser light onto the surface of a sample to ablate 
and vaporize a small amount of target material.  A lens collects the plasma light and focuses it 
into the spectrometer slit where a diffraction grating separates the light into its separate spectral 
constituents.  Measurement of the diffracted wavelengths’ light are detected by a photodetector.  
The photodetector is comprised of pixels where each pixel is associated with a specific 
wavelength and converts the intensity of light incident into an electrical signal.  A computer 
processes the electrical signal obtained from the photodetector and a spectrum is obtained in 
terms of wavelength of the diffracted light against the intensity of the diffracted light at each 





Figure 6: Experimental spectrum of silicon for the spectral range [190 nm – 300 nm]. 
 
Spectral Line Broadening and Spectral Profile 
Relationships exist between the characteristics of the plasma (electron density and temperature) 
and the spectral line characteristics of linewidths, shapes, and shifts.  Line shapes and shifts can 
be analyzed to determine the density of plasma species from the processes that increase the 
linewidth of a spectral line (broadening).  Spectral lines have a small linewidth from natural 
broadening even when an electron transition from an upper energy level to a lower energy level 
when the atom is motionless.  Broadening occurs from the fluctuations of different interactions 
of different atoms in a plasma.  There are different broadening mechanisms that include natural, 




Natural broadening is the result of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, where the exact position 
and speed of an atom can never be known at the same time because it behaves as both a particle 
and a wave concurrently.  When an atomic emission technique emits a photon, the frequency ʋ, 















where ∆𝐸 is the energy level difference (in J), ℎ is Planck’s constant, and 𝑐 is the speed of light.  
Spectral lines naturally broadened have a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) considerably 
smaller than plasma and instrumental contributions22,34 which is insignificant in laser induced 
plasma spectroscopy35,36.   
 
Doppler broadening is one of the two major line broadening mechanisms in laser plasmas.  
Doppler broadening is composed of emitted frequencies in a frequency range37,38,39 due to 
emitters having different motions from their velocity distribution with respect to a detector.  The 
speed in which an emitter moves is directly proportional to temperature, thus, an increase in 
temperature results in a rise of speed.   The Doppler effect on frequency of the central 
wavelength of the emitter will be lowered when the emitter moves away from the detector and 
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increased when the emitter is moving towards the detector creating a spectral linewidth due to 
the difference in frequency34.  Doppler broadening results in a Gaussian line profile where, 𝛤 is 
the half-width at half maximum [HWHM], 𝜎0 is the central line in wavenumbers, 𝑀 the atomic 
mass of the species40.   
 


















Background shifts arising from radiative recombination processes and natural line broadening at 
wavelengths substantially in distance from the central wavelength are not influenced much by 
Doppler broadening36.  The Gaussian line profile wings decreasing in intensity very quickly 
show this.  Given the profile of the Gaussian line shape, the Doppler width ∆𝜆0 at FWHM can be 
calculated by the following equation which is dependent on the plasma temperature 𝑇 and mass 
of the emitter 𝑀22,34. 
 








where 𝜆0 is the central wavelength of the spectral line.  Doppler broadening dependence on 
temperature expresses how much kinetic energy of the atoms or ions are present in the plasma.  
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Pressure or collisional broadening is the other type of major line broadening processes that is 
produced when radiating ions and atoms collide and interact with neutral or charged particles.  
Depending on the species, different types of collisional broadening occur including Van der 
Waals broadening, Resonance broadening, and Stark broadening.  Van der Waals broadening 
occurs from the interaction between the excited atoms with the induced dipole from neutral 
atoms in the ground state37.  Resonance broadening is produced from the interactions between an 
excited atom and an identical atom in its ground state41.  Resonance broadening effects on 
background shifts can be minimized if the partial pressure of the species of interest are small42.  
Interactions between emitters with charged ions or electrons result in Stark broadening22.  The 
electric field of the energy level of the ion or element splits into sublevels based on the species’ 
quantum number to contribute to the species’ emission.  The sublevels of a species have electron 
transitions that occur which shift the wavelength of the emitted line22,34.  Symmetrical or 
asymmetrical lines can be produced from Stark broadening where symmetrical have relatively 
large splitting resulting in broad lines and asymmetric results in less broad lines36.  Stark shift is 
not affected by motion or opacity43.  Collisional broadening results in a Lorentzian profile22,44.  
The Lorentzian line profile has the form where 𝛾 represent the decay constant for the transition 
from the upper to lower energy level and the FWHM can be calculated by the following 
equations.  
 











Instrumentation broadening can occur when there is an imbalance in the type of broadening.  The 
combination of Doppler and collisional and pressure effects on spectral broadening are less 
effective than instrumentation effects36.  A low-resolution spectrometer that cannot resolve 
emission lines close to one another would cause instrumentation broadening.  The use of a high-
resolution spectrometer does not remove all line broadening which contributes to spectral 
interferences45.  An emission line obtained from an optical emission spectroscopy technique can 
exhibit both Doppler and collisional broadening resulting in the need for a compromise between 
the Lorentzian and Gaussian line profiles.  A Voigt profile is the convolution of Gaussian and 
Lorentzian line profiles46 which better characterizes the line shape from plasmas.   
 
Line broadening can be induced from the absorption of emitted photons from the same species is 
called self-absorption.  Broadening occurs at the center of an emitted line because there is a 
greater probability of reabsorption from the photons at the central wavelength than at 





Figure 7: Spectral peak absorption of sodium 47. 
 
A profile of a self-absorbed peak is shown in Figure 7 where the center wavelength of the 
emission line is less intense than the surrounding wavelength’s intensities and the width is 
broadened.  Broadening mechanisms increase the wavelength range of a spectral line creating 
difficulty in spectral line assignment. 
Spectral Line Assignment 
The detection of elements in a sample relies on the qualitative analysis of optical emission 
spectroscopy by line assignment.  The assignment of spectral lines is possible by comparison of 
experimental spectral lines to reference database lines.  Databases used in optical emission 
spectroscopy include the National Institute of Standards and Technology Atomic Spectra 
Database (NIST)48, Atomic Line List Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (Kurucz)49, 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology Wavelength tables (MIT)50, and Kelly Atomic Line 
database51.  The information contained in each database includes more than just the wavelength 
of the emission line.  Reference database calculated, or experimental emission lines provide 
information on the probability of a transition occurring and the energy levels involved in the 
transition.  Spectral interferences can influence spectral line assignment and will be further 




CHAPTER 3: CHARACTERIZATION OF PLASMA 
Physics of Plasma 
The transient nature of laser-induced plasmas in addition to complex processes that occur make 
their characterization difficult.  These processes are photoionization, collisional ionization, 
radiative recombination, collisional excitation, radiative decay, and Bremsstrahlung process are a 
few of the complex processes that occur in laser-induced plasmas40.  Nonetheless, the 
characterization of the laser induced plasma is important to understanding its resulting spectrum.   
Thermodynamic Equilibrium (TE) 
Thermodynamic equilibrium (TE) is the most restrictive assumed state for the laser induced 
plasma thermodynamic system to simplify its characterization.  In TE, plasmas can be described 
by a single temperature, which influences the population density of electrons and atoms.  
Thermodynamic equilibrium is based on two assumptions: density of the plasma particles is high 
enough that the plasma volume relations holds true and that radiation doesn’t have imposed 
equilibrium conditions40.  When no net energy transfer occurs between particles through 
collisional processes such as collisional excitation and de-excitation, local thermodynamic 
equilibrium is expected22,34,53.  TE is expected if rate equations for the steady state solution can 
be obtained if the velocity distribution of colliding particles is thermal.   
 
The characterization of plasma by TE depends on the electron density of the plasma and a 
minimum density is required for TE existence because the collisional rates must exceed the 
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radiative processes22,34,54.  Thermodynamic equilibrium can still occur if the collision rates 
exceed the radiative rate if the plasma is optically thick at all frequencies.  An optically thick 
plasma will compensate for the radiative emission by self-absorption54.   
Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) 
If the plasma system can be explained by a single temperature from the Maxwell velocity 
distribution function, Boltzmann population distribution, Saha-Eggert equation, Planck’s 
function, and any other processes based on temperature, the plasma is assumed to be in local 
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE).  LTE only occurs if a given process involved in the transfer 
of energy from one particle to another corresponds to the reverse process53.  Like thermodynamic 
equilibrium, LTE is described by a single plasma temperature and a minimum electron density is 
required for the obtention of enough collisions to allow energy transfers.  The McWhirter 
criterion gives the lower limit of the electron density 𝑛𝑒 (in cm
-3), where the change in energy 
∆𝐸 (in eV) is the largest energy transition that holds for the electron temperature 𝑇 (in K)55. 
 
𝒏𝒆 = 𝟏. 𝟔 ∗ 𝟏𝟎
𝟏𝟐𝑻𝟏/𝟐(∆𝑬)𝟑 (11) 
 
Spectral information obtained from plasmas with high electron densities are difficult to interpret 
due to overlapping of spectral lines from line broadening, oscillator strengths, and continuous 
absorption coefficients35.  Local thermodynamic equilibrium better characterizes the laser-
induced plasma than thermodynamic equilibrium because it accounts for the inhomogeneity and 
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transient nature of the laser-induced plasma and the ideal blackbody behavior is not seen because 
of the intrinsic emission of light56.   
Maxwell Velocity Distribution Function 
The velocity of an atom is given by the Maxwell velocity distribution function. 
 










where 𝑚 is the mass of the particles, 𝑘𝐵 the Boltzmann constant, 𝑛 is the population density, 𝑇 is 
the kinetic temperature, and ʋ is the average velocity of the electron, ion or molecule.  The 
kinetic temperature is equal between each plasma constituent {electrons, ions, and molecules} 
when in LTE52.   
Boltzmann Population Distribution 
An energy level for an atom has bound discrete energy states.  There exists above the 
dissociation limit where the electron has become unbound and a continuum describes the density 
of energy states 𝜌(𝐸)57.  When in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the relative population 
𝑁(𝐸𝑖)  for a given bound state 𝑖, with an energy 𝐸𝑖 known as the Boltzmann factor, where 𝑘𝐵 is 









Molecules, atoms, and ions that can occupy more than one quantum state at a given energy 
defines the concept of degeneracy.  The relative population between energy levels of a molecule, 
atom, or ion is explained by the Boltzmann distribution when the plasma is in thermodynamic 












where 𝑁𝑘 is the population density of the upper energy level, 𝑁𝑙 is the population of the lower 
energy level, 𝑔𝑘 and 𝑔𝑙 are the degeneracy (statistical weights) for the upper and lower energy 
level respectively, ∆𝐸𝑘𝑙 is the difference in energy between the upper and lower energy level, 
𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the excitation temperature
40.  The statistical weight or 
degeneracy is calculated by Equation 15 where 𝐽 is the total angular momentum quantum 
number. 
 
𝒈 = 𝟐𝑱 + 𝟏 (15) 
 
The partition function 𝑍(𝑇) accounts for the degeneracy 𝑔𝑖 of the relative population densities at 
each energy level 𝐸𝑖.   
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𝒁(𝑻) =  ∑ 𝒈𝒊𝐞𝐱𝐩 (−𝑬𝒊/𝒊 𝒌𝑩𝑻)  (16) 
 
The partition function is the sum of all the possible energies and their state as a function of 
temperature.  Probability that an atom is in a specific energy state can be provided by the 
Boltzmann equation with the partition function included where 𝑁𝑘 is the population of the upper 
energy level, 𝑔𝑘 the degeneracy of the upper energy level, the Boltzmann factor, 𝑍(𝑇) the 
partition function, and 𝑁 the sum of all of the possible energy levels for a specific atom, ion, or 
molecule at a given temperature 𝑇58.  The sum of all possible energy levels is given in Equation 
17 where 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the number of excited levels (0, 1, 2, 3, …), and 𝑁𝑚the energy of the excited 
level 𝑚.   
 
𝑵 =  ∑ 𝑵𝒎
𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒙











An emitted spectral line from a species has an intensity 𝐼 described in Equation 19, where 𝐴𝑘𝑙 is 
the transition probability of the upper energy state 𝑘 and lower energy state 𝑙 (in s-1), ℎ is 
Planck’s constant, 𝑁𝑘 is the population of the upper energy level, and ʋ𝒌𝒍 is the frequency of the 
transition. 
 
𝑰 =  𝑨𝒌𝒍𝒉ʋ𝒌𝒍𝑵𝒌 (19) 
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A relationship between the intensity of a spectral line and population of the excited state is given 
once the Boltzmann Equation 19 variable is substituted into the intensity of the emitted spectral 
line Equation 21. 
 





















Saha-Eggert Ionization-Recombination  
Atoms can be ionized if there is enough energy transferred to the plasma and the population 
density of atoms in the process of ionization are described by the Saha-Eggert equation.  The 
singly-ionized process for a neutral atom shows that the rate of ionization is equal to the rate of 
recombination: 
 
𝑨 ⇄  𝑨+ +  𝒆− (23) 
 

















where 𝑛𝑒, 𝑛𝑎,𝑖 and 𝑛𝑎,𝑖−1 are the density of the electron, ion, and neutral species 
respectively.  𝑍𝑎,𝑖(𝑇𝑖) and 𝑍𝑎,𝑖−1(𝑇𝑖) are the partition functions for the ion and neutral species, 
𝑚𝑒 is the mass of the electron, 𝑇𝑖 is the temperature of the ion, 𝐸𝑎,0 is the ionization energy of 
the neutral species, and  ∆𝐸𝑎is the plasma correction factor for the ionization energy of the 
neutral atom.  The correction factor ∆𝐸𝑎 in the Saha-Eggert equation considers the effects of 
electric fields produced by charged particles which slightly lower the ionization level and can be 
calculated by the following equation where 𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the nuclear charge which acts on the optical 













The correction factor reduces the ionization energy of an ion because the binding energy of the 
bound states would be less than the ion would correlate to electron-ion pairs with more energy 
than the next ion and the free electron at zero kinetic energy60.   
Planck’s Law 
Excited particles produce emissions of radiation by the release of their excitation energy.  In 
thermodynamic equilibrium, the release of the excitation energy can only occur if there is 
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absorption of radiation that occurs at the same time.  This results in radiation always being 
present with species.  The radiation of particles present depends on temperature and the energy 
density of photons in a vacuum is described by Planck’s Law53. 
 











where 𝑐 is the speed of light (in m/s), 𝑣 is the frequency of the photon (in 1/s), 𝑇𝑝ℎ is the 
temperature of the photon (in K), 𝑘𝐵is Boltzmann’s constant, and ℎ is Planck’s constant.  The 
energy of photons that escape the plasma can differ from Planck’s law.  Local thermodynamic 
equilibrium can still be valid for the plasma if the loss of energy from radiation is smaller than 
the energy involved in other processes and the plasma can still be accurately represented by the 
Maxwell velocity distribution, Boltzmann population distribution, and the Saha-Eggert 
equation55,61. 
 
There are many different methods to calculate the different types of temperature of electronic, 
excitation, ionization, vibrational, rotational, and heavy particles or molecules that occur in laser 
induced plasmas. Laser-induced plasma different types of temperatures may not agree with each 
other in the beginning processes of the plasma due to the plasma’s inhomogeneity but as the 
plasma starts cooling, equilibrium between the types of temperatures is obtained40.   
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Plasma Temperature and Electron Density Calculation 
Boltzmann Plot Method 
The most widely used method for determining the excitation temperature of the plasma is by the 
ratio of relative intensities of two spectral lines that are emitted by the same emitter34,62.  When 
determining the electron temperature by the Boltzmann plot method, a requirement is that the 
plasma is optically thin.  An optically thin plasma allows for emitted photons to escape without 
further interactions between species.  Measurement of the intensity of the escaped photons in an 
optically thin plasma is more accurate than in an optically thick plasma where photons cannot 
escape from the plasma63,64,65.  A plasma is optically thin with respect to an element when the 
ratio of the observed intensities is similar to the ratio theoretically determined from the statistical 
weights of the upper energy level and their profile of emission.  Verification of optically thinness 
requires the knowledge of the transition probabilities and statistical weights of the upper energy 
level.  Once the plasma has been verified for being optically thin with respect to the chosen 
element, the electron temperature can be used to calculated for that element by the Boltzmann 
plot method.  Two spectral lines emitted by the same ion can calculate the excitation temperature 
assuming the level population obeys the Boltzmann population distribution function.   
 
At least two atomic or ionic lines from one element with adequate strength and differences 
between upper energy levels is required for the Boltzmann plot method. The Boltzmann plot 
method is a fast and simple method to determine the excitation temperature because only two 
emission lines are needed for calculation.  When only a few spectral lines are available from a 
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single element, it is difficult to determine the plasma temperature from the Boltzmann plot13.  
Self-absorption affects species differently which could cause inequality of plasma temperatures 
obtained by the Boltzmann plot method66,67. 
 
The intensity ratio of the two element’s spectral lines 𝑘 and 𝑙 calculate the excitation temperature 
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In Equations 27-29, 𝐼 is the intensity of the spectra line at wavelength λ, 𝑔 is the statistical 
weight associated with the upper energy level, 𝐴 is the transition probability, and 𝐸 is the upper 
energy level.  To minimize sensitivity and effect of spectral response, two lines should be chosen 
as close as possible in wavelength and with the largest upper energy level difference.  The 






















The uncertainty in 𝑅 on the uncertainty in the excitation temperature can be minimized by large 
values of the change in upper energy level of the transition.  Given the transition probabilities 
and statistical weights for measured intensities of multiple spectral lines from the same element 
with different excitation state, the plasma temperature can be determined by the Boltzmann plot.   
 
The Boltzmann plot consists in plotting the two spectral emission lines ln (
𝐼𝑘𝜆𝑘
𝑔𝑘𝐴𝑘




and taking the slop of the line to extract the temperature.  The Boltzmann plot method requires 
only two spectral lines for temperature calculation, but accuracy of the plasma temperature is 
increased by the consideration of multiple spectral lines.  Equation 30 can be rearranged, and the 
natural log taken to determine the Boltzmann plot equation in the linear form 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏 which 
is used to extract the temperature of a plasma.   
 












) =  −
𝟏
𝒌𝑩𝑻





    𝑦            =        𝑚𝑥     +      𝑏 
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 The value of temperature 𝑇 is obtained from the slope 𝑚 = −
1
𝑘𝐵𝑇




) is plotted against the energy of the upper level of each emission line related to its 
ionized or neutral atom.  An example of a Boltzmann plot of Fe I lines with the natural log of the 
magnitude of the emission lines for neutral iron, a linear fit is obtained and by the slope the 
temperature was determined to be roughly 21,000  ± 1,300 K by Camacho et. al70. 
 
The assumption of the LTE is correctly identified when the data from the Boltzmann plot shows 
high linearity because the Boltzmann distribution characterizes the population of the excited 
states accurately71.  Difficulties arise in experimentally obtaining absolute intensity values for 
spectral lies so the intercept from the Boltzmann plot is rarely used.  Relative intensities from the 
most intense peak are used instead of absolute intensity values63.  The calculated temperature 
from the Boltzmann plot vary depending on the elemental reaction within the plasma.  If the 
plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the excitation temperature is more accurately 
calculated for neutral atoms than for ions.  Large amounts of deviations from the best linear fit 
line of the Boltzmann plot, remove the assumption of LTE72. The voiding of the LTE assumption 
for a sample means that radiative decay processes occur more than electron collisions in the 
plasma event.  A correction factor 𝑏𝑖 can be used to correct for non-equilibrium effects on 
temperature.  The ratio of experimental population density 𝑁𝑖
𝑒𝑥𝑝
to the population density 
theoretically calculated from the Saha and Boltzmann distributions at the excitation temperature 
𝑁𝑖
𝐿𝑇𝐸calculate the correction factor 𝑏𝑖










The atomic and ionic transitions have different correction factors based on collisional and 
radiative arguments74. 
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The correction factor 𝑏𝑖 is substituted into the Boltzmann equation which shifts the Boltzmann 
plot data towards linearity and LTE.  With the use of the corrected Boltzmann equation, the 
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Assessment of local thermodynamic equilibrium by the Boltzmann plot method alone can 
produce incorrect conclusions.  A straight line can fit the data in a Boltzmann plot even when the 
population of the energy level is significantly different from its equilibrium value due to 
experimental constraints75.  Characterization of the plasma temperature affects the electron 




The temperature of the plasma, the plasma electron density can be calculated from the peak 
broadening of a line expressed as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)68.   
 
∆𝝀𝟏/𝟐 = 𝟐𝒘 (
𝒏𝒆
𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟔












The right side of the equation is split into two terms: the first comes from electron broadening 
and the second from ion interactions.  Parameter 𝐵 is a coefficient for ionic and neutral lines 
with a value of 1.2 or 0.75 respectively, 𝑛𝑒 is the electron density, 𝑁𝐷  is the number of particles 
in the Debye sphere, 𝐴 is the ion broadening parameter, and 𝑤 is the electron impact parameter60.  
The electron density can only be calculated from its full-width at half-maximum if Stark 
broadening is more influencing on the plasma than Doppler or instrumental broadening76.  
Knowledge of the plasma temperature and electron density allow for characterization of the laser 





CHAPTER 4: UNCERTAINTIES AND THEIR MEASUREMENTS IN OES 
Forensic Analysis Need 
In the report, “Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward” by the 
National Research Council, it was mentioned very clearly that “few forensic science methods 
have developed adequate measures of the accuracy of inferences made by forensic scientists77.”  
Optical Emission Spectroscopy being used as an analytical tool for forensic analysis, the 
measurement of accuracy needs to account for all uncertainties for the results obtained.  Studies 
need to be conducted to estimate the error rates in order to improve and strengthen the method by 
understanding the sources of uncertainties.   
 
One cause of uncertainty in optical emission spectroscopy elemental profiles is the presence of 
spectral interferences.  Line broadening and shifting due to plasma processes described in 
chapter 2 as well as the instrumentation affect spectral resolution, leading to challenges in line 
assignment.  The first step to confident spectral line assignment is high spectral resolution 
though prevention of all spectral interferences is not possible.  Spectral interferences can be 
classified as spectral line coincidence78, overlap with a broadened line wing79, spectrometer stray 
light80 and background continuum80.  
Types of Spectral Interferences 
When a monochromator or spectrometer cannot separate two emission lines from each other, line 
coincidence occurs.  For instance, the Si I line at 252.852 nm (3s23p2 (3P2) ← 3s23p4s (3P°1)) is 
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known to be interfered within 0.001 nm by many other transitions, more especially the one from 
Sb I at 252.853 nm (5p3(2D°5/2) ← 5p2(3P)6s (3P3/2))76.  The overlap of two spectral lines that 
coincide is hard to avoid, especially when one of them is the matrix and the other a trace 
element.  Approaches to separate the analyte from the interfering matrix have been proposed, 
such as, using larger acquisition delays, incorporating Stark broadening parameters, and a range 
of tolerance around the central wavelength of the analyte emission line can reduce incorrect line 
assignment from line coincidence81.   
 
Spectral interferences can be caused by a strong broadened line of an element in the matrix near 
the emission line which overlap each other.  Interferences by the overlap with a nearby 
broadened line wing possibly will be avoided by using background correction82, by chemical 
separation, or by moving to another emission line that is free from interferences80. 
 
Stray light occurs when wavelengths of background light outside of the instrumental bandpass 
reach the detector.  Stray radiation that doesn’t come from the species of interest but is recorded 
in the detector result in incorrect measurement of the incident light of the species of a particular 
wavelength.  There are numerous sources of stray that include reflections or scattering from 
optical components, grating imperfections, and diffraction from mirror apertures83.  Stray light 
can increase and shift the background continuum in a spectrum.  Spectral continuum is a 
characteristic of a plasma in optical emission spectroscopy due to the radiative recombination of 
electrons with other ions.  The more electron density present in a plasma the greater the 
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background emission will be.   Stray light can be classified into two categories: near and far.  Far 
stray light comes from stray light due to grating effects.  Near stray light originates from a strong 
line near the species’ emission line84.  Instrument design such as interference filters85 or double 
monochromatization lead to reduction of stray light86. 
Spectral Interference Uncertainty Importance 
It is important to identify and characterize the uncertainty in optical emission spectroscopy 
elemental profiles to provide a more accurate analysis87.  Quantification of uncertainty will 
provide an error rate associated to the optical emission spectroscopy technique and can lead to 
reduction of error88.  Error rates provide validation of the optical emission spectroscopy 
technique89.  Accuracy, validation, and reduction of errors lead to reproducibility of a method 
and quality assurance90.  Quality assurance can identify where weaknesses are and limitations to 
a method.  Thus, the quantification of uncertainty by an error rate produces confidence in the 
results obtained from a method.  The assessment of spectral interferences in optical emission 
spectroscopy is difficult because it requires the identification and estimation of all parameters 
involved in the interference process91,92. 
Approaches to Spectral Interference Uncertainty 
Line Coincidence Tables 
The Q-concept method for quantification of spectral interferences was developed by Boumans et 
al92.  Spectral interferences from line coincidence and overlap with broadened line wing can be 
quantified by the Q-concept method using ICP line coincidence tables.  The sensitivity of the 
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interferent 𝑆𝐼(𝜆)is calculated as where 𝑥𝐼(𝜆) is the wavelength array of the interference and 𝑐𝐼 is 
the concentration of the interferent92. 
 





The Q-value of the interferent is obtained by the ratio of the sensitivity of the interferent to the 
sensitivity of the analysis emission line.  
 





When the bandwidth changes, so do the sensitivity ratios.  To quantify spectral interferences 
from line coincidence and overlap with broadened line wing, the Q-value is determined by the 
following equations where 𝐵 corresponds to the background and 𝑊 to the wing background.   
 




𝑸𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 =  𝑸𝑰 +  𝑸𝑾 + 𝑸𝑩 (42) 
 
There is no need for specialized software for Q-concept analysis93 as ICP line coincidence tables 
are already in existence92,94,95.  Larger Q-values can be obtained than determined when an 
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interfering line is further in distance, from the central peak position.  The Q-concept method 
cannot distinguish spectral interferences if the Q-value is close to the detection limit of the 
instrument93.  Incorrect ratios between the analytical emission line and the interfering line are 
possible with the Q-concept method due to different excitation conditions of the optical emission 
spectroscopy technique93.   
Calibration 
Instrument response of a sample compared with the response of a set of standard elements results 
in a calibration graph.  The calibration graph plots the instrument response (signal intensity) 
against the concentration of the standard element solution.  Use of a calibration curve corrects for 
line overlap and matrix effects based on the apparent concentration of the interferent of an un-
interfered analyte line93.  Line overlap results in the incorrect measurement of the intensity of a 
line which results in a parallel shift of the calibration curve while matrix effects change the 
calibration curve slope.  A linear least squares fit is applied to the data and the equation obtained 
gives the concentration of an element of interest without interference from an overlapping line in 
the form y = mx + b. 
 




where 𝐶𝑖 is the concentration of the element of interest, 𝐼𝑖 the measured line intensity, ℎ𝑖𝑗 the 
correction factor for all interfering elements, and 𝐼𝑗 the measured intensity of the interfering 
element.  Matrix effects can be corrected where 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is the correction factor for the interferant: 
 
𝑪𝒊 =  𝑨𝟎 + 𝑨𝟏𝑰𝒊(𝟏 ± ∑ 𝒌𝒊𝒋 𝑰𝒋) (44) 
 
The error rate of the spectral interferences by interelement correction of spectral line overlap and 
matrix effects by a calibration curve is the relative standard deviation of the measurement.  There 
is no need for sophisticated software to produce a calibration curve for an optical emission 
spectroscopy spectrum.  Calibration curves can be imprecise if elements are missing from the 
standards.  It is easy to correct for missing standards but depending on the number of standards 
needed, very time consuming.   
 
There are two types of analysis when describing calibration curves: univariate and multivariate.  
Univariate calibration aims to find a relationship between the concentration of an element with 
the peak intensity at a specific wavelength.  Multivariate calibration involves the application of 
chemometrics where the object is to develop a model to predict the concentration of elements in 




Calibration is based on the empirical spectral relationship between the intensity and the 
concentration of an analyte while calibration-free methods model the physics of the plasma.  
Calibration-free methods consider matrix effects with the analyte simultaneously rather than in 
calibration where it is considered an external influence58.  Calibration-free optical emission 
spectroscopy is then a standardless method.  The quantification of spectral interferences becomes 
difficult as matrix effects are present as an internal influence and interelement corrections cannot 
be determined based solely on the relationship between spectral line intensity and concentration 
of analyte but on other parameters such as the plasma temperature.  The accuracy of quantitative 
analysis by calibration-free optical emission spectroscopy is affected by the estimation of plasma 
temperature and self-absorption effects 83.   
Chemometrics 
Chemometrics combines mathematical and statistical methods to increase the understanding of 
chemical information or correlation of parameters to spectral data.  There are many different 
chemometric methods that have been used to analyze optical emission spectroscopy data 
including but not limited to correlation analysis, principal component analysis (PCA), partial 
least squares analysis (PLS), artificial neural networks (ANN), and support vector machine 
(SVM).  Chemometrics can be used for calibration or classification.  Classification allows for 





The composition of a sample can be determined using correlation analysis between experimental 
and library reference spectra97.  This approach uses unique identifiers which indicate differences 
in spectral peak positions and intensities for different materials.  Linear correlation determines 
the relationship between the spectral wavelength 𝑥 and intensities 𝑦 with a linear correlation 
coefficient 𝑟98,99. 
 
𝒓 =  








where ?̅? and 𝑦 are the means of the spectral wavelengths and intensities respectively.  The 
correlation coefficient will have a value between -1 and 1.  A positive correlation occurs when 
the data has a positive linear slope meaning that the variables of spectral wavelengths and 
intensities increases together.  A negative correlation has a negative linear slope where the 
spectral wavelengths and intensities decreases at the same time.  The statistic of how well the 
correlation fits the data is estimated by the correlation significance 𝑎 where 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 is the 
complementary error function and 𝑁 the number of data points. 
 














The smaller the correlation significance, the more strongly correlated the variables of wavelength 
and intensity are.  Linear correlation doesn’t account for distribution of the spectral wavelengths 
and intensities making it a poor statistic for determining correlation100.  
 
Rank correlation analysis considers the distribution of the variables being tested making it a good 
statistic for determining correlation.  The equation for rank analysis is very similar to linear 
correlation with ranks replacing the original data of spectral wavelengths and intensities.  The 
least intense pixel in the experimental spectrum is given a 1 while the most intense pixel is given 
the rank of 𝑁 (total number of data points).  The non-parametric correlation coefficient 𝑟𝑠 is 
given by the following equation where 𝑅 and 𝑅′ correspond to the ranks of the original 
wavelength and intensity respectively101. 
 
𝒓𝒔 =  
∑ (𝑹𝒊−?̅?)𝒊 ∑ (𝑹′𝒊−𝑹′̅̅ ̅)𝒊
√∑ (𝑹𝒊−?̅?)
𝟐





Correlation analysis whether rank or linear requires a library of representative spectra which can 
be difficult to determine depending on sample composition and knowledge of every element 
within the sample.  The computation time for correlation analysis is very quick and doesn’t 
require coincidence tables.  Quantifications of the interferences in experimental spectra cannot 




Labutin et al proposed an automated spectral line assignment by correlation of model spectra to 
experimental spectra102.  Modeled spectra were used as a reference with simulations from 
different temperatures and electron densities. The line assignment was dependent on a factor α 
not found in the model spectra.  The authors credited this parameter to the fact that only certified 
elements were modeled.  The parameter is defined by the ratios of intensity of the ith line to the 
maximum intensity of a given spectral peak.  This automated line assignment is simple and fast 
but requires model spectra form prior knowledge of samples compositions.  Spectral 
interferences were not discussed by the authors.   
 
A novel approach to quantify spectral interferences in optical emission spectroscopy has been 
developed that builds on the atomic line databases already in existence.  The algorithm builds on 
the fundamental knowledge of plasma emission to quantify spectral interferences for individual 




CHAPTER 5: STATISTICAL INTERFERENCE FACTOR 
Algorithm Development 
The algorithm developed to quantify spectral interferences is determined by the comparison of 
detected peaks from an experimental spectrum to a database of choice of atomic and ionic 
emission lines.  This quantification is represented by the statistical interference factor (SIF).  
Figure 8 shows the flowchart for the calculation of the SIF. 
 
The first step of the algorithm is the introduction of an optical emission spectrum, the extracted 
peaks’ parameters of the experimental spectrum, and the database of choice.  These inputs allow 
for calculation of the SIF which comprise of a global matching factor for each emitter and the 
individual peak analysis.  Individual SIF values are obtained for each individual peak.  A 
Bayesian inference approach is used to identify the optimal number of emitters and calculate the 
likelihood of combinations of emitters for the entire experimental spectrum.  Prior knowledge of 
the sample composition, background gas, plasma conditions, and instrumental conditions are 
applied to the Bayesian statistics to provide the optimal posterior SIF values for the spectral 










An experimental spectrum is the first input for the determination of the SIF.  For demonstration 
of the algorithm developed to statistically quantify spectral interferences, a silicon wafer was 
analyzed by LIBS.  A LIBS spectrum is considered a multimodal distribution of emission from 
elements listed in a database.  Each transition within the experimental spectrum has a weight 
proportional to a calculated strength.  A specific set of weighted distributions make up a 
spectrum that allows for emission peaks to have their own profile.  The statistical weight is not 
equally distributed to each emitter from the database.  The emission probability of a transition, 
probability of the population of energy levels, and plasma parameters influence the emitter’s 
statistical weight. 
 
The information obtained from the LIBS instrument for an experimental spectrum are the 
wavelength and corresponding intensity of emission.  The experimental silicon spectrum from 
185 nm to 1050 nm is shown in Figure 6.  Most of the silicon emission lines were detected below 
300 nm in our conditions. 
 
The silicon spectral intensity data was normalized between 0 and 1 using the following equation 










Peak Detection/Peak Fitting 
A peak in a LIBS spectrum represents the presence of an atom in a given excited state.  The first 
input of the SIF algorithm is the parameters that define each peak of the experimental spectrum 
with no assumption of instrumental functions, resolution, or broadening effects.  The peak 
information includes the position, width, shape, and integral value (Figure 9).  The position of 
the peak defines the central wavelength 𝜆0 and the width of the peak (FWHM) provides the 
subsection range of the wavelength-ordered spectral database that will be used for comparison 
for each individual peak.  The intensity of the peak is described by the peak’s height Imax.  The 
shape of the peak is used to identify which type of fit should be applied to the experimental 
spectrum.  The fit is used to interpolate the emission intensity given by the peaks’ integral value. 
 
 
Figure 9: Spectral peak information. 
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Even if the SIF algorithm does not rely on peak detection but just on information from a list of 
peaks given by the user, peaks present in the silicon spectrum were detected by the MATLAB 
findpeaks function104.  The findpeaks function is based on finding local maxima with a 
minimum height greater than a user defined threshold.  The minimum height threshold of signal-
to-noise ratio of 3 greater than its two neighbor data values was used throughout this algorithm.  
There were eighty-four peaks (•) in total identified for the silicon sample.   
 
Experimental peaks are fitted in the SIF algorithm by a pseudo-Voigt profile to determine the 
interpolation values.  A pseudo-Voigt fit is an approximation of the Voigt profile that is the 
linear deconvolution of the Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions.  Gaussian profile can 
approximate instrumental contributions and Doppler broadening.  A disadvantage of the 
Gaussian probability distribution profile is that it does not consider Stark broadening.  The 
Gaussian distribution equation is defined in Equation 50.  The Gaussian fit of the experimental 
silicon 212.42 nm is shown in Figure 10. 
 













Likewise, the Lorentzian probability distribution profile does not consider Doppler or collision 
broadening but describes Stark broadening.  The Lorentzian distribution equation is defined in 
Equation 51:  Figure 10 shows the Lorentzian fit of the experimental silicon 212.42 nm peak. 
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Fitting by a Voigt allows for both broadening and shifting effects to be taken into account and 
provide a theoretical description of the LIBS peak shape105.  The linear deconvolution equation 
for the pseudo-Voigt is defined in Equation 52.   
 
𝑽(𝒙) =  𝜼 ∗ 𝑳(𝒙) + (𝟏 − 𝜼) ∗ 𝑮(𝒙) (52) 
 
where 𝜂 is the computed parameter from the FWHM of the Gaussian and Lorentzian functions, 
𝐿(𝑥) is the Lorentzian profile and 𝐺(𝑥) is the Gaussian profile.  The pseudo-Voigt fit was 
applied to the same experimental silicon 212.42 nm peak (Figure 10). 
 
A chi-square goodness of fit test was applied to the Gaussian, Lorentzian, and pseudo-Voigt fit 
of the experimental 212.42 nm peak with the hypothesis that the fit values were different than the 
experimental LIBS signal.  The chi-square goodness of fit by a model is determined by the 
following equation106. 
 
𝝌𝟐 =  ∑
(𝒐𝒃𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒆𝒅−𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅)𝟐
𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒆𝒅








The chi-square test statistics obtained were 0.0438, 0.0674, and 0.0066 for the Gaussian, 
Lorentzian, and pseudo-Voigt respectively.  At a 95% confidence level, the tabled chi-square 
statistic for 70 degrees of freedom is 48.758107.  The null hypothesis is rejected for all three fits 
which are considered the same as the experimental data.  Since, all three fits rejected the null, 
their chi-square test statistics were compared to one another.  The Lorentzian fit had the highest 
chi-square value which relates to the highest amount of error between the fit and experimental 
data from instrumentation or broadening effects.  The Gaussian fit had the second highest chi-
square value while the pseudo-Voigt fit had the smallest.  The pseudo-Voigt fit had the smallest 
chi-square statistic which results in a better fit of the experimental data because it considers the 
instrumentation and broadening effects that show a Gaussian distribution and the shifting effects 
reflected by a Lorentzian distribution.  A pseudo-Voigt function requires less computation time 
than the Voigt function when numerous convolutions are needed for calculation with minimal 
loss of accuracy108.   
 
The full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the peak for the pseudo-Voigt function are 
related to the FWHM of the deconvoluted Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions.  The FWHM of 
the Lorentzian function (𝑓 L) and the Gaussian function (𝑓G) are related by the parameter η105.  
The Γ variable is approximated by a derivation from computer-generated convolutions by a 





𝜼 = 𝟏. 𝟑𝟔𝟔𝟎𝟑(𝜞𝑳/𝜞) − 𝟎. 𝟒𝟕𝟕𝟏𝟗(𝜞𝑳/𝜞)
𝟐 + 𝟎. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟔(𝜞𝑳/𝜞)
𝟑  (54) 
𝜞 =
(𝜞𝑮
𝟓 + 𝟐. 𝟔𝟗𝟐𝟔𝟗𝜞𝑮
𝟒𝜞𝑳 + 𝟐. 𝟒𝟐𝟖𝟒𝟑𝜞𝑮
𝟑𝜞𝑳









The peak information obtained for the eighty-four peaks were used to compare against the 
Kurucz database hosted by the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (Kurucz)49.  The 
Kurucz database is available in an electronic format which is why it is used for the SIF 
calculation.  The Kurucz database includes information such as the energy of the upper Eupper and 
lower Elower levels in (eV), the total electronic angular-momentum quantum number of the upper 
Jupper  and lower Jlower levels, transition probabilities (s-1), wavelength of the transition (nm), and 
the element involved in the transition that are used as parameters in the SIF even if there is a 
large variance for the parameters whereas several of the other atomic line databases do not 
contain this information.  Table 1 shows a subset of twelve Kurucz database values that can be 
found within the width of the silicon experimental 212.42 nm peak49.  The Kurucz database is 
reduced to neutral and singly-ionized emitters due to their greater probability than higher 
ionization states in LIBS conditions of being at the origin of the spectrum22.  This reduction of 
possible emitters allows for simplicity and faster computation times.  There is a total of one-
hundred forty-seven neutral and singly ionized emitters found within the Kurucz database from 












Elower (eV) Jlower Eupper 
(eV) 
Jupper 
212.4088 1.02E+07 26.01 7.568723 2.5 13.4043 1.5 
212.4109 1.67E+02 23 0.275277 2.5 6.11082 1.5 
212.4122 7.20E+08 14 0.781011 2 6.61652 3 
212.4124 1.45E+05 20 2.709192 2 8.5447 1 
212.4128 8.68E+05 26.01 7.804716 3.5 13.6402 4.5 
212.4158 1.65E+06 23 0.068563 4.5 5.90398 3.5 
212.4209 7.70E+06 26.01 7.636356 5.5 13.4716 6.5 
212.4210 1.10E+04 24.01 8.73243 3.5 14.5677 4.5 
212.4221 2.37E+06 21 0.020873 2.5 5.85611 1.5 
212.4230 2.72E+04 24.01 6.282361 3.5 12.1176 3.5 
212.4324 2.23E+04 28.01 11.09242 5.5 16.9274 4.5 
212.4326 5.88E+03 23 0.068563 4.5 5.90351 4.5 
 
As shown in the flowchart for the algorithm (Figure 9), the partial SIF 𝑆𝐼𝐹
𝑝
𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  attributed to each 
individual transition 𝑖 → 𝑗 of an emitter 𝑒 for a single peak 𝑝 is calculated as the product of the 
transition strength by the emitter matching factor and the intensity of the fitted spectral line at the 











𝑒  the strength of the transition 𝑖 → 𝑗 for the emitter 𝑒, 𝑀𝐹𝑒  the emitter matching factor 
for the emitter 𝑒 and 𝐼(𝜆𝑖→𝑗)
𝑝
 the signal value from the emission profile of the peak 𝑝 centered 
at the wavelength 𝜆𝑖→𝑗. 
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Statistical Interference Factor (SIF) 
The SIF relies on the statistical weight, or strength, of the transitions in the database.  This 
strength can be adapted to the amount of knowledge the user has.  The lowest amount of 
knowledge for the strength considers all transitions are equi-probable, meaning there is 
absolutely no knowledge from the user.  Second level of knowledge of the SIF for an individual 
SIF for an individual experimental peak considers the emitter’s probability of transition, 𝐴𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  (s-
1) of the transition 𝑖 → 𝑗 for the emitter 𝑒  is found within the Kurucz database.  The emitter with 
the highest probability of transition would have the highest probability of being the experimental 
peak’s emitter.   
 
Building on the first and second levels of understanding, the third level of knowledge considers 
the population of the upper energy level of an emitter’s transition.  The Boltzmann equation 
provides the population of the upper energy level involved in an atom’s transition which assumes 
local thermodynamic equilibrium and is defined by the parameter of an excitation temperature.  
The equation for the strength 𝑆𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  of the transition 𝑖 → 𝑗  with the addition of the population of 
















The variables involved in Equation 57 include, the degeneracy 𝑔𝑖
𝑒 of the upper energy level 
energy 𝐸𝑖
𝑒 (cm-1) involved in the transition, 𝐴𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  the emission probability (s-1), and 𝑍𝑒(𝑇) the 
partition function of the emitter 𝑒 at the excitation temperature 𝑇 (𝑒𝑉).  Addition of the 
population of the upper energy results in the probabilities of some emitters from the second level 
of knowledge being reduced or increased. 
 
The fourth level of knowledge includes the knowledge of all parameters involved in the LIBS 
process such as electronic density and ionic densities in the plasma and can provide a deeper 
understanding of the strength of an emitter’s transition for the SIF.  The inclusion of more 
parameters in the SIF will increase the computation time.   
 
Compromising the number of parameters and the computation time involved in calculating the 
SIF, the individual peak SIF uses the strength of an emitter’s emission which considers the 
population of the upper energy level.  The individual peak SIF is defined by the product of 
matching factor 𝑀𝐹𝑖→𝑗
𝑒 , strength of transition 𝑖 → 𝑗 for the emitter 𝑒 𝑆𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  and intensity of the 














A statistical interference factor is evaluated for all of the transitions within each experimental 
peak’s width individually.  The interpolated experimental value from the pseudo-Voigt fit of the 
emission for every wavelength of transition is multiplied by the strength that describes each 
transition within an individual peak and the matching factor of the corresponding emitter defined 
in Equation 58.   
 
Figure 11 illustrates the different transitions found from the Kurucz database for the 
experimental Si I 212.41 nm line and the individual weight attributed before and after 
multiplication by the experimental emission.  The experimental spectrum is shown as the solid 
black line.  The shaded area represents the peak’s FWHM.  Left, the black square lines (symbol 
■) represent the strength for each transition.  Right, the red circle lines (symbol ●) represent the 
individual SIF of each transition for this spectral line taking into account the matching factor and 
the line profile.  There is one transition seen to be the main contributor to the emission line Si I 





Figure 11: List of transitions for the individual peak 212.42 nm (left) strength of transition 
(right) individual SIF of transition. 
 
The large probability of emission, large population of the upper energy level in LIBS conditions, 
and large matching factor for the spectral window 210 nm to 224 nm contribute the experimental 
peak 212.41 nm to neutral silicon.  Table 2 shows three other contributions, Ni II, Fe II, and Al II 
possible for the experimental 212.41 nm peak besides Si I, their probability of transition, and 
their individual SIF.  Neutral silicon has a probability of transition one power of ten greater than 
Al II, Fe II, and Ni II.  Nickel II has the second highest individual SIF of 7.83 × 108 𝑠−1 when 
the strength of the emission line comes from the Kurucz probability of transition.  The matching 
factor for Ni II in the 210 nm to 224 nm window is 16.90 %.  The strength of the Ni II transition 
with the population of the upper energy added when multiplied with the small matching factor 
results in a very miniscule individual SIF for peak 212.41 nm.  Aluminum II and Fe II have 
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similar results to Ni II.  Both Al II and Fe II have a smaller probability of transition than Ni II 
and Si I and small matching factors which lead to small individual SIFs of 1 × 10−6 %.   
 
Table 2: Four transitions within experimental 212.42 nm peak. 
 
Matching Factor 
The matching factor (𝑀𝐹) is the first step in the SIF and provides a semi-quantitative evaluation 
of the emission of each atom in the Kurucz database compared to the experimental spectrum.  
The foundation of the matching factor is built on the fact that individual emission lines of the 
same element should be highly correlated109.  The matching factor takes into consideration if a 
peak from an emitter is missing from the spectrum.  Its calculation is derived from the ratio 
between the sum of detected peaks’ strength to the sum of the theoretical peaks’ strength that 
should occur in the spectral range for a specific emitter.   
 






Si I 212.41 5.04 × 109 92.39 
Ni II 212.39 7.83 × 108 1 × 10−6 
Al II 212.46 1.29 × 108 1 × 10−6 












There is a relationship between the number of peaks found within the database to explain the 
experimental spectrum and the matching factor value.  The lower the number of detected peaks 
between the experimental spectrum and the database, the lower the matching factor will be, and 
the converse holds true.   
 
A typical spectrum of silicon between 210 nm and 224 nm is shown in Figure 12.  Eighteen 
theoretical emission lines for the neutral silicon atom are found within this window.  The 
eighteen neutral silicon emission lines from the Kurucz database and their upper energy 
transition are shown in Table 3 that produce the experimental peaks of the 210 nm to 224 nm 




Figure 12: Measurement of matching factor of six emitters for the spectral range [210 nm – 





















The matching factor is calculated for all emitters in the Kurucz database for the spectrum input 
of eighteen emission lines and the list of transitions within each peak width (shaded areas in 
Figure 12).  
 
The 210 nm to 224 nm spectral region for the experimental silicon spectrum is broken into five 
different regions.  Table 4 displays the five regions and their wavelength range.   
Wavelength (nm) Transition Strength 
210.32 3p2 1S0 ← p6d 3D°1 9.48E+04 
210.82 3p2 1S0 ← p8s 3P°1 3.74E+03 
211.46 3p2 3P1 ← p3d 1D°2 3.37E+03 
211.48 3p2 1S0 ← p6d 1P°1 1.28E+04 
212.12 3p2 3P2 ← p3d 1D°3 1.88E+04 
212.30 3p2 1D2 ← p3d 1P°1 2.18E+06 
212.41 3p2 1D2 ← p3d 1F°3 6.12E+07 
214.79 3p2 1S0 ← p5d 1D°3 7.37E+03 
215.05 3p2 1S0 ← p7s 1P°1 2.18E+04 
216.38 3p2 1S0 ← p7s 3P°1 5.42E+03 
216.77 3p2 1S0 ← p5d 3D°1 1.89E+05 
217.74 3p2 1S0 ← p5d 1P°1 8.61E+04 
220.80 3p2 3P0 ← s3p3 3D°1 3.82E+06 
221.09 3p2 3P1 ← s3p3 3D°1 8.37E+06 
221.17 3p2 3P1 ← s3p3 3D°2 2.78E+06 
221.67 3p2 3P2 ← s3p3 3D°1 1.50E+07 
221.81 , 3p2 3P2 ← s3p3 3D°3 2.65E+06 
221.89 3p2 3D2 ← s3p3 3D°1 1.75E+05 
 Total Detected 9.63E+07 
 Total 9.66E+07 
 MF (%) 99.70 
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Table 4: Five spectral regions of spectral window [210 nm - 224 nm]. 
Region I II III IV V 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
212 – 213 210 – 215 210 – 218 218 – 224 210 – 224 
 
The six emitters with the larger matching factor, C I, Mg II, Si I, V I, Sn I, and Re I were 
analyzed for each region.  Two of the six emitters, Si I and V I have emission lines from the 
Kurucz database within all experimental peak widths.  The matching factor for element for each 
region is given in the table below.  The LIBS conditions used for the silicon wafer analysis were 
not able to detect all of the transitions in the Kurucz database with low transition probabilities.  
This inability of detection results in the matching factor being smaller than 100%. 
 
Table 5: Matching factor for five spectral regions of spectral window [210 nm – 224 nm]. 
Region MF (%) 
  I II III IV V 
C I 0 0 94.74 0 94.74 
Mg II 0 0 0 0.37 0.37 
Si I 96.53 96.34 96.02 100 97.37 
V I 4.87 0.38 10.09 7.72 9.32 
Sn I 0 0 0 6.05 4.12 
Re I 0 0 30.42 0 22.37 
 
Figure 12 shows the 210 nm to 224 nm spectral region for the experimental silicon spectrum 
broken into the five separate regions.  Neutral silicon is expected to have a matching factor larger 
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than 90% for all regions, as we analyze a LIBS spectrum of silicon.  Region IV has a matching 
factor of 100% for silicon.  The six neutral silicon emission lines from the Kurucz database from 
Table 3 from 218 nm to 224 nm are present within the experimentally determined peak widths.  
Regions I, II, III, and V have a matching factor of greater than 90% but less than 100% due to 
the expected peaks from the database that were not present in the experimental spectrum.   In 
Region I, there are three Si I database emission lines at 212.12 nm, 212.30 nm and 212. 41 nm 
with strengths of 1.88*104,  of 2.18*106, and of 6.12*107 respectively.  Silicon I 212.30 nm and 
212.41 nm are database emission lines are present within the experimentally determined 212.41 
nm peak that have high strengths greater than 2 orders of magnitude compared to the Si I 212.12 
nm database line not present in the experimental spectrum resulting in a matching factor of 
96.53%.  This trend holds true for Si I for Regions II, III, and V.   
 
Neutral carbon has two emission lines within the 210 nm to 224 nm region: 211.50 nm and 
217.79 nm.  Carbon I 211.50 nm emission line does not fall within Regions I and IV of interest.  
Regions I, II, and IV have no experimental spectral peak widths that contain the database 
emission of C I which results in a matching factor of 0%.  Region II has one expected peak for C 
I at 217.79 nm.  The one C I emission peak is found within the experimental spectrum which 
results in a matching factor of 100% for Region III. 
 
The singly-ionized magnesium has a matching factor of 0% for Regions I, II, and III due to no 
database magnesium emissions occurring within those regions.  Region IV and V have a 
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matching factor of 0.37% for Mg II.  There are five expected Mg II emission peaks from the 
Kurucz database for Regions IV and V.  Magnesium II has database emission lines at 220.268 
nm, 220.268nm, 220.272 nm, 221.691 nm, and 221.701 nm.  There are two emission lines of Mg 
II, 221.691 nm and 221.701 nm with small of strengths 2.39*101 and 1.19*101 respectively 
found within the experimental spectrum.  The Mg II 220.268 nm, 220.268 nm, and 220.272 nm 
emission lines with large strengths of 3.40*103, 1.71*102, and 2.41*103 respectively are not 
present within any of the peaks within Regions IV and V.  The three Mg II database emission 
lines not present in experimentally determined peaks within Regions IV and V have strengths 
one and two orders of magnitude greater than the two emission lines that are present. which 
results in a small matching factor for Regions IV and V. 
 
A matching factor of 0% was determined for neutral tin in Regions I, II, and III.  There are no 
expected Kurucz emission lines for Sn I within Region I.  Regions II and III have three expected 
Sn I database emission lines at 210.09 nm, 211.39 nm, and 214.87 nm which are not present in 
the experimental spectrum which results in a matching factor of 0%.  There are five expected 
emissions from the Kurucz database for Sn I for Region IV.  In region IV, there is one database 
Sn I line at 221.11 nm present within the experimental spectrum with a strength of 9.57*105.  
The strength of the line present within Region IV for Sn I is very small compared to the other 
four emissions which results in a small matching factor of 6.05%.  Region V has nine database 
emission lines for neutral tin.  Tin I 221.11 nm is the only database emission line present in the 
experimental spectrum out of the nine for Region V.  There are a larger number of theoretical 
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lines for Sn I for Region V that are not found within the experimental detected peaks’ widths 
which results in a low matching factor of 4.12% 
 
Neutral rhenium has five emission lines from the Kurucz database with in the 210 nm to 224 nm 
window.  There are no expected emissions for Re I within regions I and II.  Region III has three 
Kurucz emission lines at 215.67 nm, 216.79 nm, and 217.62 nm.  Rhenium I 217.62 nm is 
present in the experimental spectrum while 215.67 nm and 216.79 nm are absent.  The strength 
of 217.62 nm is 2.82 ∗ 106 which is relatively high compared to the strengths of 215.67 nm and 
216.79 nm 2.58*106 and 3.86*106 respectively resulting in a 30.42% matching factor.  Region V 
has a smaller matching factor than region III because there are more expected Kurucz database 
emission lines that are not present within the experimental spectrum. 
 
Neutral vanadium shows the effect the spectral range used for evaluation has on the matching 
factor value.  There are numerous transitions throughout all regions of the 210 nm to 224 nm 
spectral window.  Many of the transitions from the Kurucz database for V I have low strength as 
seen in region IV and V.  Due to the quantity of V I database emission lines, some of the lines 
will be present within the experimental peak widths.  The main Kurucz emission lines for neutral 
vanadium are not present in the experimental spectral peak widths giving a small matching factor 




The transition probability with the population of the upper energy level depends on the excitation 
temperature parameter.  The excitation temperature affects the partition function value for the 
atom which affects the strength of an emitter’s transition.  It is not straightforward to measure 
excitation temperature with a commercial such as the Applied Spectra J200 LIBS in the 
laboratory.  As a result, an estimation of the plasma temperature was necessary to calculate the 
SIF.  The SIF is affected by the matching factor which is affected by the excitation temperature 
of the emitter’s transition as shown in Figure 13.     
 
For many emitters, the matching factor is minimally affected by the plasma temperature such as 
Ge II whose matching factor consistently stays between to 23.42% and 24.3%.  Emitters such as 
Si I, Si II, Zn II, and Sn I have matching factors that are influenced by the excitation temperature.  
Neutral or singly-ionized silicon have the highest matching factor, independently of the 
excitation temperature.  The high matching factor values for Si I and Si II are expected as the 
emission lines of silicon are similar and correlated.  Silicon I has the highest matching factor for 
all plasma temperatures.  Singly-ionized silicon has the second highest matching factor for 0.45 




Figure 13: Effect of excitation temperature on the matching factor for the silicon sample.  The excitation temperature 




One method to quantify uncertainty is based on Bayesian Inference.  Bayesian Inference can 
draw conclusions about experimental data that cannot be observed by other means.  Uncertainty 
quantification by Bayesian Inference accounts for available data and provides a degree of 
uncertainty with the available evidence of data.  The quantification of the degree of uncertainty is 
measured by probability.  Bayesian Inference can be broken into three steps: creation of model, 
conditioning of model, and evaluation of model110.   
1. Creation of Model: The first step in Bayesian Inference is the creation of the probability 
model which contains all information known to a user about the scientific processes and 
data being evaluated.   
2. Conditioning of Data: The second step of Bayesian Inference calculates the posterior 
distribution of the model and interprets the results obtained. 
3. Evaluation of Model: The evaluation of the Bayesian Inference model asks questions 
about how well does the model fit the data.  Do the results seem reasonable for the 
scientific process being evaluated?  Do posterior distribution results change with the 
assumptions of the model created? 
Model creation assumes joint probability distribution of the outcomes of the data.  Joint 
probability distribution assigns probability to all combinations of random variables in the data 
and is used for answering questions about the model that arise.  Probability statements are used 
to make conclusions about a variable or parameter from unobserved data.  Joint probability is the 
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product of the prior distribution 𝑝(𝜃) or information known about the parameters and the data 
distribution 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) or likelihood to make probability statements about 𝜃 given 𝑦. 
 
𝒑(𝜽, 𝒚) = 𝒑(𝜽)𝒑(𝒚|𝜽) (60) 
 
The probability of the unobserved parameters to explain the observed data with prior knowledge 
of the scientific process is the posterior distribution of the model.  The posterior distribution is 
given by the property of conditional probability also known as Bayes’ rule.  Bayes’ rule is given 
by the following equation: 
 








where 𝑝(𝜃, 𝑦) is the model, 𝑝(𝑦|𝜃) the likelihood function, and 𝑝(𝑦) the probability distribution 
of the unknown but observable data. 
 
𝒑(𝒚) =  ∑ 𝒑(𝜽)𝒑(𝒚|𝜽) (62) 
 
Given observable data, two models that have the same likelihood function will have the same 
inference for 𝜃.  The evaluation of the created model for Bayesian Inference should be evaluated, 
revised, and re-evaluated until the user is satisfied with the model and results.  Bayesian 
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Inference does have challenges when computing large and complex systems111.  The 
computational challenge of large and complex data can be reduced by removing the number of 
models to fit the data.  Reduction of the number of models of data leads to reduction in 
simulation time while being reasonably accurate.  One of the biggest challenges to Bayesian 
Inference is the creation of the models needed to explain a specific system of experimental data.  
The variability that occurs in the output results of the model under the same repeated conditions 
lead to residual variability112.  Residual variability leads to difficulty in setting up the model 
needed due to the random nature of the experimental setup.  Bayesian Inference is flexible and a 
general process that can be applied to any scientific process.    
 
The posterior distribution obtained from the model created from Bayesian Inference for 
quantification of spectral interference in optical emission spectroscopy will be analyzed for 
variance by the confidence interval and chi-square hypothesis test of variance. 
Optimum Representation of the Experimental Spectrum 
The individual SIF demonstrates the quantification of spectral interferences found within one 
experimental peak.  Since, a LIBS spectrum is a multimodal distribution and emission lines of 
the same element should be correlated, the information for each peak is combined to explain the 
whole experimental spectrum by a Bayesian approach.  The input for the Bayesian approach is 
the individual SIF for each emitter for each individual peak.  The Bayesian approach of the 




In this experimental silicon case, the focus was on the plasma composition as prior knowledge.  
The composition of the silicon sample is either known or not.  When analyzing the silicon data 
with no knowledge of the silicon sample’s composition, every emitter in the Kurucz database 
probability of emission is considered equally present.  When the silicon sample’s composition is 
known, a restriction is made to the emitters found within the sample’s composition and the 
background gas for the LIBS analysis with an equal probability of emission given to each 
emitter.  Knowledge of the sample’s composition can be broken into two types of knowledge: 
qualitative and quantitative.  Qualitative knowledge gives the emitters present in the sample the 
same probability of emission while absent emitters have no probability.  Quantitative knowledge 
uses the concentration of the element present in the sample’s composition as its probability of 
emission.  The silicon wafer contained Si I and Si II.  Knowledge of the background gas for the 
LIBS analysis is added to the knowledge of the sample composition because it can be excited 
and contribute to the emission spectrum.  The background gas for the LIBS analyses was air so 
the following set of emitters were added to the prior knowledge of the sample composition {H I, 
N I, N II, O I, O II} because of air moisture. 
 
Emitters found within the Kurucz database and their SIF for each individual peak are the known 
model parameters in this algorithm.  Contribution from each atom to the entire experimental 
spectrum is not equally distributed.  Based on the sum of their individual SIF for each peak, 




𝑮 =  ∑ 𝐦𝐚𝐱 ( 𝑺𝑰𝑭
𝒑
𝒊→𝒋
𝒆 )𝑵𝒏=𝟏  (63) 
 
A greedy search 𝐺 of the largest sum of SIFs 𝑆𝐼𝐹
𝑝
𝑖→𝑗
𝑒  for all peaks in the whole spectrum, orders 
first 𝑛, the emitter 𝑒 with the highest contribution and the following emitters are ordered with the 
next highest likelihood until all emitters 𝑁 are ordered113.  The greedy search loops through each 
emitter and its likelihood is summed by the natural log of the individual SIF for all peaks.  The 
atom with the maximum sum of the natural log of the individual SIF is ordered first.  The 
process repeats until all emitters present in the Kurucz database for the experimental spectrum 
are ordered from highest to lowest likelihood.   
 
A simple example of the greedy search ordering is given below where there are four possible 
emitters {A, B, C, D} for two peaks.  The individual SIF values for the emitters and the two 
peaks are given in Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Individual SIF of greedy search ordering example. 
Emitter Peak 1 Peak 2 
A 0.1 0.4 
B 0.8 0 
C 0.1 0 
D 0 0.6 
 
To order the first emitter, the sum of the natural log of the individual SIF (likelihood, L) for each 
peak for each atom is calculated.  Emitters B and C have no transitions within peak 2, and 
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emitter D has no transition within peak 1.  The natural log of zero is undefined, which would 
create an issue with identifying and ordering the emitters with the highest SIF sum.  To address 
this issue, any individual SIF that has no probability of emission is replaced with 0.00001.  To 
find the first emitter, the likelihood for each individual emitter is calculated and shown below. 
 
Table 7: Likelihood of one emitter for greedy search ordering example. 
Equation Value 
LA  =  ln(0.1) + ln(0.4)   -3.22 
LB  =  ln(0.8) + ln(0.0001)   -9.43 
LC  =  ln(0.1) + ln(0.0001)   -11.5 
LD  =  ln(0.0001) + ln(0.6) -9.72 
 
The maximum likelihood value is -3.22 which means that emitter A is ordered first.  The next 
ordered atom is determined by the max individual SIF for each peak with the combination of 
emitter A and the next possible emitters. 
 
Table 8: Likelihood of two emitters for greedy search ordering example. 
Equation Value 
LAB  =  ln(0.8) + ln(0.4)   -1.14 
LAC  =  ln(0.1) + ln(0.4)  -3.22 
LAD  =  ln(0.1) + ln(0.6)  -2.81 
 
The next ordered emitter is B with a maximum likelihood of -1.14.  The third ordered atom is 
determined to be emitter D with a maximum likelihood of -0.73 compared to emitter C which 
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has a likelihood of -1.14 (Table 9).  Thus, the greedy search ordering of the four emitters for the 
two peaks is {A, B, D, C}. 
 
Table 9: Likelihood for three emitters for greedy search ordering example. 
Equation Value 
LABC  =  ln(0.8) + ln(0.4) -1.14 
LABD  =  ln(0.8) + ln(0.6)   -0.73 
 
Bayesian Information Criterion 
A Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is used to weigh all possible models that will be 
evaluated by the Bayesian approach for the combination of elements that create the elemental 
profile of a sample.  The BIC is used to avoid unnecessary calculations of the combinations of 
elements of models that provide minimal information of the entire experimental spectrum.  The 
selection of the emitters by the BIC determines which set of emitters should be chosen over 
another set to explain the combination of all peaks in the whole experimental spectrum.  The BIC 
is calculated by: 
 
𝑩𝑰𝑪 =  −𝟐 ∗ 𝒍𝒏(𝒍) + 𝑲 ∗ 𝐥𝐧 (𝒏) (64) 
 
where 𝑙 is the maximum SIF estimate of each parameter, 𝐾 is the number of emitters in the 
model and 𝑛 is the number of observations in the data114.  The set of emitters with the optimized 
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BIC is determined once all emitters are ordered.  The optimized BIC determines the smallest 
number of emitters needed to explain the entire spectrum by which set of emitters have the 
lowest BIC value.  The model selection of the BIC treats each atom separately resulting in a 
singly-ionized emitter possible being chosen for the optimal set of emitters without its neutral 
atom.  The neutral atom of any chosen singly-ionized atom that is not present in the optimal set 
of emitters is added because the emission of a singly-ionized atom without its neutral is very rare 
in LIBS.  The algorithm calculates the optimal number of emitters by the Bayesian Information 
Criterion to explain the whole spectrum, but more emitters could be added to the model.  The 
addition of more emitters to the optimal model would increase computational times while 
providing little to no additional information about the SIF to the analysis.   
 
Using the individual SIF of four emitters for two peaks from Table 6, the values for the 
parameters for the BIC equation are given in Table 10.  Based on the lowest BIC value of 3.54, 
the optimal set of emitters to explain the simple example is {A, B, D} as seen in Figure 14.  
Emitter C could have been added to the analysis which would have increased the computation 
time to find the posterior SIF. 
 
Table 10: Bayesian Information Criterion parameters for example. 
Emitter Likelihood k n BIC 
A -3.22 1 2 7.13 
A, B -1.14 2 2 3.67 
A, B, D -0.73 3 2 3.54 
A, B, D, C -0.73 4 2 4.23 
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Figure 14: BIC graph example 
 
The ordering of the emitters and their corresponding likelihood for the no prior knowledge and 
qualitative prior knowledge analyses of the experimental silicon spectrum are shown in Table 11.  
If emitters have an individual SIF for all peaks in the experimental spectrum, they are not 
considered in the ordering as they have no probability of being an emitter of the spectrum.    
There are twenty-four emitters that have at least one individual SIF value for the no prior 
knowledge analyses.  Neutral silicon was ordered second and Si II was ordered eighth for the no 
prior knowledge analyses which is expected with a silicon experimental spectrum.  With 
qualitative prior knowledge, only five emitters are possible emitters for the spectrum with Si I 
and Si II being ordered first and second, respectively.  The higher an atom is ordered, the higher 















the probability that that atom is present in the experimental spectrum.  The reverse holds true 
also. 
 
Table 11: Ordering of emitters in the no prior and qualitative prior analyses of silicon. 
 No Prior Qualitative Prior 
Order Emitter Sum of log 
of SIF 
Emitter Sum of log 
of SIF 
1 Ni II -3.61E+02 N I -9.08E+02 
2 Si I -3.17E+02 N II -6.86E+02 
3 Cr I -1.23E+02 O I -6.29E+02 
4 Fe I -1.09E+02 Si I -5.75E+02 
5 N I -9.55E+01 Si II -5.51E+02 
6 Na I -8.93E+01   
7 Th I -8.38E+01   
8 Si II -7.92E+01   
9 Er I -7.57E+01   
10 Fe II -7.28E+01   
11 O I -7.01E+01   
12 Re II -6.81E+01   
13 Sc II -6.63E+01   
14 Cu II -6.46E+01   
15 Zn II -6.30E+01   
16 Y I -6.15E+01   
17 Gd II -6.05E+01   
18 Sb I -5.98E+01   
19 Pb I -5.91E+01   
20 Rh I -5.84E+01   
21 Eu I -5.83E+01   
22 V I -5.82E+01   
23 U II -5.82E+01   
24 Be I -5.82E+01   
 
Table 12 shows the top sixteen sets of ordered emitters and their corresponding BIC values for 
the experimental silicon spectrum with no prior knowledge.  The determination of the BIC for 
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the first ordered atom, Ni II in the no prior knowledge sums the natural log of the individual SIF 
values for Ni II for the eighty-four experimental peaks.  The first part of the BIC calculation is 
sum of the log of the individual SIF of each peak for Ni II which was -361.33 which was 
multiplied by negative two resulting in 722.66.  The answer for part one is added to the product 
of the number of emitters in the set, one, and natural log of the number of peaks in the 
experimental data, eighty-four.  Bayesian Information Criterion for Ni II for the no prior 
knowledge is 727.09.  All of the set of emitters for the possible combinations BIC values are 
calculated and the lowest BIC value of 193.29 corresponds to the optimal set of emitters, twelve, 
needed to explain the silicon spectrum.  When a singly-ionized emitter is missing its neutral 
atom, the neutral atom is added to the optimal set of emitters because it is rare for the emission of 
an emitter without its neutral emitter in LIBS.  There are fourteen optimal ions for the no prior 
knowledge analysis with the expected Si I and Si II included.  
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Table 12: Bayesian Information Criterion for the no prior knowledge analysis of silicon. 
Emitter BIC 
Ni II 727.09 
Ni II, Si I 363.15 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I 293.65 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I 264.03 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I 239.23 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I 217.55 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I 209.68 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II 203.10 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I 198.24 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II 195.65 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I 194.38 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I, Re II 193.29 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I, Re II, Sc II 193.73 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I, Re II, Sc II, Cu II 194.62 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I, Re II, Sc II, Cu II, 
Zn II 
195.59 
Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, O I, Re II, Sc II, Cu II, 





Any prior information available about the sample is used once the optimal number of emitters to 
explain the complete spectrum is determined.  Table 13 shows the top Bayesian Information 
Criterion values for the qualitative prior knowledge analysis.  The optimal set of ions for the 
silicon sample for the qualitative prior knowledge analyses is five {N I, N II, O I, Si I, Si II}.  
Singly-ionized oxygen in the spectral region of interest does not contain any transitions even 
though it is a prior knowledge of the plasma composition in air. 
 
Table 13: BIC for the qualitative prior knowledge analysis of silicon. 
Emitter BIC 
Si I 854.21 
Si I, Si II 704.44 
Si I, Si II, N I 659.80 
Si I, Si II, N I, O I 620.35 
Si I, Si II, N I, O I, N II 608.58 
 
 
The amount of prior knowledge required to evaluate spectral interferences for an unknown 
sample will be shown by the comparison of the two models of prior knowledge.  Figure 15 





Figure 15: BIC graph for pure silicon103. 
 
The importance of prior information to optimize the set of emitters to explain the spectrum is 
shown in the two curves of Figure 15.  The two cases of prior knowledge are represented.  The 
red circles (symbol ●) represent the BIC with no prior knowledge of the sample’s and plasma’s 
composition.  The black squares (symbol ■) represent the BIC with prior knowledge of the 
sample and plasma’s composition.  The optimum set of emitters was {N I, N II, O I, Si I, Si II} 
in the case of prior knowledge of silicon plasma in air.  The number of emitters that contributed 
to the individual SIF at least once was considered for the case of no prior knowledge of the 
sample composition at all and the optimal number of emitters to explain the spectrum is large: 
{Cr I, Er I, Fe I, Fe II, N I, Na I, Ni I, Ni II, O I, Re I, Re II, Si I, Si II, Th I}. No prior 








 BIC with prior knowledge
 BIC without prior knowledge
{Si I, Si II, N I, O I, N II}
{Ni II, Si I, Cr I, Fe I, N I, 
Na I, Th I, Si II, Er I, Fe II, 
O I, Re II}
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knowledge analyses contained neutral and singly-ionized silicon while the emitters with 
contribution to one line only was not removed.  Four emitters are common to both prior 
knowledge analyses: {N I, O I, Si I, Si II}.   
 
Bayesian calculation of the SIF for the combination of all of the detected peaks in the entire 
spectrum uses the individual peak SIF values from the optimal set of emitters determined by the 
Bayesian Information Criterion.  The combination of emitters with individual SIFs are found and 
the best combination SIF for the experimental spectrum is determined by its Bayes likelihood.  In 
the case of the no prior knowledge, the number of possible combinations for thirteen Emitters 
and eighty-four peaks is 6.03 × 1014.  In the case of prior knowledge, the number of possible 
combinations for five emitters and eighty-four peaks is 3.09 × 107.  The threshold for the 
number of combinations in the algorithm is 1.0 × 108.  Combinations greater in number than the 
threshold requires the allotment of large amounts of memory and power that are not feasible at 
this moment.  For the silicon spectrum, it would be possible to run all of the combinations of 
emitters for the prior knowledge analysis but not the no prior knowledge combinations.  Since, 
the combinations cannot be determined for the no prior knowledge silicon analysis, the process 
of determining combinations and their likelihood are applied to both knowledge analyses.  To 
address the issue of memory and power, the spectral peaks are broken into subsections of ten 
peaks.  The first subsection is comprised of peaks one through ten.  Table 14 shows the possible 
emitters for each peak in the first subsection.  The eighty-four peaks for the silicon sample was 
initially broken into nine subsections. 
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Table 14: Silicon subsection 1 possible emitters. 
Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3 Peak 4 Peak 5 Peak 6 Peak 7 Peak 8 Peak 9 Peak 10 
Ni II Fe II Cr I Fe II Fe II Fe I Cr I Fe I Fe I Fe I 
Si I Ni I Fe II Si I Ni II Fe II Fe II Fe II Fe II Fe II 
 Ni II Ni I  Si I Ni II Ni II Ni II Ni I  
 Si I Ni II   Si I  Si I Ni II  
  Si I     Si II   
 
 
The number of possible combinations for subsection one is determined by the product of possible 
emitters for each peak within the subsection.  Possible emitters for subsection one are 
{2,4,5,2,3,4,3,5,4,3} which results in 172,800 combinations.  If there are more than twenty-eight 
emitters for the ten-peak subsection, the number of combinations is large, and that specific 
subsection is broken into two five peak sections.  With the threshold value 1.0 × 108 
combinations for determining the maximum number of combinations possible, each peak in the 
five-peak section can have up to one-hundred thirty-six possible emitters.  The number of 
combinations for each subsection of the initial ten peaks is given in Table 15.  There are no 
subsections that meet the threshold value for combinations too large thus the total number of 







Table 15: Number of combinations for each silicon subsection. 












For each subsection of five or ten peaks, all combinations of emitters are determined, and their 
sum of their individual SIFs calculated.  The combinations are sorted from highest to lowest sum 
of SIFs.  The top ten combinations are kept for each subsection and combined with the top ten 
combinations of the other subsections to produce the combination for the entire spectrum.  If the 
total number of combinations is greater than one million and the number of experimental peaks 
less than four-hundred, the SIF algorithm keeps the top one million and discards the rest of the 
combinations due to memory and computation issues.  The memory allotment for experimental 
data that have over four-hundred peaks does not allow for the determination of one-million 
combinations.  Instead, the top one-hundred thousand combinations are obtained.  The 
experimental silicon data had eighty-four peaks, thus, the top one-million combinations were 




Combination of emitters are ranked according to their likelihood.  The likelihood for each 
combination of emitters is determined by the following equation: 
 
Bayes Likelihood = exp[∑ 𝐥𝐧 𝑳 + 𝐥𝐧(𝒑(𝒏))] (65) 
 
where 𝐿 is the SIF (likelihood) of the parameters and 𝑝(𝑛) is the probability of the number of 
peaks in the data119.  For a simple example of the Bayes likelihood and the posterior likelihood of 
each peak’s SIF is shown below for two emitters, A and B for two peaks.  The individual SIF for 
emitter A and B are shown in Table 16. 
 
Table 16: Individual SIF for Bayes likelihood example. 
Emitter Peak 1 Peak 2 
A 0.3 1 
B 0.7 0 
 




Table 17: Combinations for Bayes likelihood example. 





A & B A 
A & B B 
 
With the six combinations, three of the combinations are not possible.  The combinations with 
emitter B assigned to peak 2 cannot happen because emitter B does not have any transitions that 
could emit peak 2 thus the likelihood for these combinations is zero.  The likelihood of the three 
possible combinations are shown below in Table 18. 
 
Table 18: Bayes likelihood of each combination. 
Equation Value 
L(A,A)  =   exp(ln(0.3) + ln(1)) 0.30 
L(B,A)  =   exp(ln(0.7) + ln(1)) 0.70 
L(A&B,A)  =   exp(ln(0.7) + ln(0.3) + ln(1)) 0.21 
 
Using the Bayes likelihood for each combination, the posterior SIF for each peak is individually 
calculated by the likelihood of each emitter for each peak and their corresponding probability.  
The probability of each emitter for combination for each peak is given in Table 19. The 
probability of emitter A producing the first peak is 0.3 and the second peak 1.0.  The probability 
of emitter B producing the first peak is 0.7. 
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Table 19: Probability of each emitter for each combination 
Probability Value 
p(n)(A,A)  0.30 
p(n)(B,A) 0.70 
p(n)(A&B,A) 0.30, 0.70 
 
The likelihood that emitter A produces peak 1 is 19.37% and peak 2 is 100%.  Peak 1 can also be 
produced from emitter B with a likelihood of 80.63%.  The normalized posterior SIF likelihood 
is determined by product of the emitter’s combination likelihood and probability as shown in 
Table 20. 
 




L(A)  =   [L(A,A) * p(n)(A,A)]  + [L(A&B,A) * p(n)(A&B,A)] 
L(A)  =  (0.3 * 0.3) + (0.21 * 0.3) 
19.37 
L(B)  =  [L(B,A) * p(n)(B,A)]  + [L(A&B,A) * p(n)(A&B,A)]   
L(B)  =  (0.7 * 0.7) + (0.21 * 0.7) 
80.63 
 
The top combination for the experimental silicon spectrum of the qualitative prior knowledge 
analyses has five emitters.  The probability of five emitters in the top combination for the 
experimental silicon spectrum is 0.0508 with the sum of the combination’s natural logs of the 
SIFs for the peaks is -25.482.  The Bayes likelihood for the combination is 4.357 ∗ 10−13.  The 
optimum combination of emitters chooses the combination with the largest likelihood value.  
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With the optimum combination chosen, a posterior SIF defines what each atom from the model 
contributes to each peak in the experimental spectrum.   
 
Five intense peaks with their top ten emitters based on their individual SIF is listed in Table 21.  
Silicon I and Si II were expected to be the highest contributor to each peak.  Neutral or singly-
ionized silicon are not present within the top ten contributors of peak 206.57 nm because there is 
one database emission lines of silicon in the width of the peak.  The individual SIF of Si I 206.55 
nm transition within the experimental 206.57 nm is 3.94 × 10−6 𝑠−1.  Peak 252.88 nm has 
neutral silicon as the second highest individual SIF because of the large interference from Sb I 
which is a well-known interference for the Si I 252.88 nm emission line115.  For twenty-seven of 
the forty experimental peaks under 300 nm, Si I had the highest or second highest individual SIF.  
Singly-ionized silicon had the highest individual SIF for two peaks under 300 nm.  Spectral 
interferences were found within the eleven other peaks 
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Table 21: Five peaks from the silicon spectrum with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values111. 
 Peak 206.57nm Peak 207.24nm Peak 251.64nm Peak 252.88nm Peak 288.13nm 
ION SIF ION SIF ION SIF ION SIF ION SIF 
Ni II 0.3714 Si II 0.4677 Si I 0.9584 Sb I 0.4666 Si I 0.9007 
Ge I 0.2618 Ni II 0.1561 Fe I 0.0093 Si I 0.3744 Ni II 0.0271 
Fe II 0.1198 Fe I 0.0792 Fe II 0.0074 Ni II 0.0850 Cu II 0.0144 
Co II 0.1001 Fe II 0.0631 Co II 0.0049 Co II 0.0229 Fe I 0.0137 
Cr II 0.0627 Sn I 0.0573 Th II 0.0034 Co I 0.0142 Fe II 0.0109 
As I 0.0456 Cr II 0.0335 Cr II 0.0033 Fe I 0.0124 Th II 0.0071 
Mn II 0.0342 Sc I 0.0245 Cr I 0.0020 Fe II 0.0102 Cr II 0.0056 
W II 0.0019 V I 0.0237 Mn II 0.0019 Cr II 0.0027 Gd II 0.0047 
Fe I 0.0011 Cr I 0.0213 Hf II 0.0019 Mn II 0.0019 Cr I 0.0035 
V II 0.0009 Mn II 0.0183 V I 0.0016 Cr I 0.0017 Mn II 0.0032 
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Figure 16 shows the posterior SIF for the optimal set of emitters calculated from the 1,000,000 
combinations for the forty experimental peaks for the silicon spectrum under 300 nm.  The graph 
of the posterior SIF for the no prior knowledge and prior knowledge analyses are shown top and 
bottom respectively.  Large spectral interferences occur when there is no emitter with an 
individual SIF greater than or equal to 90% in a peak.  The peaks at 230.29 nm, 245.23 nm, and 
297.04 nm exhibit large spectral interferences with no prior knowledge of the sample or plasma 
composition resulting in uncertainty in the elemental assignment of those peaks.  The decision 
for accepting whether an emission line should be used or not is based on a SIF threshold that is 
user-defined.   
 
When there is one emitter with a SIF greater than or equal to 90% and the rest of the interfering 
elements sum to 10% or less is considered a small interference as seen in peaks 207.24 nm and 
208.25 nm of the no prior analysis.  Silicon II contributions have small probabilities that their 
lines are interfered by other emitter emissions.  The main contributor to peaks 217.68 nm and 
225.99 nm is singly-ionized nickel with small interferences from neutral silicon.  There is a total 
of twenty-three peaks in the under 300 nm spectral region of the silicon spectrum that were 
judged not to be interfered. 
 
Prior knowledge of the sample and plasma composition was applied to the same forty peaks 
within the 185 nm to 300 nm spectral region.  Thirty-five of the forty had 100% certainty in line 




Figure 16: Posterior SIF for experimental silicon spectrum under 300 nm (top) no prior 
(bottom) qualitative prior103. 
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Neutral and singly-ionized nitrogen have large interferences at peak 206.16 nm.  Line 
assignment for peak 206.16 nm can be contributed to nitrogen since both N I and N II have equal 
probability of being the peak emitter.  The five emitters needed to explain the silicon spectrum 
with prior knowledge have equiprobability of being the emitter of peak 206.57 nm.  The 206.57 
nm line is considered non-reliable for silicon analysis no matter whether the sample and plasma 
composition are known.  
 
Comparison of the two knowledge analyses of the silicon spectral window 185 nm to 300 nm 
resulted in silicon being the main emitter of 60% of the spectral peaks.  The no prior and prior 
knowledge analyses resulted in 67.5% of the peaks matching with the same largest emitter.  The 
matching of the knowledge analyses was a result of the number and elements that make up the 
optimal set of ions which differ because of the optimization of the greedy search ordering of the 
emitters in the experimental spectrum.  The main contributor (highest SIF) was Si I for twenty-
two of the forty peaks and Si II for two peaks in the experimental silicon spectrum under 300nm.  
Some spectral lines in the experimental silicon spectrum can be used as silicon signals without 





CHAPTER 6:  
QUANTIFICATION OF SPECTRAL INTERFERENCES IN LIBS 
LIBS Instrumentation  
The LIBS instrument used in this research was a J200 LIBS system (Applied Spectra Inc., 
Fremont, CA).  The J200 contains a Nd:YAG laser, 266nm with a 8 ns pulse width.  NIST glass 
standards and a NIST nickel-cobalt-chromium alloy were collected with a laser output energy of 
13 mJ, focused to a 100 µm diameter spot size.  Five spectra of the NIST standards of twenty 
shots from five locations were averaged and analyzed for quantification of spectral interferences.  
Silicon wafer spectra were analyzed with a laser output energy of 21 mJ, focused to a 200 µm 
diameter spot size, and five spectra averaged of 10 shots from five locations. The J200 is 
equipped with a 6-channel spectrometer that encompasses the spectral window from 185 nm to 
1040 nm.  Each sample spectrum was collected with an acquisition delay of 1 µs for 1 ms 
acquisition duration assuming LTE.   
NIST SRM 600 Glass Series 
Samples of different elemental composition were evaluated to determine the statistical 
interference factor for each sample’s detected peaks.  The effect of spectral interferences by an 
element at various concentrations was evaluated for alumina pellets that were doped with varied 
nickel concentrations.  More complex samples were analyzed from the NIST standards for a 
nickel-cobalt-chromium alloy, SRM 1243, and for the glass series: SRM 610, SRM 612, SRM 
614, SRM 616.  The variance in the posterior SIF of replicate SRM 616 was evaluated to show 
how reproducible the posterior SIF quantification of spectral interferences is.   
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NIST SRM 610 Glass  
NIST SRM 610 glass sample contains sixty-one trace elements that have nominal mass fractions 
in the range of 100 mg/kg to 500 mg/kg120.  The glass matrix for the SRM 600 series are 
composed of the same elements and nominal mass fractions.  The mass fractions of the glass 
matrix are 72% SiO2, 14% Na2O, 12% CaO and 2 % Al2O3116.  Of the sixty-one trace elements, 
there are twenty-four certified mass fraction values given in Table 22.  The thirty-seven 
additional trace elements found within the NIST SRM 610 have no mass fraction value available.  
 
Table 22: Mass fraction of elements in NIST SRM 610. 




268 340 25 351 453 244 390 415 444 458 461 488 




457 458.7 426 425.7 415.3 115.2 515.5 457.2 61.8 437 461.5 433 
 
Individual SIF  
There were eight-hundred and forty-two detected peaks for the spectral range of 185 nm to 1050 
nm for NIST SRM 610 glass sample.  The matching factor for the experimental SRM 610 
sample for the spectral range of interest is shown in Table 23.  The total possible of neutral and 
singly-ionized elements for the Kurucz database for the 185 nm to 1050 nm is one-hundred 
forty-seven.  There are four elements, Ag I, Be II, Ca II, and Na I with matching factors greater 
than 90%.  For the SRM 610 sample, it is expected that the glass matrix elements of silicon, 
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aluminum, sodium, calcium, and oxygen have a high matching factor due to their large mass 
fraction values compared to the sixty-one trace elements with nominal mass fractions which is 
seen for calcium and sodium.  Silicon and aluminum have matching factors less than 50% which 
results from expected theoretical Kurucz database peaks being absent from the experimental 
spectrum.  There are fifteen elements with matching factors greater than 50%.  It is expected that 
the emitters with higher mass fractions of elements present in the sample composition would 
have more theoretical peaks from the database that are found in the experimental spectrum 
resulting in a higher MF.   
 
Strontium is one of the sixty-one trace elements with the highest mass fraction added to the glass 
matrix.  The MF for Sr I is 42.87% and Sr II 62.36%.  Neutral and singly-ionized strontium have 
numerous theoretical peaks and quite a few of those peaks occur in the experimental spectrum of 
SRM 610 yielding a high matching factor.  One-hundred and thirty-two elements have matching 
factors less than 50% which means they have a small probability that the experimental spectrum 




Table 23: NIST SRM 610 matching factor. 
Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) 
Ag I 91.85 Cu I 54.66 Ir II 0 Os II 4.15 Sr II 62.36 
Ag II 24.49 Cu II 11.84 K I 83.07 P I 1.00 Ta I 22.26 
Al I 27.35 Dy I 24.76 K II 12.00 P II 7.98 Ta II 15.08 
Al II 4.40 Dy II 20.75 La I 25.85 Pb I 36.47 Tb I 31.18 
Ar I 29.47 Er I 36.75 La II 38.42 Pb II 0.13 Tb II 15.74 
Ar II 19.89 Er II 17.73 Li I 6.03 Pd I 32.69 Te I 16.58 
As I 6.66 Eu I 33.01 Li II 84.98 Pd II 0 Th I 23.81 
Au I 37.03 Eu II 38.11 Lu I  40.07 Pr I 28.70 Th II 20.91 
B I 18.86 F I 10.52 Lu II 22.81 Pr II 28.47 Ti I 34.14 
B II 0 F II 13.13 Mg I 24.82 Pt I 15.72 Ti II 42.14 
Ba I 51.21 Fe I 26.27 Mg II 59.62 Rb I 85.95 Tl I 0 
Ba II 18.20 Fe II 14.09 Mn I 27.95 Re I 19.37 Tm I  35.50 
Be I 4.81 Ga I 28.83 Mn II 9.56 Re II 3.65 Tm II 23.85 
Be II 99.70 Ga II 0 Mo I 28.30 Rh I 26.70 U I 22.84 
Bi I 16.82 Gd I 30.02 Mo II 6.69 Rh II 6.75 U II 18.34 
C I 1.90 Gd II 27.54 N I 45.74 Ru I 16.94 V I 28.22 
C II 11.27 Ge I 24.94 N II 26.02 Ru II 9.77 V II 25.83 
Ca I 63.03 Ge II 0.34 Na I 95.18 S I 24.31 W I 15.37 
Ca II 90.24 H I 2.03 Na II 38.06 S II 28.97 W II 22.06 
Cd I 6.24 He I 5.03 Nb I 25.99 Sb I 32.66 Y I 42.24 
Cd II 0 He II 13.04 Nb II 21.91 Sc I 44.44 Y II 44.06 
Ce I 27.63 Hf I 17.30 Nd I 31.78 Sc II 65.91 Yb I 16.56 
Ce II 19.79 Hf II 24.08 Nd II 23.45 Se I 0 Yb II 22.10 
Cl I 6.60 Hg I 13.29 Ne I 13.68 Si I 3.84 Zn I 23.59 
Cl II 28.19 Hg II 1.37 Ne II 20.05 Si II 38.56 Zn II 0 
Co I 20.41 Ho I 49.97 Ni I 21.88 Sm I 25.25 Zr I 25.38 
Co II 8.43 Ho II 44.22 Ni II 9.21 Sm II 24.64 Zr II 19.32 
Cr I 28.47 In I 62.31 O I 47.68 Sn I 6.33     
Cr II 11.35 In II 21.16 O II 15.88 Sn II 23.33     






Calculation for the individual SIF for the eight-hundred and forty-two peaks were performed 
using the strength of each element’s transition, the pseudo-Voigt integrated value, and the 
matching factor.  The individual SIF for seven experimental peaks are shown in Table 24.  It is 
expected that the top emitter for each peak be one of the elements present in the sample 
composition.  Three of the peaks, 228.86 nm, 288.87 nm and 289.04 nm have an element with 
one of the highest individual SIF values that are not present within the sample composition.  
Peak 288.87 nm has Ce II and Nb II with very similar SIF values meaning that if no other 
information was available about the spectrum, it would be assigned to Ce II with large 
interferences.  Prior knowledge of the sample composition does not have cerium or niobium in it 
which means Ti I and Fe II are the next best emitters to explain peak 288.87nm.  Peak 227.75 nm 
has the highest SIF for Fe I and Fe II which would attribute the peak to iron for the individual 
SIF.  Peak 228.86 nm has two emitters with very similar SIF values, Rh I and Sb I.  Rhodium is 
not present in the sample composition, which means that Sb I would have the highest individual 
SIF for peak 228.86 nm with prior knowledge.  Neutral and singly-ionized calcium have the 
highest individual SIF for peaks 393.40 nm and 527.00 nm.  Peak 289.04 nm has Ta II as the 
second highest emitter and Dy II as the third highest contributor which are not possible as 
tantalum and dysprosium are not present in SRM 610. 
 
The optimal set of emitters were identified for no prior knowledge of sample composition, 
qualitative prior knowledge and quantitative prior knowledge.  This optimum set were used to 




Table 24: Seven peaks from NIST SRM 610 spectrum with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values. 
227.75 nm 228.86 nm 272.18 nm 288.87 nm 289.04 nm 393.40 nm 527.00 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Fe I 0.5255 Rh I 0.1812 Th II 0.5079 Ce II 0.1880 Cu I 0.1311 Ca II 0.2269 Ca I 0.3077 
Fe II 0.2819 Sb I 0.1808 Ag I 0.3829 Nb II 0.1803 Ta II 0.1305 Th I 0.1686 Ti I 0.1667 
Co II 0.1688 Fe I 0.1467 Os I 0.0465 Ti I 0.1172 Dy II 0.1299 Gd I 0.0527 Cr I 0.1390 
Hf II 0.0098 Ni I 0.1403 Nb II 0.0155 Fe II 0.1163 Fe I 0.0988 Gd II 0.0493 Ce I 0.1370 
Ni II 0.0091 Mn I 0.1008 Ta I 0.0119 Rh I 0.0989 Cr I 0.0981 U I 0.0461 Fe I 0.1293 
W I 0.0031 Fe II 0.0823 Ru I 0.0077 Cr II 0.0908 Mn I 0.0972 Rh I 0.0412 Fe II 0.0694 
Ti I 0.0010 Sc II 0.0703 Er I 0.0064 Mn II 0.0787 Fe II 0.0530  Sm II 0.0409 Ni II 0.0453 
Ti II 0.0002 Co I 0.0619 Co I 0.0063 Ti II 0.0763 Ni II 0.0416 Nd II 0.0385 Nd I 0.0045 
Mn I 0.0002 Mn II 0.0346 Ni II 0.0028 Cr I 0.0167 Cr II 0.0391 Ce II 0.0310 Be II 0.0004 
Mn II 0.0001 Co II 0.0008 Fe II 0.0028 Mo I 0.0162 Co II 0.0381 Mo I 0.0305 Nb I 0.0004 
V I 0.0001 V I 0.0002 Ca I 0.0027 V II 0.0152 Mn II 0.0344 Nb I 0.0270 V I 0.0002 
V II 0.0001 Cr II 0.0001 Mn II 0.0017 V I 0.0027 Ce II 0.0312 Cr I 0.0241 Nd II 0.0001 
Cr II 6.15E-05 P II 3.12E-05 Cr I 0.0013 Fe I 0.0027 V II 0.0287 V I 0.0239 Co I 9.37E-07 
S II 1.07E-07 Ar II 1.98E-05 Sc II 0.0010 Mn I 0.0001 Tm II 0.0278 Sc II 0.0233 Sc I 1.31E-07 






Optimal Set of Emitters 
All elements in the Kurucz database for the spectral range of interest from 185 nm to 1050 nm 
are ordered by their sum of their individual SIF for the experimental SRM 610 peaks.  The BIC 
value is obtained for each set of ordered emitters for the no prior, qualitative prior, and 
quantitative prior knowledge and shown in Figure 17.  The no prior knowledge analysis needs 59 
emitters to explain the experimental SRM S610 sample.  The large list of emitters is quite large 
for the no prior knowledge analysis, since many emitters have transitions that contribute to the 
individual SIF for each peak.  The lowest BIC value is 2224.13 which results in the optimum set, 
{Ag I, Al I, Ba I, C I, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, Co I, Cr I, Cs I, Cu I, Er I, Eu I, Eu II, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, 
Gd I, Gd II, Ge I, Hf I, Ho I, In I, K I, La I, Mg I, Mn I, Mo I, Na I, Nd I, Ni I, Os I, Pb I, Pd I, 
Rb I, Re I, Rh I, Ru I, S I, Sb I, Sc I, Sc II, Sm I, Sm II, Sn I, Sn II, Sr I, Ta I, Ta II, Th I, Th II, 
Ti I, U I, U II, V I, Y I, Y II, Yb I, Zr I}.  The qualitative prior knowledge analysis has the 
smallest BIC for 29 emitters.  The optimal set of emitters to explain the qualitative prior 
knowledge analyses is {Ag I, Al I, Ba I, Ba II, Ca I, Ca II, Co I, Cr I, Cu I, Fe I, Fe II, K I, Mn I, 
Na I, Ni I, O I, Pb I, Rb I, Sb I, Si I, Sr I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II, Zn I}.  The optimal set 
of emitters to explain the spectrum with quantitative knowledge is twenty-nine with the BIC 
value of -9479.87.  There are twenty-three emitters common to all three knowledge analyses {Ag 
I, Al I, Ba I, Ca I, Ca II, Co I, Cr I, Cu I, Fe I, Fe II, K I, Mn I, Na I, Ni I, Pb I, Rb I, Sb I, Sr I, 
Th I, Th II, Ti I, U I, U II}.  The glass matrix components, Al I, Ca I, Ca II, and Na I are part of 
this list.  Neutral or singly-ionized silicon are missing from the emitters common to all prior 
knowledge analyses because Si I was ordered eighty-first in the no prior knowledge analysis.  
The qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses have twenty-six emitters in common, 
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{Ag I, Al I, Ba I, Ca I, Ca II, Co I, Cr I, Cu I, Fe I, Fe II, K I, Mn I, Na I, Ni I, O I, Pb I, Rb I, Sb 
I, Si I, Sr I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  Neutral zinc is found in the qualitative prior 
knowledge but not in the quantitative and singly-ionized oxygen is found in reverse.  The mass 
fraction of zinc much lower than the mass fraction of oxygen which is why O II is added to the 
quantitative prior knowledge.  The quantity of emitters that are common to the qualitative and 
quantitative prior knowledge compared to all prior knowledge is expected as the emitters are 
restricted to what is present in the SRM 610 sample composition.  The BIC of the set of emitters 
containing Si I with the no prior knowledge analysis is 2274.70 which is higher than the 
optimum 2274.13 and based on the lowest positive BIC value, it is considered an additional atom 






Figure 17: BIC graph for NIST SRM 610. 
 
Posterior SIF 
With the optimal set of emitters to explain the experimental spectrum for each prior knowledge 
analyses, the posterior SIF was calculated for each peak.  Figures 18-20 show twenty 
experimental peaks for the no prior knowledge , qualitative prior knowledge , and quantitative 
prior knowledge that are representative of the eight-hundred and forty-two peaks.  Six of the 
peaks showed a single emitter for all knowledge analyses.  Peaks 267.9 nm, 268.70 nm, and 
270.08 nm have Th II as the only contributor.  Singly-ionized calcium is the sole emitter for peak 
393.4 nm.  Peaks 231.90 nm and 396.14 nm have Al I as the sole emitter for the no prior, 











 BIC without prior knowledge
 BIC with qualitative prior knowledge
 BIC with quantitative prior knowledge
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qualitative prior, and quantitative knowledge analyses.  Peaks of calcium, silicon, and thorium 
are expected in the experimental SRM 610 glass spectrum because calcium and aluminum make 
up the glass matrix and thorium is one of the trace elements added to the matrix.  The other 
fourteen peaks in Figures 18-20 show spectral interferences and line assignment based on the 
input of prior knowledge.  Peaks 261.42 nm, 281.55 nm, and 324.79 nm have a sole contribution 
from neutral osmium.  Input of the prior knowledge, changes the line assignment of the 
qualitative and quantitative analyses because osmium was not one of the trace elements added to 
the SRM 610 sample composition.  Peaks 261.42 nm, 281.55 nm, and 324.79 nm have a sole 
emitter of Pb I, U II, and Cu I respectively.  The elemental profile of peaks 261.42 nm, 281.55 
nm, and 324.79 nm occur from strong emission lines of Pb I, U II, and Cu I respectively along 
with prior knowledge occur in individual SIF values greater than 98% for each of the peaks.  
Peak 777.41 nm has a sole contribution from neutral rhodium for the no prior knowledge 
analysis.  Neutral rhodium and oxygen are the only possible emitters for peak 777.41 nm.  Once 
prior knowledge was added, the emission profile for peak 777.41 nm changed as rhodium is not 
present in SRM 610 composition to O I.  Peaks 535.70 nm, 680.14 nm, 887.42 nm, and 922.86 
nm have no spectral interferences for the no prior, multiple interferences for the qualitative prior, 
and large interferences in the quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Peaks 887.42 nm and 
922.86 nm are assigned S I as the sole contributor for the no prior knowledge analysis.   
 
Peaks 535.70 nm and 680.14 nm for the no prior knowledge are assigned Ga I and Eu I 
respectively as the only emitter.  Gallium, europium, and sulfur were not present in the SRM 610 
glass sample.  The qualitative prior knowledge of the peaks 535.70 nm, 680.14 nm, 887.42 nm, 
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and 922.86 nm have multiple spectral interferences of ten emitters with equiprobability.  This 
equiprobability results from the ten emitters having the same individual SIF value of 1.0*10-12 
for peaks 535.70 nm, 680.14 nm, and 877.42 nm and 3.4*10-2 for peak 922.86 nm.  Quantitative 
prior knowledge of these peaks results in a large interference between O I and O II.  Oxygen is 
found in higher mass fractions than the ten emitters of the qualitative prior for the peaks thus the 
individual SIF for oxygen increases while the individual SIF for the ten emitters decreases. The 
assignment of peaks 535.70 nm, 680.14 nm, 887.42 nm, and 922.86 nm can be contributed to 
oxygen as both O I and O II have the same probability of being the peak emitter.  With the 
difference in spectral interferences and line assignment of peaks 535.70 nm, 680.14 nm, 887.42 
nm, and 922.86 nm, these peaks were judged to be non-reliable for spectral line assignment.  The 
peaks at 228.86 nm and 289.04 nm have spectral interferences in the no prior knowledge.  The 
input of prior knowledge at peaks 228.86 nm and 289.04 nm result in the line assignment of a 
single emitter with no spectral interferences in the qualitative and quantitative knowledge 
analyses.  Peak 228.86 nm has a main contributor of Rh I with a large spectral interference from 
Sb I.  Rhodium is not present in the sample composition which results in a line assignment of Sb 
I for the qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 289.04 nm has a main 
emitter of Cu I with a large interference from Mg I.  Like rhodium, magnesium is not present in 
the sample composition which results in qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses 
that have Cu I as the sole contributor of peak 289.04 nm.  Peak 289.04 nm has other emitters 
with individual SIFs present such as Cr I and Fe I but with finding the best combination of 




Peaks 288.87 nm and 311.07 nm have spectral interferences in the no prior and quantitative prior 
knowledge analyses.  There are two emitters, Fe I and Ti I with high individual SIF values for 
peak 288.87 nm.  Based on no prior knowledge, peak 288.87 nm has main contribution from Ti I 
with a large interference of Fe I based on the top 100,000 combinations.  Qualitative prior 
knowledge results in the assignment of peak 288.87 nm solely to Ti I.  The mass fraction of iron 
and titanium in the SRM 610 sample are very close with 458 mg/kg and 437 mg/kg respectively.  
The matching factor for the neutral and singly-ionized titanium are higher than the iron which 
means that there are more theoretical titanium peaks found in the experimental spectrum.  The 
individual SIF for Fe I and Fe II is increased in the quantitative prior knowledge because iron is 
found in a slightly higher mass fraction whereas Ti I and Ti II individual SIFs are reduced 
because they have a smaller mass fraction than iron.  Based on the mass fraction, matching 
factor, and the optimal set of emitters, the quantitative prior knowledge analyses combination of 
emitters for the entire spectrum results in the main assignment of Fe I to peak 288.87 nm with a 
very small interference from Ti I.  Peak 288.87 nm is judged to be unreliable for peak 
assignment because spectral interferences are present and line assignment changes depending on 
the prior knowledge.  Peak 311.07 nm has a main contribution of Mn I with a small interference 
of Th II in the no prior and quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  The top 100,000 
combinations of emitters to explain the experimental spectrum result in 94,464 combinations 
with Mn I and 5,536 with Th II.  Qualitative prior knowledge of peak 311.07 nm has a sole 
contribution of Mn I because all 100,000 combinations of emitters for the entire spectrum need 
only Mn I to explain peak 311.07 nm.  Peak 272.18 nm shows that singly-ionized thorium is the 
only contributor when no prior and qualitative prior knowledge is known.  The addition of the 
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concentration of the elements present in the sample composition results in spectral interference 
of peak 272.18 nm.  Peak 272.18 nm has six possible emitters including Ag I, Ca I and Th II.  
Singly-ionized thorium has the highest individual SIF with Ag I second and Ca I third.  Based on 
the individual SIF and the top 100,000 combinations, Th II is the only emitter for the no prior 
and qualitative knowledge analyses.  The mass fraction of calcium with 12% is greater than Th II 
and Ag I.  Input of the quantitative prior results in a main contribution from Ca I with a large 
interference from Th II because Ca I is found in higher concentrations than Th II and the 
combinations with the top likelihoods need Ca I more often than Th II.  Quantitative knowledge 
of the sample composition results in a different line assignment for no prior and qualitative prior 
knowledge of peak 396.85 nm.  Unlike peak 272.18 nm, the top 100,000 combinations of 
emitters for the spectrum for peak 396.85nm only need Ca I with quantitative knowledge of its 
higher mass fraction content in the sample composition.  The posterior SIF depends on the 
individual SIF and optimal set of emitters which find the top combinations of emitters for each 
peak in the experimental spectrum.   
 
From the optimal set of emitters, there were thirty-six emitters needed to explain the spectrum 
which were not present in the SRM 610 sample composition.  The no prior knowledge analysis 
for the entire spectrum had three-hundred forty-three peaks with an SIF of 100% where the 
emitters were not found in the SRM 610 sample composition.  There was a total of fifty 
interfered peaks for the no prior knowledge analysis.  The qualitative prior knowledge analysis 
had four interfered peaks while the quantitative had fifty-six interfered peaks.  The highest SIF 
being attributed to the same atom for the no prior and qualitative prior occurred 55.94%.  The no 
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prior and quantitative prior knowledge had 40.02% peaks with the same atom having the highest 
SIF.  Knowledge of the sample composition resulted in 66.27% of the peaks between the 
qualitative and quantitative prior having the highest SIF for the same emitter.  There were 
40.02% peaks that were common to all three prior knowledge analyses that had the same main 
emitter.  The common analysis between all three prior knowledge analyses is a resultant of the 













Figure 20: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 610 - Quantitative Prior. 
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NIST SRM 612 Glass 
The NIST SRM 612 sample is a glass matrix with sixty-one elements in the range of 10 mg/kg to 
80 mg/kg117.  Table 25 shows the thirty-two trace elements and their certified mass fraction 
values.  There are twenty-nine trace elements added to the NIST SRM 612 sample that have no 
certified mass fractions. 
 
Table 25: Mass fraction of NIST SRM 612. 




22 37.4 5 32 38.6 29.9 39 35.5 35 37.7 35 




39 36 51 39 64 36 40 37.7 36 38.8 38.57 




31.4 39 34.9 16.1 78.4 37.79 50.1 15.7 37.38 42   
 
Individual SIF 
The experimental spectrum of SRM 612 had five-hundred and thirty-one detected peaks within 
the spectral region of interest of 185 nm to 1050 nm.  The matching factor for each neutral and 
singly-ionized element present in the Kurucz database for the spectral region of interest is shown 
in Table 26.  The highest matching factor of 89.73 % belongs to Ca II and Ca I has a MF of 
70.98%.  These high matching factors are expected as calcium is a part of the sample matrix.  
Neutral would be expected to have a high matching factor which did not occur because there 
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were numerous theoretical lines that were not found within the experimental spectrum resulting 
in a low MF of 23.42% for Si I.  Singly-ionized silicon had a MF of 56.07% which is on the 
higher scale meaning that there was a higher probability of Si II lines than Si I in the 
experimental spectrum.  Neutral rubidium had a high matching factor of 87.39% which is 
expected because rubidium is one of the trace elements added to the glass matrix for SRM 612. 
 
The individual SIF for each experimental peak was determined using the matching factor, an 
emitter’s transition, and the integral value from the pseudo-Voigt fit.  Table 27 shows seven 
experimental peaks and their corresponding individual SIF emitters and values.  Six of the seven 
peaks have a top emitter that is present in the sample composition. Peak 245.17 nm has the top 
emitters, W I, Os I, W II and Nb.  Tungsten, osmium, and niobium are not present in SRM 612 
which means that these emitters will be removed when prior knowledge of the sample 
composition is added.  With prior knowledge, peak 245.17 nm will have Fe I as the top emitter.  
Peak 253.21 nm has a top emitter of Mg II which is not in the sample composition while the 




Table 26: NIST SRM 612 matching factor. 
Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) 
Ag I 50.81 Cu I 40.43 Ir II 0 Os II 12.89 Sr II 63.31 
Ag II 23.55 Cu II 3.65 K I 80.58 P I 0.32 Ta I 8.84 
Al I 31.08 Dy I 22.55 K II 8.99 P II 3.62 Ta II 15.11 
Al II 3.87 Dy II 12.85 La I 18.95 Pb I 32.79 Tb I 31.18 
Ar I 8.33 Er I 23.40 La II 24.23 Pb II 0.05 Tb II 8.56 
Ar II 16.38 Er II 14.65 Li I 35.83 Pd I 22.35 Te I 0 
As I 6.86 Eu I 26.32 Li II 22.05 Pd II 0 Th I 23.58 
Au I 41.19 Eu II 23.97 Lu I  17.02 Pr I 12.75 Th II 12.08 
B I 18.90 F I 22.29 Lu II 13.62 Pr II 19.98 Ti I 22.66 
B II 1.25 F II 4.65 Mg I 53.51 Pt I 11.17 Ti II 24.85 
Ba I 25.89 Fe I 14.58 Mg II 10.09 Rb I 87.39 Tl I 8.00 
Ba II 18.01 Fe II 8.41 Mn I 26.12 Re I 12.88 Tm I  18.80 
Be I 4.01 Ga I 42.23 Mn II 13.55 Re II 12.37 Tm II 12.63 
Be II 66.35 Ga II 0 Mo I 16.49 Rh I 14.73 U I 11.02 
Bi I 1.25 Gd I 13.97 Mo II 6.55 Rh II 2.21 U II 10.82 
C I 1.84 Gd II 15.34 N I 25.66 Ru I 12.25 V I 17.16 
C II 17.65 Ge I 22.88 N II 15.58 Ru II 14.07 V II 9.81 
Ca I 70.98 Ge II 23.93 Na I 36.51 S I 1.83 W I 9.27 
Ca II 89.73 H I 0.58 Na II 27.39 S II 9.53 W II 9.44 
Cd I 4.83 He I 3.21 Nb I 22.38 Sb I 1.45 Y I 30.66 
Cd II 38.91 He II 1.99 Nb II 12.73 Sc I 32.79 Y II 27.70 
Ce I 25.93 Hf I 11.93 Nd I 16.10 Sc II 50.64 Yb I 20.93 
Ce II 16.01 Hf II 12.34 Nd II 16.85 Se I 0 Yb II 15.46 
Cl I 4.35 Hg I 6.31 Ne I 13.65 Si I 23.42 Zn I 17.76 
Cl II 6.90 Hg II 0.18 Ne II 29.51 Si II 56.07 Zn II 0 
Co I 16.05 Ho I 10.56 Ni I 15.95 Sm I 24.72 Zr I 20.61 
Co II 9.57 Ho II 2.76 Ni II 7.91 Sm II 16.13 Zr II 18.16 
Cr I 21.02 In I 52.25 O I 42.55 Sn I 7.36     
Cr II 8.28 In II 21.16 O II 24.96 Sn II 0     








245.17 nm 253.21 nm 272.80 nm 300.68 nm 489.10 nm 818.32 nm 824.80 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
W I 0.6285 Mg I 0.2043 Si I 0.8390 Ca I 0.4209 Ni II 0.136 Na I 0.9999 Ca I 0.5864 
Os I 0.1682 Si I 0.1840 Th II 0.0788 Th II 0.1418 Nd I 0.136 N I 2.99E-05 Ni II 0.1086 
W II 0.0836 Th II 0.1585 Gd II 0.0117 V I 0.0723 Fe I 0.111 Er I 2.29E-05 Fe I 0.0880 
Nb II 0.0556 Ta II 0.0922 Ce iI 0.0102 Ti I 0.0668 Sc I 0.105 Ni II 1.10E-05 La I 0.0872 
Fe I 0.0331 Ni II 0.0616 Zr II 0.0089 Ni II 0.0636 V I 0.104 Ca I 8.97E-06 V I 0.0645 
Co I 0.0185 V I 0.0596 Ni II 0.0088 Cr I 0.0579 Ti I 0.097 Cu II 6.61E-06 Fe II 0.0388 
Fe II 0.0067 Cr I 0.0484 Cr I 0.0064 Fe I 0.0517 Cr I 0.085 Nd II 6.22E-06 Cr II 0.0257 
V I 0.0021 Co I 0.0329 Co I 0.0058 Mn I 0.0344 W I 0.084 Sc II 2.03E-06 Ti I 0.0006 
Cr II 0.0015 Mn I 0.0322 Ru II 0.0048 V II 0.0280 Mn I 0.052 Cr I 9.98E-07 H I 0.0001 
Mn II 0.0014 Co II 0.0247 Mn I 0.0045 Fe II 0.0228 Fe II 0.049 Fe II 9.47E-07 Mn II 6.52E-07 
Ti II 0.0004 V II 0.0234 Rh I 0.0042 Cr II 0.0195 Cr II 0.029 Cr II 6.24E-07 He I 2.26E-08 
Sc I 0.0003 Fe II 0.0220 Fe II 0.0030 Mn II 0.0100 Nb I 0.006 Ni II 2.20E-07 He II 2.47E-17 
Co II 2.50E-05 Cr II 0.0164 Cr II 0.0025 Re I 0.0063 Nd II 0.004 C I 1.97E-07     
P I 3.17E-07 Al II 0.0116 Cd I 0.0020 Ru I 0.0034 Mo I 0.002 Mn I 2.34E-08     
Ni II 1.08E-07 Mn II 0.0097 V I 0.0018 Tm II 0.0005 Ca I 2.28E-05 Cl II 1.28E-08     
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Optimal Set of Emitters 
Figure 21 shows the BIC value for the optimal set of emitters obtained for the no prior, 
qualitative prior, and quantitative prior knowledge.  The prior knowledge analysis needs an 
optimum number of forty-five emitters to explain the experimental SRM S612 for the spectral 
range of 185 nm to 1050 nm.  The number of emitters with transitions that have individual SIFs 
for each individual peak is numerous providing a large list of emitters for the no prior 
knowledge.  The optimum set of emitters is {Ag I, Al I, Ba I, Ba II, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, Ce II, Cr I, 
Cu I, Dy I, Er I, Eu I, F I, Fe I, Ga I, Gd I, Ir I, K I, La I, Mg I, Mg II, Mo I, Na I, Nd I, Ni I, Ni 
II, O I, Pr I, Pr II, Re I, S I, Sb I, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, Sr I, Th I, Th II, U I, U II, V I, W I, Y I, Zr I}.  
The optimal set of emitters for the qualitative analysis is similar to the no prior with forty-four 
emitters needed to explain the spectrum with {Ag I, Al I, As I, Ba I, Ba II, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, Ce 
II, Co I, Cr I, Cu I, Cu II, Dy I, Dy II, Er I, Eu I, Eu II, Fe I, Fe II, Gd I, K I, La I, Mn I, Na I, Nd 
I, Ni I, Ni II, O I, Sb I, Si I, Sm I, Sm II, Sr I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  The qualitative 
prior knowledge set removes the elements in the no prior knowledge, {F I, Ga I, Ir I, Mg I, Mg 
II, Mo I, Pr I, Pr II, Re I, S I, Sc I, Sc II, V I, W I, Y I, Zr I}, that are not present in the sample 
composition.  The quantitative prior knowledge analysis needs thirty-nine emitters to explain the 
experimental spectrum.  The optimum set of emitters is {Al I, Al II, Ba I, Ba II, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, 
Ce II, Co I, Cu I, Cu II, Dy I, Er I, Er II, Eu I, Eu II, Fe I, Fe II, Gd I, K I, Mn I, Na I, Nd I, Ni I, 
Ni II, O I, Si I, Si II, Sm I, Sm II, Sr I, Sr II, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  Twenty-five 
emitters are common to all three analyses {Al I, Ba I, Ba II, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, Ce II, Cr I, Cu I, 
Dy I, Er I, Eu I, Fe I, Gd I, K I, Na I, Nd I, Ni I, Ni II, O I, Si I, Th I, Th II, U I, U II}.  The 
common emitters include the glass matrix components plus elements that are present in the SRM 
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612 such as K I and Fe I.  After the glass matrix elements, iron and potassium have second and 
third highest mass fractions.  The qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge optimum set of 
emitters have thirty-three emitters in common with differences of {Ag I, As I, Dy II, Er II, La I, 
Sb I, Si II, Sr II}.  These differences arise from the mass fraction of an emitter plus the individual 
SIF that is used to order the elements.  Singly-ionized strontium is found in the quantitative and 
not in the qualitative because of the ordering of the optimal emitters. 
 
 














 BIC without prior knowledge
 BIC with qualitative prior knowledge
 BIC with quantitative prior knowledge




Figures 22-24 show the posterior SIF for a subset of twenty peaks calculated from the optimal set 
of emitters for the different prior knowledge analyses.  Five of the spectral peaks have no 
spectral interferences between the no prior, qualitative, and quantitative prior knowledge. Peak 
288.18 nm, 308.21 nm, and 818.32 nm have a sole emitter of Si I, Al I, and Na I respectively.  
Peaks 854.21 nm and 866.22 nm are produced from the emission of singly-ionized calcium.  
Aluminum, calcium, sodium, and silicon are expected to be common to all prior knowledge 
analyses because they make up the glass matrix and have the highest mass fractions of the 
elements within the SRM 612 composition.  Peaks 360.20 nm, 373.06 nm, and 489.10 nm have 
spectral interferences within all three knowledge analyses.  Peak 360.20 nm has a main emitter 
of Cu I with a small interference from U I for the no prior knowledge analysis and qualitative 
prior knowledge analyses.  Input of the quantitative prior knowledge of the sample composition 
results in a main contributor of Cu I with a large interference of U I.  This large interference in 
the quantitative assignment of peak 360.20 nm arises from the optimal set of emitters needed to 
explain the spectrum.  The quantitative needs nineteen emitters while the qualitative prior needs 
forty.  The optimal set of emitters give the combination of emitters to explain the spectrum.  
Removal of emitters results in quantitative prior knowledge top 100,000 combinations that 
mainly need Cu I for peak 360.20 nm while some of the combinations need U I.   
 
Large interferences are seen for peak 489.10 nm for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge.  
Singly-ionized nickel is the contributor with a higher SIF with large interference from Nd I.  The 
individual SIF for peak 489.10 nm has seven possible emitters.  The emitters with the top 
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individual SIF values are Ni II, Nd I, and Fe I.  Iron is found in higher concentration than nickel 
and neodymium.  Addition of the quantitative prior knowledge increases the probability of iron 
while decreasing nickel and neodymium creating interferences in the posterior SIF assignment.  
Peak 489.10 nm is judged to be interfered for all knowledge analyses and should not be used for 
spectral line assignment.  Peak 373.06 nm has a main contribution from Th I with interference 
from Th II for all three prior knowledge analyses.  Assignment of peak 373.06 nm can be 
attributed to thorium because the interference is between the singly-ionized and neutral thorium 
emitters.  Peaks 245.11 nm, 253.21 nm, 265.26 nm, 280.26 nm, 330.28 nm, 742.38 nm, and 
760.59 nm show how prior knowledge of the sample composition leads to line assignment of a 
peak with no interferences.  Peak 253.21 nm has a main contributor of Mo I for no prior 
knowledge with a small interference from Si I.  Molybdenum is not present in the sample 
composition, which results in a qualitative and quantitative assignment of Si I with no spectral 
interferences for peak 253.21 nm.  Neutral antimony is the main emitter for peak 265.26 nm with 
a small interference from Al I with the no prior analysis and qualitative prior knowledge 
analysis.  Antimony has a mass fraction of 34.9 mg/kg which is smaller than aluminum which 
has 2% that results in peak 253.21 nm having a sole emitter of Al I with no interference from Sb 
I.  Peak 742.38 nm has a main emitter of Ca I with a small interference from K I while peak 
760.59 nm has a main contribution from Si I with a small interference from Ca I for the no prior 
and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.  Quantitative prior knowledge of the sample 
composition results in the small interferences being removed and peak 742.38 nm and 760.59 nm 
being attributed to Si I and Ca I respectively.  Neutral yttrium is the only emitter for peak 245.11 
nm for the no prior analysis.  Yttrium is not present in SRM 612 which leads to a different 
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emission profile for the peak for the prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 245.11 nm has only three 
possible emitters, Fe I, Mg I, and Mg II.  Qualitative and quantitative line assignment of peak 
245.11 nm result in 100% SIF of Fe I.  Peak 330.29 nm has a main contribution from Na I for no 
prior knowledge analysis with a small interference form Mo I.  No prior knowledge analysis of 
peak 484.66 nm has a sole emitter of Mo I.  Input of the prior knowledge, results in the removal 
of Mo I from assignment leading to peak 330.29 nm and 484.66 nm having a sole emitter of Na I 
and Ca I respectively.  Peak 280.26 nm has only one emitter for the no prior knowledge analysis, 
Mg II, which is not present in the sample composition.  The qualitative and quantitative prior 
knowledge analyses of peak 280.26 nm results in the assignment of U II as the only emitter 
because it has the second highest individual SIF after Mg II.  Peak 420.83 nm has a main emitter 
of Gd I with a small interference from Cu I for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge.  
Quantitative prior input results in Ca I being the sole contributor to peak 420.83 nm.  There are 
eight emitters with individual SIFs present in peak 420.83 nm.  The concentration of calcium 
compared to seven other emitters including Cu I and Gd I is greater which results in the top 
100,000 combinations having the sole emitter of Ca I for peak 420.83 nm.  Peak 420.83 nm is 
considered non-reliable as there are disagreements between the no prior and quantitative prior 
knowledge analyses.   
 
Peaks 369.13 nm, 483.58 nm, and 510.24 nm show how prior knowledge results in interferences 
of line assignment.  Neutral nickel has the highest individual SIF value for peak 369.13 nm.  
With the optimal set of emitters, the no prior knowledge and qualitative prior knowledge 
analyses assign Ni I to peak 369.13 nm.  Quantitative prior knowledge analysis for peak 369.13 
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nm has a main contributor of Ni I with a large interference from Fe I.  Neutral iron has the 
second highest individual SIF for peak 369.13 nm and is found in higher concentrations than 
nickel which leads to a posterior SIF with spectral interferences.  Peaks 483.58 nm and 510.24 
nm have a sole emitter of Mo I and Nd I respectively for the no prior knowledge analysis.  
Molybdenum is not present in the sample composition which leads to the main emitter of peak 
483.58 nm being Fe I for both qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge.  The qualitative prior 
knowledge has a large interference from Ni II for peak 483.58 nm while the quantitative prior 
knowledge has a small interference.  The reduction in interference is due to iron the higher 
concentration of iron along with the top combinations of emitters with Fe I for peak 483.58 nm 
have a higher likelihood than Ni II.  No prior knowledge analysis of peak 510.24 nm results in 
the sole emitter Nd I.  Neutral neodymium has the highest individual SIF for peak 510.24 nm and 
Ti II the second highest.  Titanium is present in higher concentrations of neodymium which 
results in the qualitative prior knowledge analysis having a main contribution from Nd I and a 
large interference from Ti II.  Input of the prior knowledge along with the smaller optimal set of 
emitters for the quantitative analysis results in the main assignment of peak 510.24 nm with a 
small interference from Nd I. 
 
The no prior knowledge optimal set of emitters has sixteen emitters not present within SRM 612 
sample composition.  There were seventy-five peaks that had 100% SIF line assignment with the 
sixteen emitters not in the sample.  Four-hundred and seven peaks had a sole emitter and forty-
nine peaks were interfered for the no prior knowledge analysis.  The qualitative prior knowledge 
analysis had thirty-four interfered peaks while the quantitative prior had fifty.  There were more 
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spectral interferences with the quantitative than qualitative with most of these being small 
interferences less than a SIF of 0.10%.  The highest SIF for a main emitter for the no prior 
knowledge and qualitative prior occur 94.54.  This high occurrence results from having twenty-
nine emitters in common to both analyses.  The no prior and quantitative prior knowledge had 
35.22% occurrence of the same emitter producing the highest posterior SIF for the same peaks.  
The qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge had 40.30% of the same peaks with the same 
highest SIF emitter.  All three prior knowledge analyses had 36.91% peaks that had the same 
emitter with the highest posterior SIF.  The smaller number of peaks that had the same main 
emitter for the peaks between the no prior and quantitative and the qualitative and quantitative 
prior knowledge analyses result from the large number of emitters that contribute to the 












Figure 24: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 612 - Quantitative Prior. 
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NIST SRM 614 Glass 
The sixty-one trace elements in NIST SRM 614 have nominal mass fractions in the range of 0.5 
mg/kg to 50 mg/kg118.  Table 28 gives the twenty trace elements with certified mass fractions in 
SRM 614.  Forty-one additional trace elements are added to the SRM 614 but have no certified 
mass fraction. 
 
Table 28: Mass fraction of NIST SRM 614. 




0.42 0.5 1.3 0.55 0.73 1.37 0.99 13.3 30 0.83 




0.95 2.32 0.855 1.06 0.59 45.8 0.748 3.1 0.269 0.823 
 
Individual SIF 
There were a total of six-hundred and five detected peaks for NIST SRM 614 within the 185 nm 
to 1050 nm spectral range.  The matching factor for SRM 614 for the wavelength range of 
interest is shown in Table 29.  The highest matching factors for SRM 614 belong to Ca I, Ca II, 
K I, Li I, Mg II, and Si I.  Calcium, potassium, lithium, and silicon are present within the sample 
while magnesium was not one of the trace elements added to the sample.  Thallium was one of 
the certified mass fraction elements added to the SRM 614 sample.  There were no theoretical Tl 
I emission lines present within any of the experimental peak widths resulting in a MF of 0%. 
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Table 29: NIST SRM 614 matching factor. 
Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) 
Ag I 10.93 Cu I 17.16 Ir II 8.84 Os II 16.40 Sr II 49.00 
Ag II 48.05 Cu II 10.63 K I 79.60 P I 6.77 Ta I 6.14 
Al I 39.06 Dy I 11.21 K II 6.66 P II 1.36 Ta II 10.30 
Al II 4.19 Dy II 11.88 La I 10.70 Pb I 0.66 Tb I 31.18 
Ar I 3.59 Er I 15.18 La II 17.90 Pb II 0 Tb II 5.84 
Ar II 8.28 Er II 10.52 Li I 98.38 Pd I 6.45 Te I 0 
As I 7.07 Eu I 23.36 Li II 18.89 Pd II 53.24 Th I 13.98 
Au I 3.06 Eu II 18.25 Lu I  10.79 Pr I 11.97 Th II 9.50 
B I 18.90 F I 6.81 Lu II 10.25 Pr II 14.03 Ti I 17.23 
B II 0 F II 7.10 Mg I 46.80 Pt I 13.39 Ti II 18.90 
Ba I 14.83 Fe I 17.77 Mg II 82.21 Rb I 1.89 Tl I 0 
Ba II 8.62 Fe II 10.73 Mn I 14.75 Re I 13.41 Tm I  8.61 
Be I 0.01 Ga I 26.78 Mn II 5.41 Re II 19.00 Tm II 14.41 
Be II 33.15 Ga II 0 Mo I 11.94 Rh I 11.76 U I 16.98 
Bi I 0.88 Gd I 11.76 Mo II 2.55 Rh II 11.19 U II 10.36 
C I 4.37 Gd II 13.15 N I 47.48 Ru I 9.80 V I 12.96 
C II 11.85 Ge I 21.04 N II 10.56 Ru II 13.87 V II 11.61 
Ca I 75.29 Ge II 26.50 Na I 37.05 S I 23.66 W I 8.97 
Ca II 90.20 H I 0.44 Na II 36.04 S II 12.99 W II 16.29 
Cd I 1.38 He I 0.66 Nb I 13.39 Sb I 21.88 Y I 23.50 
Cd II 38.28 He II 2.12 Nb II 11.34 Sc I 17.33 Y II 11.14 
Ce I 18.77 Hf I 12.08 Nd I 18.56 Sc II 12.48 Yb I 6.48 
Ce II 12.49 Hf II 9.98 Nd II 15.46 Se I 0 Yb II 7.79 
Cl I 4.97 Hg I 13.61 Ne I 15.89 Si I 75.04 Zn I 18.36 
Cl II 6.33 Hg II 0.89 Ne II 18.74 Si II 61.15 Zn II 0.64 
Co I 9.48 Ho I 24.69 Ni I 6.62 Sm I 18.61 Zr I 10.59 
Co II 9.16 Ho II 15.60 Ni II 16.80 Sm II 11.82 Zr II 9.37 
Cr I 12.48 In I 0.10 O I 54.76 Sn I 15.48     
Cr II 5.67 In II 0 O II 13.12 Sn II 23.47     





Table 30 shows the individual SIF for seven peaks of the SRM 614 spectrum.  Peaks 348.85 nm, 
396.14 nm, and 818.32 nm have an emitter with an individual SIF value greater than 92% which 
means that these peaks can be attributed with very little spectral interference to these emitters.  
Peaks 252.84 nm and 285.20 nm have neutral magnesium as one of the top contributors.  Prior 
knowledge of the sample would remove magnesium because it is not present in the sample even 
though it has theoretical emission lines within those peaks. 
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Table 30: Seven peaks from the NIST SRM 614 spectrum with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values. 
252.84 nm 285.20 nm 288.12 nm 348.85 nm 396.14 nm 459.47 nm 818.32 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Si I 0.6569 Mg I 0.3019 Si I 0.7933 U I 0.9234 Al I 0.9895 Eu I 0.7787 Na I 0.9999 
Mg I 0.0693 Fe I 0.1150 Th II 0.0690 Er I 0.0186 Er I 0.0028 Th I 0.0656 N I 6.11E-05 
Sn I 0.0466 Ti I 0.1111 Ce II 0.0278 Fe I 0.0095 Ce II 0.0015 Ni II 0.0367 Er I 1.89E-05 
Mn I 0.0293 Mn I 0.0953 Fe I 0.0148 Cu II 0.0064 Ni II 0.0015 Sm II 0.0271 Ni II 1.62E-05 
Ti II 0.0289 V I 0.0837 Ni II 0.0143 Fe II 0.0057 Mo I 0.0012 Co I 0.0207 Cu II 1.02E-05 
Fe II 0.0216 Cr I 0.0806 Mn I 0.0118 Co I 0.0057 Ni II 0.0006 Fe I 0.0192 Ca I 8.26E-06 
Pt I 0.0216 Fe II 0.0694 Cu II 0.0091 Co II 0.0055 Fe I 0.0004 Os I 0.0152 Nd II 6.85E-06 
Cr I 0.0209 Cu II 0.0688 Fe iI 0.0091 Mn I 0.0042 Os I 0.0004 V I 0.0137 Fe II 2.48E-06 
V I 0.0202 Cr iI 0.0366 CO I 0.0081 Cr I 0.0034 Cr I 0.0003 Cr I 0.0133 Sc II 2.18E-06 
V II 0.0195 Mn II 0.0349 Cr I 0.0078 Mn II 0.0029 Fe II 0.0003 Cr II 0.0060 C I 1.78E-06 
Co II 0.0192 Th II 0.0014 La II 0.0067 Ni I 0.0026 Co I 0.0002 Ti I 0.0022 Cr I 1.14E-06 
Fe II 0.0129 Ta II 0.0008 Mn II 0.0044 V I 0.0026 Sm I 0.0002 Sc I 0.0007 Cr II 9.96E-07 
W I 0.0110 Nb I 0.0005 Cr II 0.0044 Cu I 0.0022 Nb I 0.0002 Mo I 0.0007 Ni II 2.61E-07 
Mn II 0.0109 Zr II 0.0002 Gd II 0.0034 Ce II 0.0016 Nd II 0.0001 Nd II 0.0002 Mn I 5.31E-08 
Cr II 0.0098 Yb II 9.05E-06 Cd I 0.0029 Cr II 0.0015 Re I 0.0001 Ca I 1.83E-05 Cl II 9.75E-09 
Bi I 0.0012 V II 2.29E-06 Dy II 0.0022 Ti I 0.0015 Cr II 0.0001 Mn I 5.53E-06 Mn II 9.71E-10 
Ni I 0.0003 Ti II 1.20E-06 Sc I 0.0020 Sc I 0.0015 Pr II 0.0001 Ni II 2.28E-06 Al II 8.30E-10 
Ni II 1.46E-06 Sc I 2.56E-07 V I 0.0018 Dy II 0.0006 Mn II 0.0001 F I 2.87E-07 Ar I 2.14E-10 





Optimal Set of Emitters 
The elements for the SRM 614 are ordered by their likelihood of individual SIF for the spectral 
range of interest from 185 nm to 1050 nm.  Three prior knowledge analyses were performed: no 
prior knowledge, qualitative prior knowledge, and quantitative prior knowledge of the sample 
composition for the optimal set of emitters shown in Figure 25.  For no prior knowledge of the 
sample composition, the number of optimal set of emitters is fifty-three with a BIC of 1547.05.  
The optimum set of emitters for the no prior knowledge analysis is large with many emitters 
contributing to at least one peak, {Ag I, Al I, B I, Ba I, Be II, Ca I, Ca II, Cd I, Cd II, Ce I, Co I, 
Cr I, Cu I, Cu II, Eu I, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, Ge I, Ge II, Ho I, K I, La I, Li I, Mg I, Mg II, Mo I, N I, 
Na I, Nd I, Ni I, Ni II, O I, Os I, Os II, Re I, Re II, Rh I, S I, Sb I, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, Sm I, Sn I, Sr 
I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, U I, U II, Y I, Zr I}.  Qualitative prior knowledge of the SRM 614 sample 
results in the optimum set of {Ag I, Al I, B I, Ca I, Ca II, Cd I, Cd II, Co I, Cu I, Cu II, Eu I, Fe I, 
Fe II, Ga I, K I, la I, na I, Ni I, Ni II, Sb I, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, Sr I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, U I, U II}.  The 
quantitative prior knowledge analysis needs twenty-six emitters with a BIC of 5354.70.  The set 
of optimal emitters for the quantitative prior knowledge are {Al I, Al II, B I, Ca I, Ca II, Cd I, Cd 
II, Cu I, Cu II, Eu I, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, K I, Na I, Ni I, Ni II, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, Si II, Sr I, Sr II, Th I, 
Ti I, U I}.  There are twenty-three emitters in common to all three prior knowledge analyses, {Al 
I, B I, Ca I, Ca II, Cd I, Cd II, Cu I, Cu II, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, K I, Na I, Ni I, Ni II, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, 
Sr I, Sr II, Th I, Ti I, U I}.  The glass matrix components, Al I, Ca I, Ca II, Na I, and Si I are 
present in this list.  Oxygen is missing from this list because it is not in the optimal set of 
emitters for the qualitative prior knowledge analysis.  Within the no prior knowledge optimal set 
of emitters, there are twenty-three emitters included that are not present within the sample 
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composition, {Ba I, Be II, Ce I, Cr I, Ge I, Ge II, Ho I, Li I, Mg I, Mg II, Mo I, N I, Nd I, Os I, 
Os II, Re I, Re II, Rh I, S I, Sm I, Sn I, Y I, Zr I}.  The qualitative and quantitative prior 
knowledge optimal set of emitters have twenty-two emitters in common, {AL I, B I, Ca I, Ca II, 
Cd I, Cd II, Cu I, Cu II, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, K I, Na I, Ni I, Ni II, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, Sr I, Th I, Ti I, U 
I}.  The only atom not in common between the qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge 
analyses is O I because its BIC is larger than the optimal BIC value.  Using the optimal BIC 
value, O I is excluded from the posterior SIF analysis but could be added to the analysis.   
 
 













 BIC without prior knowledge
 BIC with qualitative prior knowledge
 BIC with quantitative prior knowledge




Given the optimal set of emitters and their individual SIF data for the no prior, qualitative prior, 
and quantitative prior knowledge analyses, the posterior SIF was determined.  Figures 26-28 
show a twenty-peak subset representative of the whole experimental SRM 614 spectrum for the 
three knowledge analyses.  Five of the twenty peaks show no spectral interferences within all 
three prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 250.02 nm, 288.18 nm, 396.14 nm, 766.54 nm and 818.32 
nm have one emitter, Ga I, Si I, Al I, K I and Na I respectively.  Singly-ionized calcium has the 
main contribution for peak 299.69 nm for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.  
The quantitative prior knowledge analysis of peak 299.69 nm results in a main contribution from 
Ca II with a small interference from Ca I.  Peak 299.69 nm can be judged reliable for calcium 
line assignment because the interferences are from the neutral and singly-ionized calcium for the 
quantitative analysis while the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses Ca II had a 
posterior SIF of 100%.  Prior knowledge of the sample composition for peaks 348.85 nm, 361.53 
nm, 369.87 nm, 387.95 nm, 410.32 nm, and 459.47 nm show how the line assignment in the no 
prior knowledge has interferences as quantitative knowledge is introduced.  Europium is the sole 
emitter for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses of peak 459.47 nm.  The 
addition of the quantitative prior knowledge creates a large interference in peak 459.47 nm from 
Fe I.  Iron is found in higher concentrations than europium in SRM 614 which increases its 
individual SIF for the quantitative prior knowledge analysis while decreasing europium’s SIF.  
Although many combinations need Fe I to explain the spectral peak 459.47 nm it is less than 
europium.   
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Peaks 348.85 nm and 410.32 nm have a sole emitter of U I for the no prior and qualitative prior 
knowledge analyses.  The individual SIF for U I for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge 
analyses is the highest value and Fe I has the second highest.  The mass fraction of iron is 13.3 
mg/kg compared to uranium at 0.823 mg/kg.  The input of quantitative prior knowledge results 
in quantitative individual SIF values within 0.01 of each other.  The top 100,000 combinations of 
all emitters for the quantitative prior knowledge analyses result in U I being the main emitter of 
peak 348.85 nm and 410.32 nm with a small interference from Fe I.  Peaks 361.53 nm, 369.87 
nm, and 387.95 nm have a sole emitter of Th II in the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge 
analyses.  Singly-ionized thorium is not found within the quantitative prior knowledge optimal 
set of emitters.  Input of the prior knowledge and the optimal set of emitters, attributes the main 
emitter of peaks 361.53 nm, 369.87 nm, and 387.95 nm as Fe I with a large interference from Th 
I.  The individual SIF with the prior knowledge added results in Fe I with the highest value and 
Th I second.  Using the optimal set of emitters and their individual SIF, the top 100,000 
likelihoods have combinations with line assignment of these peaks of Fe I with a few thousand 
attributing the peaks to Th I.  The peaks 361.53 nm, 369.87 nm, and 387.95 nm are considered to 
be non-reliable for thorium assignment.   
 
Peaks 198.25 nm, 252.84 nm, and 456.95 nm have different line assignments in the quantitative 
prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 198.25 nm is attributed to Co I for the no prior and qualitative 
prior knowledge analyses.  Given the quantitative prior knowledge optimal set of emitters, the 
possible number of emitters for peak 198.25nm becomes one, Si I.  Neutral lanthanum is the sole 
emitter for peak 456.95 nm for the qualitative and no prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 252.84 nm 
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is attributed to Sb I for the no prior knowledge and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.  The 
peaks at 252.84 nm and 456.95 nm are assigned differently for their quantitative prior knowledge 
analyses due to the optimal set of emitters to explain the spectrum.  Peak 252.84 nm has the sole 
emitter of Si I and 456.95 nm Ca I because they are the only possible emitters to explain those 
peaks in the quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Peaks 665.96 nm and 922.86 nm have line 
assignment of Mo I and Mg II for the no prior knowledge analyses respectively.  Input of the 
prior knowledge, changes the elemental profile of these two peaks because their emitters are not 
present in SRM 614.  The qualitative prior knowledge of peak 665.96 and 922.86 nm have 
multiple spectral interferences with ten emitters with equiprobability.  Quantitative prior 
knowledge results in spectral interferences between O I and O II equally.  Peaks 665.96 nm and 
922.86 nm are considered non-reliable for line assignment as the emitter for the peak changes 
between all three prior knowledge analyses.  Peaks 279.50 nm and 285.20 nm are attributed to 
Mg II for no prior knowledge analyses.  Magnesium is not present in sample composition which 
results in Fe I being the sole emitter for the prior knowledge analyses.  Neutral iron has the 
highest individual SIF for the two peaks compared to Ni II which had the second highest.  Iron 
has a higher concentration than nickel which results in line assignment of peaks 279.50 nm and 
285.20 nm as Fe I with no spectral interferences.  Peak 320.04 nm has a main emitter of Re I 
with a large spectral interference from Fe I.  Rhenium is not one of the trace elements added to 
the SRM 614 glass matrix.  The line assignment for the qualitative and quantitative prior 
knowledge for peak 320.04 nm is only Fe I as Re I was not a possible emitter for the peak. 
Twenty-three emitters were determined for the optimal set of emitters that were contained in the 
SRM 612 sample which lead to one-hundred twenty-nine peaks for the entire spectrum with a 
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100% SIF of emitters not possible when the composition was known.  Forty-eight of the six-
hundred and five peaks had spectral interferences with thirty-four being small interferences that 
arise from Fe I.  There were only nine peaks that had spectral interferences with the qualitative 
prior knowledge.  Quantitative prior knowledge had five-hundred and sixty-six peaks that had 
one emitter.  The emitter with the highest SIF for the no prior and qualitative prior occurred 
76.86% because of the twenty-eight common emitters between the optimal set of emitters.  The 
quantitative and no prior knowledge analyses had the same main emitter for 34.38% due to the 
optimal set of emitters determined by the knowledge individual SIF for each emitter.  Prior 
knowledge of the had 42.31% peaks with the same main emitter.  This value is lower than 
expected because of the optimal set of emitters where the quantitative doesn’t need some of the 
emitters that are found in the sample composition.  Singly-ionized thorium is present in many 
peaks for the qualitative prior knowledge analyses but is not needed for the quantitative which 
leads to different combinations that determine the posterior SIF.  The main emitter for all 
experimental peaks occurred 34.38% for all three prior knowledge analyses.  This occurrence for 
all three prior is the same as the no prior and quantitative prior because the experimental peak 

















NIST SRM 616 Glass 
There are sixty-one trace elements in the range of 0.008 mg/kg to 30 mg/kg in NIST SRM 
616119.  The fourteen elements with certified mass fractions are given in Table 31 and forty-
seven additional elements have no reference values.   
 
Table 31: Mass fraction of NIST SRM 616. 
Element Au B Cu Fe Ga K Pb Rb Sb 
Mass Fraction 
(mg/kg) 
0.18 0.2 0.8 11 0.23 29 1.85 0.1 0.078 
Element Sr Th Ti Tl U         
Mass Fraction 
(mg/kg) 
41.72 0.0252 2.5 0.0082 0.0721         
 
Individual SIF 
The experimental SRM 616 spectral data had four-hundred and seventy detected peaks in the 
spectral range of 185 nm to 1050 nm.  The matching factor was determined and provided a semi-
quantitative statistic of how many emitters’ theoretical peaks were present in the experimental 
spectrum.  The highest matching factor is Li I with 97.67% which has many theoretical lines 
present in the experimental spectrum but it is not one of the trace elements added to the glass 
matrix of SRM 616.  Neutral and singly-ionized calcium have the third and fourth highest 
matching factors which is expected as calcium is a part of the glass matrix which has higher 
concentrations and more emission lines that are present in the experimental spectrum.  The other 
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glass matrix elements, aluminum, sodium and silicon have low matching factors which means 
that many expected theoretical peaks are not present within the sample.  Of the fourteen elements 
with certified mass fractions that were added to the SRM 616 glass matrix, boron had the 
smallest matching factors for both the neutral and singly-ionized emitters.  There were no 
theoretical lines of B II which were present within the experimental spectrum and two theoretical 
lines of B I were present. 
 
The individual SIF for each experimental detected peak is found and Table 33 shows seven 
peaks and their SIF.  Of the seven peaks, peaks 205.84 nm, 243.84 nm, and 484.96 nm have an 
emitter with the highest individual SIF that is not present in the sample composition.  Neutral 
silicon has a high individual SIF for peak 288.18 nm thus the peak can be attributed to silicon 
with small probabilities of interferences.  Peak 844.65 nm has only seven possible emitters.  
Neutral oxygen has the highest SIF with .9871 compared to the other six emitters which makes 




Table 32: NIST SRM 616 matching factor. 
Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) Element  
MF 
(%) 
Ag I 0.29 Cu I 0.52 Ir II 0 Os II 4.45 Sr II 47.89 
Ag II 23.55 Cu II 2.59 K I 79.49 P I 0.22 Ta I 2.11 
Al I 33.00 Dy I 9.25 K II 8.56 P II 1.14 Ta II 3.71 
Al II 4.84 Dy II 4.67 La I 7.28 Pb I 0 Tb I 31.18 
Ar I 1.37 Er I 9.57 La II 13.42 Pb II 0 Tb II 1.42 
Ar II 10.51 Er II 5.07 Li I 97.67 Pd I 9.75 Te I 0 
As I 0.64 Eu I 11.38 Li II 17.30 Pd II 0 Th I 7.92 
Au I 1.69 Eu II 6.38 Lu I  13.80 Pr I 3.29 Th II 4.90 
B I 0.01 F I 3.94 Lu II 2.02 Pr II 10.34 Ti I 7.55 
B II 0 F II 7.95 Mg I 35.94 Pt I 4.36 Ti II 9.04 
Ba I 19.20 Fe I 4.84 Mg II 82.14 Rb I 1.78 Tl I 0 
Ba II 6.71 Fe II 3.71 Mn I 4.70 Re I 7.74 Tm I  5.89 
Be I 0.01 Ga I 9.81 Mn II 1.90 Re II 2.08 Tm II 2.81 
Be II 0.03 Ga II 0 Mo I 6.62 Rh I 6.50 U I 5.02 
Bi I 0.36 Gd I 6.76 Mo II 2.35 Rh II 2.76 U II 4.52 
C I 0.37 Gd II 5.75 N I 10.96 Ru I 4.30 V I 5.68 
C II 4.07 Ge I 0.86 N II 11.56 Ru II 4.86 V II 6.91 
Ca I 80.31 Ge II 0.55 Na I 36.41 S I 0.74 W I 3.87 
Ca II 90.78 H I 0.01 Na II 19.80 S II 6.47 W II 4.01 
Cd I 1.28 He I 0.07 Nb I 6.30 Sb I 22.45 Y I 15.50 
Cd II 0 He II 0.29 Nb II 2.23 Sc I 7.63 Y II 5.13 
Ce I 11.28 Hf I 2.88 Nd I 11.80 Sc II 9.47 Yb I 5.84 
Ce II 5.84 Hf II 5.32 Nd II 7.51 Se I 0 Yb II 3.25 
Cl I 2.03 Hg I 0 Ne I 7.26 Si I 45.72 Zn I 8.84 
Cl II 3.11 Hg II 0 Ne II 7.69 Si II 16.04 Zn II 0 
Co I 5.21 Ho I 2.40 Ni I 3.89 Sm I 10.93 Zr I 8.09 
Co II 4.03 Ho II 1.73 Ni II 8.50 Sm II 5.53 Zr II 4.29 
Cr I 8.29 In I 0 O I 28.69 Sn I 6.88     
Cr II 1.59 In II 0 O II 4.77 Sn II 0     




Table 33: Seven peaks from NIST SRM 616 spectrum with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values. 
 
205.84 nm 243.84 nm 288.18 nm 365.09 nm 484.96 nm 643.91 nm 844.65 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Ni II 0.2021 Ag II 0.6302 Si I 0.8461 Th II 0.8160 Eu I 0.6261 Ca I 0.7318 O I 0.9871 
Sc II 0.1760 Re I 0.1276 Th II 0.0701 Gd II 0.0824 K I 0.3388 Ni II 0.0775 Fe I 0.0122 
Cr I 0.1540 Ta II 0.1066 Ni II 0.0122 W I 0.0315 Ce I 0.0245 Ti I 0.0689 Sc I 0.0005 
Ca I 0.1215 Sc I 0.0460 Gd II 0.0106 Nb I 0.0182 V I 0.0050 Fe I 0.0441 Ca I 0.0001 
Mn I 0.1116 Ni II 0.0242 Cr I 0.0093 Ce II 0.0179 Cr I 0.0022 Mn I 0.0428 Ni I 7.03E-05 
V II 0.1110 Co I 0.0137 Co I 0.0075 Nb II 0.0106 Mo I 0.0017 Fe II 0.0338 Co I 2.09E-05 
Fe II 0.0881 Co II 0.0115 Zr II 0.0063 Zr II 0.0064 Co I 0.0015 Cd I 0.0010 Fe II 6.56E-08 
Cr II 0.0341 Ca I 0.0110 Mn I 0.0063 Sm II 0.0062 Fe I 0.0001 Ti II 1.01E-05     
Fe II 0.0014 Fe II 0.0097 Ru II 0.0061 Au I 0.0031 N I 2.06E-06 Cr I 2.03E-06     
Co II 0.0002 Mn I 0.0056 Rh I 0.0059 Mo II 0.0018 Fe II 1.16E-06 Ni II 4.89E-07     
Sc II 6.36E-05 Mn II 0.0049 Fe II 0.0050 Co I 0.0015 Ni II 6.95E-07 V II 2.13E-07     
Mn II 4.06E-05 Cr I 0.0033 V II 0.0027 Fe I 0.0014 Ne I 2.12E-07 V I 8.42E-08     
Cu II 2.62E-05 Fe II 0.0032 Mn II 0.0025 Fe II 0.0011 Mn II 1.77E-07 Co II 2.12E-08     
F II 4.18E-07 Cr II 0.0016 Cr II 0.0021 Cu I 0.0008 Cr II 3.50E-08 Cr II 1.13E-08     
He II 4.54E-16 Ti I 0.0010 Ta II 0.0018 Cr I 0.0003     Co I 1.72E-09     
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Optimal Set of Emitters 
The no prior knowledge analysis for the optimal set of emitters takes the ordered elements found 
by the max sum of the individual SIF for all four-hundred and seventy peaks in the spectral range 
of interest.  The BIC value for each set of emitters is shown in Figure 29.  The optimum set of 
emitters to explain the experimental SRM 616 is fifty-seven, {Al I, Ba I, Ca I, Ca II, Ce I, Ce Ii, 
Co I, Co II, Cr I, Cr II, Dy I, Dy II, Er I, Eu I, F I, Fe I ,Fe II, Ga I, Gd I, Ho I, K I, La I, Mg I, 
Mg II, Mn I, Mn II, Mo I, N I, N II, Na I, Nd I, Ni I, Ni II, O I, Os I, Pd I, Rh I, Sc I, Sc II, Si I, 
Sm I, Sr I, Sr II, Ta I, Ta II, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II, V I, W I, Y I, Y II, Yb I, Zr I}.  
There are thirty-eight emitters present in the no prior knowledge optimum set of emitters that are 
not present in the SRM 616 sample composition, {Ce I, Ce II, Co I, Co II, Cr I, Cr II, Dy I, Dy 
II, Er I, Eu I, F I, Gd I, Ho I, La I, Mg I, Mg II, Mn I, Mn II, Mo I, N I, N II, Nd I, Ni I, Ni II, Os 
I, Pd I, Rh I, Sc I, Sc II, Sm I, Ta I, Ta II, V I, W I, Y I, Y II, Yb I, Zr I}.  Knowing the presence 
of elements in the SRM 616 sample, the qualitative prior knowledge analysis needs twenty 
emitters to explain the spectrum.  The qualitative prior optimum set of emitters is {Al I, Al II, Ca 
I, Ca II, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, K I, Na I, o I, Si I, Si II, Sr I, Sr II, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  
For the quantitative prior knowledge of the sample composition, the optimal set of emitters to 
explain the experimental spectrum is twenty with a BIC of -3191.08 and contains the exact set of 
emitters as the qualitative prior knowledge analysis.  The optimum list of emitters for the 
quantitative prior knowledge is {Al I, Al II, Ca I, Ca II, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, K I, Na I, O I, Si I, Si II, 
Sr I, Sr II, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  There are no additional emitters that can be added to 
the qualitative and quantitative prior optimal set of emitters because every element not present in 
the sample’s optimal set of emitters is not found within the sample’s composition.  There are 
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eighteen emitters common to all three knowledge analyses, they are {Al I, Ca I, Ca II, Fe I, Fe II, 
Ga I, K I, Na I, O I, Si I, Sr I, Sr II, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, U I, U II}.  The large number of 
elements common to all prior knowledge analyses means that no matter the prior knowledge the 
elements found within the sample’s composition can be identified and evaluated. 
 














 BIC without prior knowledge
 BIC with qualitative prior knowledge
 BIC with quantitative prior knowledge





Figures 30-32 show a subset of twenty peaks representative of the entire spectrum for 
conciseness and clarity of all three knowledge prior analyses.  Seven of the twenty peaks had the 
same emitter with no spectral interferences for five peaks.  Peak 288.18 nm, 257.49 nm, 327.50 
nm, 388.19 nm, 393.32 nm, 643.91 nm, and 844.65 nm had spectral line assignments of Si I, Al 
I, Th II, Ti I, Ca I, Ca II, and O I respectively.  Titanium is found in small mass fractions 
compared to silicon, aluminum, calcium, and oxygen for SRM 616.  The assignment of peak 
388.19 nm for no prior, qualitative prior and quantitative prior shows that trace elements added 
to the glass matrix need to be included no matter the prior knowledge because no other 
combination of emitters provide information about that specific peak.  The lines of 288.18 nm, 
257.49 nm, 388.19 nm, 643.91 nm, and 844.65 nm are considered reliable for peak assignment.  
Peak 327.50 nm and 393.32 nm have no spectral interferences with complete assignment to the 
singly-ionized thorium and calcium respectively.  These peaks are judged reliable for line 
assignment when considered spectral interferences.  Consideration of the absence of the neutral 
atom for peaks 327.50 nm and 393.32 nm judges these lines reliable if there are no other possible 
emitters that can contribute to the peaks.  The individual SIF for the qualitative and quantitative 
prior knowledge only have Th II as a contributor to peak 327.50 nm and two contributors, Ca I 
and Ca II for peak 393.32 nm.  Peak 327.50nm is considered reliable for line assignment while 
peak 393.32 nm is not.  Peaks 244.29 nm and 348.85 nm have spectral interferences in the no 
prior and quantitative prior knowledge but not in the qualitative prior.  Neutral cobalt is the main 
emitter of peak 348.85 nm with a small interference of Fe I.  Input of the prior knowledge results 
in assignment of Fe I for the qualitative knowledge analysis because Co I is not present within 
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the SRM 616 sample composition.  The quantitative prior knowledge analysis has a main emitter 
of Fe I also with a small interference of Fe II but this peak can be attributed to iron because both 
the neutral and singly-ionized emitters of iron are the only spectral interferences.  Neutral and 
singly-ionized chromium have spectral interferences for peak 244.29 nm for the no prior 
knowledge analysis.  Removal of chromium because it is not in the sample results in assignment 
of peak 244.29 nm for Fe I with no spectral interferences for qualitative and Fe I with a small 
interference for quantitative prior knowledge analysis.  Prior knowledge of the sample 
composition results in interferences for peaks 883.28 nm and 884.90 nm whereas no prior has 
one sole emitter, Cr II and Ho I respectively.  Holmium and chromium are not present in the 
sample which means it is removed from optimal set of emitters for the qualitative and 
quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Qualitative prior knowledge has ten emitters that have 
equiprobability of producing peaks 884.90 nm and 883.28 nm because the individual SIF for 
these ten are equal with oxygen having the eleventh individual SIF, neutral silicon the twelfth, 
and singly-ionized silicon the thirteenth.  The quantitative prior knowledge assigns the main 
emitter of peaks 883.28 nm and 884.90 nm to O I with small interferences from Si I and Si II.  
The optimal set of emitters between the qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge have the 
same emitters which means that the concentration of the emitters affects the assignment of a 
peak for the top 100,000 combinations because O I and Si I have the highest concentrations.   
 
Peaks 205.84 nm, 227.49 nm, 243.84 nm, and 484.96 nm have a different assignment between 
the no prior and the prior knowledge analyses.  No prior knowledge of peak 205.84 nm has a 
main emitter of Ni II and a small interference Sc II and Ni II the sole emitter for peak 227.49 nm.  
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Nickel and scandium are not present within the sample composition which results in a different 
element profile for the qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 205.84 nm 
has a sole emitter of Ca I and peak 227.49 nm has a sole emitter of Fe II for the qualitative and a 
main emitter of Fe II with a small interference of Fe I for the quantitative prior knowledge 
analyses.  There are interferences between Fe I and Fe II for the quantitative prior knowledge 
analyses because the best combinations of the entire spectrum have Fe II for more of the top 
combinations than Fe I.  Peak 227.49 nm can be attributed to iron for prior knowledge of the 
sample.  Peaks 243.84 nm and 484.96 nm have sole emitters of Ta II and Eu I respectively.  
Input of prior knowledge, results in the assignment of peaks 243.84 nm and 484.96 nm to Ca I 
and K I respectively for both the qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses.  Peak 
316.67 nm has a main emitter of Ca I with a large interference of Os I for the no prior knowledge 
where osmium is not present in the sample.  Neutral calcium becomes the sole emitter for the 
qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge analyses of peak 316.67 nm removing the osmium 
interference.  The concentration of iron is greater than thorium in the SRM 616 which gives it a 
higher individual SIF for peak 316.67 nm.  This higher individual SIF is seen in other peaks such 
as 365.09 nm that have only thorium and iron which results in a combination of that needs 
mostly thorium for these peaks, but many top combinations need Fe I and Fe II.  Peak 356.52 nm 
has a sole emitter of U I for the no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.  The 
quantitative prior knowledge of the sample and the optimal set of emitters increases the 
individual SIF of Ca I for peak 356.52 nm from 0.02% to 90% which results in the complete 
assignment of Ca I.  Peak 360.70 nm and 365.84 nm have different main emitters for all three 
prior knowledge analyses.  No prior knowledge of peak 360.70 nm and 365.84 nm attribute the 
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peaks to Er I and Mo I respectively.  The addition of prior knowledge of the sample composition 
changes the elemental profile of these peaks because molybdenum and erbium are not one of the 
trace elements added to the glass matrix of SRM 616.  Qualitative prior knowledge of peaks 
360.70 nm and 365.84 nm have a sole emitter of Ti I.  Iron is found in concentrations of four 
times that of titanium which results in the assignment of Fe I as the main peak emitter for the 
quantitative analyses.  Peak 365.84 nm has a small interference from Ti I due to the top 100,000 
combinations of the top likelihoods which have several combinations with Ti I for the peak.  No 
prior knowledge analyses have four-hundred and twenty-two peaks with one emitter.  Of that 
four-hundred and twenty-two peaks, one-hundred and eight-three peaks have an emitter not 
present in the sample composition.  Forty-eighty of the peaks for the no prior knowledge analysis 
have spectral interferences with thirty-small interferences.  Qualitative prior knowledge analysis 
had five peaks that were interfered with multiple emitters and four-hundred and sixty-five peaks 
that have one contributor.  The emitter with the highest SIF for the no prior and qualitative prior 
knowledge analyses occurred 23.62%.  Quantitative prior knowledge has one-hundred and two 
peaks that have small interferences that result from emitters many of which are Fe I which have a 
higher concentration than Th I and Ti I that were the sole peak emitter in the qualitative prior 
knowledge analysis.  No prior and quantitative prior knowledge had the same main emitter 
39.79% while qualitative and quantitative had 30.00%.  Between all three knowledge the highest 
posterior SIF for the same emitter occurred 21.91%.  This small match results from differences 
in the optimal set of emitters for the no prior and prior knowledge along with the prior 
knowledge of the concentration that increases the probability of an emitter that was smaller for 












Figure 32: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 616 - Quantitative Prior. 
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Comparison of Major, Minor, and Trace Elements in SRM 600 Glass Series 
Comparison of the posterior SIF for the NIST glass 600 series shows that the major elements 
present in the samples such as the matrix elements of aluminum, calcium, sodium, and silicon are 
almost always needed in the optimal set of emitters.  These elements have numerous transitions 
that fall within the detected peak widths’ which is used to order the elements and orders these 
elements higher than other minor or trace elements.  The posterior SIF is calculated by finding 
the combination of optimal emitters with the highest likelihood.  Major elements have a higher 
individual SIF therefore combinations with more major elements will have higher likelihoods 
than other combinations.  Minor and trace elements are very dependent on the greedy search 
ordering and the optimal set of emitters needed to explain the spectrum to influence the posterior 
SIF.    For instance, SRM 610 sample composition has minor concentrations of cadmium.  
Neutral cadmium shows up in only a few experimental peaks with small individual SIF values 
that it is ordered ninety-ninth out of the one-hundred and forty-seven possible emitters for the no 
prior knowledge.  Cadmium is not found in the posterior SIF because it isn’t even found in the 
optimal set of emitters.  Lead is a minor element of SRM 610 and found in all three knowledge 
analyses’ optimal set of emitters because lead has a high individual SIF value for peak 
261.42 nm with 0.8763 which means that this peak is assigned to lead in combination of emitters 
with the highest likelihood.  Peaks 283.3 nm and 405.7 nm are standard lines for Pb I that are 
highly interfered by the major element Ca I and minor elements Cr I and Fe I.  In the case of the 
NIST 600 glasses, the spectral line 261.4 nm is a great analytical line for Pb I.  SRM 614 has 
several minor elements that are needed to explain the entire experimental spectrum such as 
nickel.  Both neutral and singly-ionized nickel are present in all three prior knowledge analyses 
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because nickel has many peaks with individual SIF values.  Potassium is a common minor 
element to all SRM 600 glass samples and is needed to explain several peaks including 766.54 
nm because although there are several possible other emitters their combinations have very low 
likelihoods in comparison.  When a minor or trace element is highly probable for an individual 
peak, it is needed as an emitter to explain the experimental spectrum.  For instance, in SRM 616, 
peak 250.02 nm can only be explained by neutral gallium no matter the knowledge of the sample 
composition because it has the highest individual SIF and other emitters have the lowest 
probability of being the peak emitter.  The major elements of the SRM 600 glass samples 
predominate over the minor and trace elements as they are found in more experimental peaks 
with higher individual SIF values that influence the combination of emitters with the highest 
likelihoods.  Minor and trace elements will be present in the posterior SIF for a sample if it is the 
highest contributor to a peak with very little probability of another emitter.  If minor and trace 
elements are found in few peaks or have lower individual SIF values, they will not be in the 
optimal set of emitters and will not have a posterior SIF assignment. 
NIST SRM 1243 Nickel Chromium Cobalt Alloy 
There are fourteen elements with certified mass fraction, four elements with reference mass 
fractions and one element with mass fraction information for the SRM 1243 nickel-chromium-






Table 34: Mass fraction of NIST SRM 1243. 




1.23 49.4* 0.024 12.39 19.05 63* 0.776 73* 4.226 0.0286 








The NIST SRM 1243 experimental spectrum in the spectral range of 185 nm to 1050 nm had 
nineteen-hundred and twenty-seven detected peaks.  Table 35 shows the matching factor for the 
spectral region of interest.  The elements with the highest mass fractions are nickel, cobalt, 
chromium, molybdenum, aluminum, and titanium.  The matching factors for nickel, cobalt, and 
chromium are about 50% for the neutral atom and 15% for the singly-ionized atom which is a 
little lower than expected due to the large number of theoretical emission lines that were not 
present in the experimental spectrum.  Molybdenum and titanium have larger matching factors 
than nickel, cobalt, and chromium because their theoretical lines were found within more 
experimental peak widths.  There are three elements, Ca II, He II, Tb I which have matching 
factors greater than 70%.  These elements have a large number of theoretical database peaks that 
are present within the sample but are not present within the SRM 1243 sample composition.   
The individual SIF of seven peaks for SRM 1243 are shown in Table 36.  Peaks 217.88 nm, 
224.08 nm, 650.73 nm, and 808.75 nm show the only possible emitters otherwise the top 
fourteen emitters’ and their individual SIF.  The emitters present in the sample composition 
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should be one of the top individual SIF emitters for each peak.  Peak 568.11 nm has Lu I and Eu 
I as the top emitters but these elements are not present in the sample which means that the next 
top emitter would be Mo I.  Neutral oxygen is the main emitter of peak 808.75 nm.  There was 
no oxygen in the sample SRM 1243 but the samples were ran in air.  Only elements with 
certified mass fractions were added to the prior knowledge of the sample which is why C I is the 




















Ag I 0.29 Cu I 17.24 Ir II 31.68 Os II 43.02 Sr II 39.05 
Ag II 24.49 Cu II 5.35 K I 1.09 P I 2.35 Ta I 32.64 
Al I 31.57 Dy I 20.73 K II 48.69 P II 15.03 Ta II 26.27 
Al II 22.98 Dy II 31.05 La I 24.76 Pb I 28.32 Tb I 75.21 
Ar I 5.45 Er I 36.22 La II 33.69 Pb II 5.20 Tb II 26.01 
Ar II 24.32 Er II 29.41 Li I 49.21 Pd I 59.60 Te I 41.66 
As I 30.04 Eu I 23.15 Li II 11.02 Pd II 53.24 Th I 31.81 
Au I 22.14 Eu II 19.20 Lu I  29.78 Pr I 39.76 Th II 32.82 
B I 0 F I 15.87 Lu II 45.60 Pr II 32.90 Ti I 57.03 
B II 18.35 F II 37.73 Mg I 18.18 Pt I 24.23 Ti II 63.86 
Ba I 16.42 Fe I 31.33 Mg II 2.82 Rb I 6.46 Tl I 61.86 
Ba II 1.26 Fe II 21.04 Mn I 31.64 Re I 27.33 Tm I  42.35 
Be I 4.90 Ga I 50.18 Mn II 20.60 Re II 28.59 Tm II 30.38 
Be II 0.08 Ga II 0 Mo I 46.20 Rh I 20.93 U I 32.99 
Bi I 35.42 Gd I 28.54 Mo II 58.00 Rh II 19.69 U II 33.72 
C I 3.31 Gd II 30.53 N I 14.95 Ru I 22.21 V I 36.33 
C II 9.56 Ge I 3.44 N II 19.24 Ru II 24.53 V II 37.56 
Ca I 35.95 Ge II 0 Na I 29.59 S I 12.11 W I 28.59 
Ca II 74.81 H I 9.96 Na II 40.39 S II 39.64 W II 21.17 
Cd I 19.03 He I 20.24 Nb I 28.51 Sb I 42.14 Y I 26.11 
Cd II 0 He II 73.56 Nb II 28.64 Sc I 20.68 Y II 25.68 
Ce I 28.81 Hf I 32.17 Nd I 26.82 Sc II 34.46 Yb I 39.94 
Ce II 27.34 Hf II 29.44 Nd II 27.34 Se I 0 Yb II 34.90 
Cl I 7.50 Hg I 38.92 Ne I 4.58 Si I 32.63 Zn I 8.99 
Cl II 26.32 Hg II 1.49 Ne II 53.62 Si II 11.84 Zn II 0.64 
Co I 44.92 Ho I 30.14 Ni I 50.14 Sm I 27.51 Zr I 26.48 
Co II 16.52 Ho II 33.10 Ni II 14.22 Sm II 26.55 Zr II 32.52 
Cr I 57.03 In I 12.41 O I 32.59 Sn I 27.44     
Cr II 53.90 In II 5.04 O II 32.72 Sn II 0.32     
Cs I 3.33 Ir I 31.67 Os I 59.43 Sr I 35.95     
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Table 36: Seven peaks from NIST SRM 1243 spectrum with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values. 
217.88 nm 224.08 nm 349.27 nm 549.00 nm 586.11 nm 650.73 nm 808.75 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Cu I 0.9814 Co I 0.5120 Ni I 0.3375 Cr I 0.2730 Lu I 0.8238 Cr II 0.3377 O I 0.6264 
Fe I 0.0183 Ti I 0.3954 Th II 0.2422 Cr II 0.2588 Eu I 0.1528 Ne II 0.3358 C I 0.3667 
Cr II 0.0003 Fe I 0.0665 U II 0.2359 V I 0.1707 Mo I 0.0096 Li I 0.3082 Ca I 0.0066 
Mn II 1.91E-05 Si I 0.0222 Mo I 0.0478 Ti I 0.1579 Sm I 0.0086 Ce II 0.0179 Mn II 0.0003 
V II 7.15E-06 Cr II 0.0021 Co I 0.0378 Ni II 0.0683 Gd II 0.0018 Fe I 0.0002 He I 4.85E-07 
Fe II 1.78E-06 Fe II 0.0014 Mn I 0.0169 Co I 0.0549 Ca I 0.0015 V I 0.0002 O II 3.52E-09 
    V II 0.0002 Fe I 0.0168 Mo I 0.0152 Cr I 0.0009 Ar II 3.67E-07     
    V II 5.00E-05 Co II 0.0139 Ca I 0.0008 Ti I 0.0005         
    Sc II 2.63E-05 Ni II 0.0120 Fe I 0.0005 Fe I 0.0002         
    C II 2.45E-08 Fe II 0.0114 Ar I 1.82E-06 Ti II 7.47E-05         
        Tm II 0.0083 V II 1.72E-06 V I 3.47E-05         
        Ti II 0.0065 Mn II 3.90E-07 Fe II 2.51E-05         
        Gd II 0.0035 Fe II 3.28E-07 Sc II 7.26E-06         






Optimal Set of Emitters 
The number of emitters that have contribute to the individual SIF for the experimental spectrum 
of SRM 1243 is numerous which results in a large number of emitters in the no prior knowledge 
analyses.  There are one-hundred and forty-seven emitters in the Kurucz database found within 
the spectral region of interest.  The no prior knowledge optimal set of emitters needs ninety 
emitters, {Al I, Ar I, Ar II, As I, Ba I, Bi I, C I, Ca I, Ce I, Ce II, Cl I, Co I, Co II, Cr I, Cr II, Cu 
I, Cu II, Dy I, Dy II, Er I, Eu I, Fe I, Fe I, Fe II, Ga I, Gd I, Gd II, He I, Hf I, Hg I, Ho I, In I, Ir I, 
K I, La I, La II, Mg I, Mn I, Mn II, Mo I, N I, N II, Na I, Nb I, Nd I, Nd II, Ne I, Ne II, Ni I, Ni 
II, O I, Os I, Os II, P I, Pb I, Pd I, Pr I, Pr II, Pt I, Re I, Re II, Rh I, Ru I, Ru II, S I, Sb I, Sc I, Sc 
II, Si I, Sm I, Sm II, Sn I, Sr I, Ta I, Ta II, Te I, Th I, Th II, Ti I, Ti II, Tl I, U I, U II, V I, V II, W 
I, Y I, Yb I, Yb II, Zr I}.  There are nineteen elements in the SRM 1243 sample composition 
which amounts to thirty-eight total emitters of neutral and singly-ionized, thus seventy of the no 
prior knowledge optimal emitters are not needed when the sample composition is known.  Given 
the sample composition of SRM 1243, the qualitative prior knowledge analysis needs thirty 
emitters to explain the spectrum.  The optimal set of emitters for the qualitative prior knowledge 
is {Al I, Al II, C I, Co I, Co II, Cr I, Cu I, Cu II, Fe I, Fe II, Mn I, Mn II, Mo I, Mo II, Nb I, Ni I, 
Ni II, P I, S I, Si I, Ta I, Ta II, Ti I, Ti II, V I, V II, W I, Zr I, Zr II}.  The quantitative prior 
knowledge optimal set of emitters is {Al I, Al II, C I, Co I, Co II, Cr I, Cr II, Cu I, Cu II, Fe I, Fe 
II, Mn I, Mn II, Mo I, Nb I, Ni I, Ni II, P I, P II, S I, Si I, Ti I, Ti II, V I, V II, W I, Zr I}.  The 
quantitative set of emitters different than the qualitative are the absence of {Mo II, Ta I, Ta II, Zr 





Each prior knowledge analyses with their optimal set of emitters calculated the posterior SIF for 
every experimental peak.  NIST SRM 1243 has many peaks thus a small subset of twenty peaks 
are shown in Figures 34-36 representative of the entire spectrum.  Four of the twenty peaks, 
showed no spectral interferences and the same sole emitter for all three knowledge analyses.  
Peaks 212.42 nm, 217.88 nm, 224.08 nm, 341.44 nm, and 349.27 nm are produced from the sole 
emitters of Si I, Cu I, Co I, Ni I, and Ni I, respectively.  These peaks are judged reliable for line 










 BIC without prior knowledge
 BIC with qualitative prior knowledge
 BIC with quantitative prior knowledge
Figure 33: BIC graph of NIST SRM 1243. 
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assignment because no matter the prior knowledge, these peaks are assigned the same with no 
spectral interferences.  Peaks 205.51 nm, 212.82 nm, and 549.00 nm have different elemental 
profiles in the quantitative prior knowledge compared to the no prior and qualitative prior.  
Singly-ionized copper is the sole emitter for peak 205.51 nm in the no prior and qualitative prior.  
Copper is found in SRM 1243 in lower concentrations than chromium which decrease the 
quantitative individual SIF of Cu II and increases Cr I.  Based on the quantitative prior 
knowledge combination of the optimal set of emitters, peak 205.51 nm has a higher likelihood 
with Cr I than Cu II.  Peak 212.82 nm is has V II as the sole emitter but with quantitative prior 
knowledge that peak is attributed to Cr I.  Nickel is found in higher mass fraction than chromium 
which results in the assignment of peak 549.00 nm as Ni I in the quantitative prior knowledge 
whereas it was attributed to Cr I for no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.   
 
Input of the prior knowledge of the sample results in a same elemental profile of peaks 211.28 
nm, 417.18 nm, 595.64 nm, and 747.32 nm.  The no prior knowledge analysis had the sole 
emitter of Ir I, Ga I, Pr II, and O I respectively.  Based on the prior knowledge of the sample 
composition and the optimal set of emitters, these peaks are attributed to Ni I, Ga I, W I, and C I 
respectively.  Addition of the prior knowledge can reduce the spectral interferences in the 
posterior SIF.  Peaks 448.14 nm and 650.73 nm had a main emitter of Cr I with large 
interferences from Ti I.  The quantitative prior knowledge and the combinations of the optimal 
set of emitters result in complete assignment of peaks 448.14 nm and 650.73 nm to Cr I with no 
interference from Ti I.  Quantitative prior knowledge analysis of peaks 441.72 nm, 573.96 nm, 
and 638.53 nm result in different assignment than the no prior and qualitative prior.  Peaks 
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441.72 nm and 573.96 nm have a main emitter of Cr I with a small interference from Ti I for the 
no prior and qualitative prior knowledge analyses.  These peaks have multiple possible emitters 
which include Cr I, Ti I, and Ni I that have individual SIF values close together.  The 
combination of the optimal set of emitters for the quantitative knowledge results in assignment of 
peaks 441.72 nm and 573.96 nm as Ni II instead of Cr I or Ti I because nickel is found in the 
SRM 1243 sample with the highest concentration.  Peak 638.53 nm has a main emitter of Cr II 
with a small interference from Nd II which is not present in the sample composition.  Qualitative 
prior knowledge assigns Cr I to be the sole emitter of peak 638.53 nm while quantitative prior 
knowledge Ni II.   
 
Peaks 271.40 nm, 586.11 nm, and 808.75 nm have different elemental profiles for all knowledge 
analyses.  The no prior knowledge analysis of peaks 271.40 nm, 586.11 nm, and 808.75 nm have 
a sole emitter of La I, Eu I, and Sc II respectively.  These elements are not present in the sample 
composition which is why the prior knowledge analyses have different emitters for these peaks.  
Qualitative prior knowledge of peaks 271.40 nm, 586.11 nm, and 808.75 nm have one emitter of 
Zr II, Mo I, and P I respectively.  The quantitative prior knowledge analysis of these peaks 
results in the sole contribution of Ti II, Cr I, and Cr I respectively.  The concentration plays a 
major role in line assignment for the prior knowledge.  Peaks 271.40 nm, 586.11 nm, and 808.75 
nm qualitative prior knowledge analysis combinations use the emitter found in the sample with 
the highest individual SIF for each peak which defines their elemental profile.  Addition of the 
concentration to the individual SIF affects an emitter’s value which is used by the combination 




The same main emitter for the qualitative and no prior knowledge analyses occurred 46.81% 
because they have a number of optimal set of emitters in common.  No prior and quantitative 
prior knowledge have the same emitter with the highest SIF for 23.09%.  The qualitative and 
quantitative prior knowledge analyses had 44.47% experimental peaks that had the occurrence of 
the same main emitter.  All prior knowledge analyses had the same main contributor 23.14%.  
This low percentage is attributed to the fact that no prior knowledge analysis optimal set of 




Figure 34: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 1243 – No Prior. 
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Figure 35: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 1243 - Qualitative Prior. 
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Figure 36: Posterior SIF of NIST SRM 1243 - Quantitative Prior. 
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Nickel Spiked Alumina 
In order to evaluate the SIF for spectral lines interfered by an element at different concentrations, 
we prepared pellets of pure alumina (Al2O3) samples with varied nickel doping concentrations 
(0, 1000, and 2000 ppm wt).  The procedure for their preparation and acquisition of LIBS data is 
found in Pandey article121.  The wavelength region of interest was from 300 nm to 307 nm.  The 
molar concentration of the elements present in the nickel doped alumina are shown in Table 37 
that were used for the prior knowledge of the sample’s composition.   
 
Table 37: Molar concentration of Ni-spiked alumina powder pellets. 








Al I 0.0156 11.96 5.98 
Al II 0.0156 11.96 5.98 
Cl I 0 0.0838 0.0847 
Cl II 0 0.0838 0.0847 
Ni I 0 0.0419 0.0423 
Ni II 0 0.0419 0.0423 
O I 0.0139 4.49 2.24 
O II 0.0139 4.49 2.24 
 
There were eight detected peaks from the blank nickel spiked alumina spectrum in Figure 37 
(black): 302.55 nm, 304.24 nm, 305.02 nm, 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 305.87 nm, 306.44 nm, and 
306.60 nm.  The 1000 ppm and 2000 ppm nickel doped alumina had thirteen detected peaks 
which included the eight peaks present in the 0 ppm.  In Figure 37, the experimental peaks not 
present in the blank, but the 1000 ppm (red) and 2000 ppm (blue) include 301.20 nm, 301.91 nm, 
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302.45 nm, 303.47 nm, and 303.79 nm.  There are a total of one-hundred and ninety-eight nickel 
and aluminum transitions that are found in the Kurucz database for the wavelength region of 300 
nm to 307 nm.  The probability of emission for seventeen transitions of aluminum and nickel are 
shown in Figure 37 by the drop-down lines with aluminum in brown and nickel in green.  The 
peaks at 301.20 nm, 301. 87 nm, and 303. 79 nm are clearly assigned to nickel because they 
increase in intensity with the increase in the concentration of the nickel doping the alumina and 
their absence in the blank alumina sample. 
 
 
Figure 37: LIBS spectra of Ni-spiked alumina powder pellets111. 
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Nickel Spiked Alumina – 0 ppm 
For the eight experimental peaks of the blank nickel spiked alumina sample, the top eighteen 
elements and their individual SIF are shown in Table 38.  It is expected that Al I or Al II be the 
top emitter for each peak.  For peaks 305.02 nm to 306.60 nm, Al I has an individual SIF in the 
top five emitters.  Peaks 302.55 nm and 304.24 nm do have a singly-ionized aluminum emitter, 
but its transition has very small SIF less than 1.0 ∗ 10−7.   
 
With the individual SIF and their emitters, the elements are ordered for the no prior knowledge 
analyses with Al I ordered third and Al II ninth (Table 39).  The smallest BIC value is 38.62 
which means the optimal set of ions for the blank nickel doped alumina is five: {Cr II, Th II, Al 
I, Bi I, Ir II}.  With the addition of the neutral emitters of the singly-ionized emitters in the 
optimal set, the set becomes {Al I, Bi I, Cr I, Cr II, Ir I, Ir II, Th I, Th II}. 
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Table 38: Ni-spiked alumina spectral peaks (0 ppm) with each peak’s top emitters and individual SIF values. 
302.55 nm 304.24 nm 305.02 nm 305.47 nm 305.72 nm 305.87 nm 306.44 nm 306.60 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Bi I 0.661 Ir II 0.206 Th II 0.306 Al I 0.138 Al I 0.503 Cr II 0.083 Al I 0.2160 Co II 0.1378 
W I 0.046 W I 0.118 Os I 0.137 Os I 0.137 Th II 0.156 Os I 0.077 U II 0.2088 Th II 0.1227 
Th II 0.034 Os II 0.117 Al I 0.096 Y II 0.089 Ta II 0.139 Th II 0.066 Mo I 0.0789 Cr II 0.1194 
Co II 0.030 Os I 0.102 Ni I 0.092 Zr II 0.086 Ni I 0.061 Al I 0.066 Yb II 0.0734 Er II 0.0851 
Er II 0.021 U II 0.081 Er II 0.091 Cr II 0.075 Hf I 0.039 Zr II 0.065 Cr II 0.0537 Al I 0.0754 
Cr II 0.021 Re I 0.053 U II 0.070 Re I 0.069 Ni II 0.027 Ni I 0.065 Pt I 0.0531 Mn I 0.0620 
Zr II 0.018 Ta II 0.041 Ni II 0.041 Hf II 0.055 Co I 0.015 Ca II 0.060 Zr II 0.0411 V II 0.0556 
Co I 0.015 Cr II 0.029 Ta I 0.038 Co I 0.054 Fe I 0.009 Ti I 0.052 Nb II 0.0336 Mo I 0.0530 
Hf II 0.015 Co I 0.028 Cr II 0.028 Mn I 0.047 Cr II 0.009 Co I 0.049 Ni I 0.0324 V I 0.0489 
Ir I 0.013 Ru I 0.026 Co I 0.019 Ni I 0.044 Rh I 0.006 V II 0.043 Co I 0.0315 Nb II 0.0480 
Mn I 0.012 Yb II 0.024 Hf I 0.018 Fe I 0.034 Fe II 0.005 Mn I 0.041 Mn I 0.0268 Fe I 0.0450 
Mo I 0.011 Dy II 0.024 Mn I 0.015 Mn II 0.031 Re I 0.004 Re I 0.041 Ru I 0.0216 Mn II 0.0410 
U II 0.011 Mo I 0.022 Mn II 0.011 Ni II 0.028 Mn I 0.004 V I 0.040 Fe I 0.0195 Ni II 0.0373 
Dy II 0.011 Mn I 0.021 V II 0.008 Tm II 0.028 V II 0.004 Dy II 0.034 Mn II 0.0177 Cr I 0.0256 
Nb II 0.011 Cu II 0.020 V I 0.007 Fe II 0.017 V I 0.004 Fe I 0.031 Ni II 0.0167 Fe II 0.0230 
Ta I 0.010 Th II 0.017 W I 0.006 V II 0.017 Zr II 0.003 Ce II 0.030 Cr I 0.0114 Ru I 0.0072 
Ce II 0.010 Fe I 0.016 Y II 0.006 Cr I 0.016 Mn II 0.003 Ni II 0.029 Hf II 0.0110 Os I 0.0039 




Table 39: No prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 0 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Cr II 62.10 
Cr II, Th II 48.22 
Cr II, Th II, Al I 44.09 
Cr II, Th II, Al I, Bi I 40.35 
Cr II, Th II, Al I, Bi I, Ir II 38.62 
Cr II, Th II, Al I, Bi I, Ir II, U II 39.96 
Cr II, Th II, Al I, Bi I, Ir II, U II, Co II 41.92 
Cr II, Th II, Al I, Bi I, Ir II, U II, Co II, Al II 44.12 
 
 
Given the prior knowledge of the blank nickel spiked alumina sample, the optimal set of emitters 
for the qualitative prior knowledge is two (Table 40).  They are Al I and Al II.  Quantitative prior 
knowledge of the molar concentration for the elements in the alumina sample results in the same 
set of emitters as the qualitative prior analyses {Al I, Al II}.  Neutral and singly-ionized 
aluminum are the two elements common to all three types of prior knowledge.   
 
Table 40: Prior knowledge BIC ordering of NI-spiked alumina – 0 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Al I 265.46 
Al I, Al II 151.83 
Al I, Al II, O I 153.91 





From the optimal set of emitters, the number of combinations of the eight experimental peaks is 
288,000.  Figure 38 shows the posterior SIF of the combinations for all three knowledge 
analyses.  For the no prior analyses, peaks 305.72 nm and 306 .44 nm have no spectral 
interferences and assigns these peaks to Al I which is seen in the qualitative and quantitative 
analyses.  Peaks 302.55 nm and 304.24 nm in the qualitative and quantitative assign these peaks 
to Al II but with the no prior knowledge analyses, Al II is not present.  No prior knowledge 
assigns Bi I and Ir II to peaks 302.55 nm and 304.24 nm respectively.  Peaks 305.02 nm, 305.47 
nm, 305. 87 nm, and 306.60 nm have main contributions from Al I but have spectral 
interferences from Cr II in the no prior knowledge analyses.  Line assignment of peaks 305.72 
nm and 306.44 nm with Al I agrees with all three knowledge analyses which means that these 





Figure 38: Posterior SIF for Ni-spiked alumina – 0 ppm (Top) No Prior (Middle) 
Qualitative Prior (Bottom) Quantitative Prior 
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Nickel Spiked Alumina – 1000 ppm 
For the thirteen experimental peaks of the 1000 ppm nickel spiked alumina sample, the top 
eighteen elements and their individual SIF for five peaks are shown in Table 41.  It is expected 
that Al I, Al II, Ni I, and Ni II be one of the top emitters for each peak.  Peaks 301.20 nm, 301.91 
nm, 302.45 nm, 303.47 nm, and 303.79 have either neutral or singly-ionized nickel as an emitter 
of the peak.  This is expected as these peaks were not present in the blank nickel spiked alumina 
samples.  Peaks 305.02 nm, 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 305.87 nm, 306.44 nm, and 306.60 nm have 
both aluminum and nickel ions present within the top five emitters.  Peaks 302.55 nm and 304.24 
nm have small SIF values for both Ni II and Al I.  
 
Table 41: Ni-spiked alumina spectral peaks (1000 ppm) with each peak’s top emitters and 
individual SIF values. 
301.20 nm 302.45 nm 303.79 nm 305.72 nm 306.44 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Ta II 0.419 Ni I 0.090 Ni I 0.427 Al I 0.408 Al I 0.228 
Ni I 0.337 Cr II 0.064 Ta II 0.129 Ta II 0.292 U II 0.160 
Th II 0.077 Co II 0.057 U II 0.118 Th II 0.116 Mo I 0.083 
Zr I 0.054 Zr II 0.054 Dy II 0.059 Ni I 0.084 Ni I 0.058 
Co II 0.019 Er II 0.054 Fe I 0.057 Ni II 0.022 Pt I 0.056 
U II 0.016 Th II 0.053 Ni II 0.038 Hf I 0.016 Cr II 0.051 
Fe I 0.011 Co I 0.042 Mn II 0.031 Co I 0.012 Yb II 0.045 
Cu II 0.009 Ti I 0.041 Re I 0.031 Fe I 0.009 Zr II 0.043 
Mn I 0.009 Rh I 0.041 Cr II 0.030 Cr II 0.006 Nb II 0.035 
Re I 0.009 Mn I 0.039 Fe II 0.025 Rh I 0.005 Co I 0.033 
Mn II 0.008 Re I 0.039 Mn I 0.018 Re I 0.004 Mn I 0.031 
Cr II 0.006 Ru I 0.038 V I 0.009 Fe II 0.004 Mn II 0.028 
Fe II 0.005 Mn II 0.035 Ru I 0.008 Mn I 0.004 Fe I 0.025 
Cu I 0.004 Cu I 0.033 Cr I 0.007 Mn II 0.003 Ru I 0.025 
Ta I 0.004 Fe I 0.033 Ce II 0.006 V II 0.003 Ni II 0.017 
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Optimal Set of Emitters 
For the no prior analyses, of the nickel spiked alumina 1000 ppm by weight, the optimal set of 
emitters is determined to be {Al I, Bi I, Ir I, Ir II, Mn I, Ni I, Th II}.  Neutral nickel and neutral 
aluminum are the only two elements present in the sample composition.  Singly-ionized 
aluminum is ordered tenth but was not included because the smallest BIC value of 55.80 did not 
include it. 
 
Table 42: No prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 1000 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Mn I 100.21 
Mn I, Ni I 73.01 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II 67.31 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I 61.65 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I 57.73 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II 55.80 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II 57.63 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II 59.76 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II, U II 61.93 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II, U II, Al II 64.49 
 
The greedy search ordering of the emitters for the qualitative prior knowledge analyses was Ni 
II, Ni I, Al I, and Al II.  Based on the lowest BIC score of 72.25, the optimal set of emitters is 
{Al I, Ni I, Ni II} which does not include Al II.  Singly-ionized aluminum is the next ordered 





Table 43: Qualitative prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 1000 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Ni II 127.53 
Ni II, Ni I 78.24 
Ni II, Ni I, Al I 72.25 
Ni II, Ni I, Al I, Al II 74.81 
 
 
The optimal set of emitters for the quantitative prior knowledge of the nickel spiked aluminum 
1000 ppm is {Al I, Al II, Ni I, Ni II}.  All of the elements present in the sample composition are 
needed to explain the thirteen peaks in the spectral region of interest.  There are two elements, Al 
I and Ni I, which are common to the no prior, qualitative prior, and quantitative prior analyses.   
 
Table 44: Quantitative prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 1000 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Ni II 210.019 
Ni II, Al I 125.706 
Ni II, Al I, Ni I 88.817 




Eight of the thirteen experimental peaks for the no prior knowledge have one elemental 
assignment for their posterior SIF (Figure 39 top).  Peaks 301.91 nm, 302.55 nm, 303.47 nm, and 
304.24 nm have one contributor of Mn I, Bi I, Th II, and Ir II respectively.  Nickel I is the sole 
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emitter for 301.20 nm and 303.79 nm.  There are other peaks that have neutral nickel as an 
emitter, but these peaks are interfered.  Peaks 302.45 nm, 305.02 nm, 305.47 nm, and 305.87 nm 
have more than one emitter resulting in interference.  Neutral nickel causes small interferences of 
peak 305.02 nm and 305.47 nm with Th II and Al I respectively.  Peak 302.45 nm has a main 
emitter of Ni I with large interferences from Mn I and Th II.  Peak 305.87 nm also has a main 
emitter of Ni I with large interference from Th II and Al I.  Peak 306.60 nm has large 
interferences from Al I and Mn I with the main contribution from Th II. 
 
In Figure 39, the middle graph shows the qualitative prior posterior SIF for the nickel doped 
alumina 1000 ppm by weight.  Eight of the thirteen peaks have one emitter.  Peaks 301.20 nm, 
302.45 nm, and 303.79 nm come from Ni I emissions.  Singly-ionized nickel is the sole 
contributor to peaks 302.55 nm, 303.47 nm, and 304.24 nm.  Peak 301.91 nm has a main emitter 
of Ni II with a small interference from Ni I.  The assignment of this peak can be contributed to 
nickel because both possible emitters come from nickel.  Neutral aluminum can be found in 
peaks 305.02 nm to 306.60 nm with 305.72 nm and 306.44 nm having no spectral interferences.  
Neutral nickel is the main contributor to peaks 305.02 nm and 305.87 nm with large 
interferences from Al I.  Aluminum I is the main emitter for peaks 305.47 nm and 306.60 nm 
with large interferences from Ni I and Ni II respectively.   
 
Eight peaks in the quantitative prior posterior SIF have a SIF of 100% (Figure 39 bottom).  Peak 
301.20 was assigned Ni I.  Peaks 303.47 nm, and 304.24 nm have the sole contribution from Ni 
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II.  Peaks 305.47 nm, 305.72nm, 306.44nm, and 306.60 nm are assigned Al I.  Neutral and 
singly-ionized nickel create spectral interferences in peaks 301.91 nm and 303.79.  Although 
these peaks have interferences, the assignment of peak 301.91 nm and 303.79 nm can be 
assigned to nickel due to both nickel emitters being possible emitters of the peaks.  There are 
three peaks common to all three knowledge analyses which have 100% SIF assignment.  Peaks 
302.55 nm, 305.02 nm, and 305.87 nm have very small interferences.  The main contributor to 
peak 302.55 nm is Ni II with a small interference from Al I.  Peaks 305.02 nm and 305.87 nm 
have a main emitter of Al I with a small interference from Ni I.  Peaks 301.20 nm, 305.72 nm, 





Figure 39: Posterior SIF for Ni-spiked alumina – 1000 ppm (Top) No Prior (Middle) 
Qualitative Prior (Bottom) Quantitative Prior. 
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Nickel Spiked Alumina – 2000 ppm 
For the thirteen experimental peaks of the 2000 ppm nickel spiked alumina sample, the top 
eighteen elements and their individual SIF for five peaks are shown in Table 45.  It is expected 
that Al I, Al II, Ni I, and Ni II be one of the top emitters for each peak.  Peaks 301.20 nm, 301.91 
nm, 302.45 nm, 303.47 nm, and 303.79 have either neutral or singly-ionized nickel as an emitter 
of the peak.  This is expected as these peaks were not present in the blank nickel spiked alumina 
samples.  Peaks 305.02 nm, 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 305.87 nm, 306.44 nm, and 306.60 nm have 
both aluminum and nickel ions present within the top five emitters.  Peaks 302.55 nm and 304.24 
nm have small SIF values for both Ni II and Al I.  
 
Table 45: Ni-spiked alumina spectral peaks (2000 ppm) with each peak’s top emitters and 
individual SIF values. 
301.20 nm 302.45 nm 303.79 nm 305.72 nm 306.44 nm 
Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF Elem SIF 
Ta II 0.419 Ni I 0.090 Ni I 0.427 Al I 0.408 Al I 0.228 
Ni I 0.337 Cr II 0.064 Ta II 0.129 Ta II 0.292 U II 0.160 
Th II 0.077 Co II 0.057 U II 0.118 Th II 0.116 Mo I 0.083 
Zr I 0.054 Zr II 0.054 Dy II 0.059 Ni I 0.084 Ni I 0.058 
Co II 0.019 Er II 0.054 Fe I 0.057 Ni II 0.022 Pt I 0.056 
U II 0.016 Th II 0.053 Ni II 0.038 Hf I 0.016 Cr II 0.051 
Fe I 0.011 Co I 0.042 Mn II 0.031 Co I 0.012 Yb II 0.045 
Cu II 0.009 Ti I 0.041 Re I 0.031 Fe I 0.009 Zr II 0.043 
Mn I 0.009 Rh I 0.041 Cr II 0.030 Cr II 0.006 Nb II 0.035 
Re I 0.009 Mn I 0.039 Fe II 0.025 Rh I 0.005 Co I 0.033 
Mn II 0.008 Re I 0.039 Mn I 0.018 Re I 0.004 Mn I 0.031 
Cr II 0.006 Ru I 0.038 V I 0.009 Fe II 0.004 Mn II 0.028 
Fe II 0.005 Mn II 0.035 Ru I 0.008 Mn I 0.004 Fe I 0.025 
Cu I 0.004 Cu I 0.033 Cr I 0.007 Mn II 0.003 Ru I 0.025 
Ta I 0.004 Fe I 0.033 Ce II 0.006 V II 0.003 Ni II 0.017 
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Optimal Set of Emitters 
The greedy search ordering of the elements for the no prior analyses of the nickel spiked alumina 
2000 ppm by weight is the same order as the 1000 ppm.  The optimal set of emitters for the no 
prior knowledge are {Al I, Bi I, Ir I, Ir II, Mn I, Ni I, Th II} as the BIC of the ordered elements 
are identical to the 1000 ppm. 
 
Table 46: No prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 2000 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Mn I 100.21 
Mn I, Ni I 73.01 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II 67.31 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I 61.65 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I 57.73 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II 55.80 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II 57.63 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II 59.76 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II, U II 61.93 
Mn I, Ni I, Th II, Bi I, Al I, Ir II, Co II, Ta II, U II, Al II 64.49 
 
The optimal set of emitters for the qualitative prior knowledge for the 2000 ppm nickel spiked 
alumina are also identical to the 1000 ppm qualitative prior knowledge.  Singly-ionized 
aluminum is still not included in the optimal set and the smallest number of emitters to explain 





Table 47: Qualitative prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 2000 ppm. 
Emitter  BIC 
Ni II 127.53 
Ni II, Ni I 78.24 
Ni II, Ni I, Al I 72.25 
Ni II, Ni I, Al I, Al II 74.81 
 
 
The ordering of the quantitative prior knowledge of the nickel spiked aluminum 2000 ppm is Ni 
II, Al I, Ni I, and Al II.  The BIC value for the set of emitters is very similar to the quantitative 
prior knowledge analyses of the nickel spiked alumina 1000 ppm and the optimal set of emitters 
needed to explain the experimental spectrum of thirteen peaks is {Al I, Al II, Ni I, Ni II}.  The 
common emitters to all three knowledge analyses are Al I and Ni I. 
  
Table 48: Quantitative prior BIC ordering of Ni-spiked alumina – 2000 ppm. 
Emitter BIC 
Ni II 209.77 
Ni II, Al I 133.89 
Ni II, Al I, Ni I 97.00 
Ni II, Al I, Ni I, Al II 94.74 
 
Posterior SIF 
The posterior SIF for the no prior knowledge and qualitative prior knowledge analyses of the 
nickel doped alumina 2000 ppm have the same SIF values as the 1000 ppm (Figure 40 top and 
middle).  For the no prior knowledge and qualitative prior knowledge analyses, eight peaks have 
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no spectral interferences and five have interferences that range from small to large.  The 
experimental peaks with no interferences can be used for line assignment.  The peaks with 
spectral interferences should be carefully evaluated by the user for LIBS line assignment.1 
 
For the quantitative prior posterior SIF of the nickel spiked alumina 2000 ppm, there are nine 
peaks with a SIF of 100% (Figure 40 bottom).  Neutral nickel is the sole emitter of peak 301.20 
nm.  Peaks 302.55 nm and 303.47 nm are produced by Ni II.  Peak 302.45 nm has one emitter, 
Al II.  Neutral aluminum is the sole contributor to peaks 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 306.44 nm, and 
306.60 nm.  Peaks 301.91 nm and 303.79 nm have spectral interferences between the neutral and 
singly-ionized nickel.  The LIBS spectral line assignment of those two peaks are considered an 
emission from nickel.  Peaks 305.02 nm and 305.87 nm have spectral interferences.  The main 
contributor to these peaks is Al I with a minor interference from Ni I.  There are three peaks 
common to all three knowledge analyses which have 100% SIF assignment.  Peaks 301.20 nm, 





Figure 40: Posterior SIF for Ni-spiked alumina – 2000 ppm (Top) No Prior (Middle) 
Qualitative Prior (Bottom) Quantitative Prior. 
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Comparison of Varied Nickel Spiked Alumina Samples 
Comparison of the peaks from the 0 ppm, 1000 ppm, and 2000 ppm nickel spiked alumina 
samples, results in thirteen peaks in the spectral region of 300 nm to 307 nm.  The blank nickel 
spiked alumina samples no prior knowledge results are different from the 1000 ppm and 2000 
ppm because the peaks 301.20 nm, 301.91 nm, and 303.78 nm peaks that are attributed to nickel 
are absent.  From the blank, peaks 305.02 nm, 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 306.44 nm, and 306.60 nm 
are aluminum emissions but could be interfered by nickel.  Table 49 shows the quantitative 
results for the SIF of the three concentrations.   
 
Table 49: Quantitative posterior SIF of Ni-spiked alumina111. 
 
 
From Table 49, two different cases are seen.  The peaks at 305.47 nm, 305.72 nm, 306.44 nm, 
and 306.60 nm are one case.  The presence of nickel does not affect these peaks’ individual SIF 
values.  The other case involves the peaks at 305.02 nm and 305.87 nm where the main 
contributor is Al I.  The interference from Ni I transitions can be seen as the Ni I concentration 
Peak (nm) 301.20 301.91 302.45 302.55 303.47 303.79 304.24 305.02 305.47 305.72 305.87 306.44 306.60
Emitter
Al I - - - - - - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Al II - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - -
Al I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.996 1 1 0.996 1 1
Al II 0 0 1 0.005 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ni I 1 0.254 0 0 0 0.919 0 0.004 0 0 0.004 0 0
Ni II 0 0.746 0 0.995 1 0.081 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Al I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.992 1 1 0.992 1 1
Al II 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ni I 1 0.253 0 0 0 0.919 0 0.008 0 0 0.008 0 0






increases from 0% to 0.4% to 0.8% with the concentrations of 0 ppm, 1000 ppm, and 2000 ppm 
respectively.  As the nickel concentration and SIF increases, the Al I SIF decreases for peaks 
305.02 nm and 305.87 nm.  The possible interference of nickel for the aluminum is not apparent 
for the first case of peaks which can be used for aluminum line assignment.  The second case 
where the concentration of nickel and the SIF values are proportional should not be used for 
aluminum peak assignment. 
Variance of Statistical Interference Factor 
The reproducibility of the quantitative posterior SIF was evaluated for NIST SRM 616 samples 
of twenty-five replicates.  A subset of nineteen peaks was used to show the variance of the 
posterior SIF values obtained for elements present within the SRM 616 sample composition with 
quantitative prior knowledge.  Peaks were chosen that included strontium, aluminum, calcium, 
iron, gallium, sodium, potassium, and silicon as these elements were present in SRM 616 and in 
higher concentrations.  Table 50 shows the nineteen peaks, their emitter, and six replicate 
posterior SIF values.  Replicates of SRM 616 varied in detected peaks, intensities, and optimal 
set of emitters. Replicate 6 was absent of peaks 227.49 nm and 243.84 nm which resulted in a 
posterior SIF assignment of 0.  Peak 237.24 nm was present but did not have any aluminum 
transitions present within the experimental peak’s width resulting in a posterior SIF of 0.  A 95% 
confidence interval was calculated to determine the probability that the population mean of the 





Table 50: Six replicate posterior SIFs for NIST SRM 616 nineteen-peak subset. 
 Emitter Peak Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 Rep 4 Rep 5 Rep 6 
Sr I 227.49 0.4611 0.2129 0.125 0.2524 0.3366 0 
Al I 237.27 0.2133 0.1923 0.1494 0.2036 0.9842 0 
Si I 243.84 0.0343 0.0146 0.0044 0.005 0.0319 0 
Ga I 250.02 0.9914 0.5449 0.9987 0.999 0.991 0.9996 
Al I 257.49 0.5363 0.3251 0.2558 0.4099 0.4444 0.9533 
Ca I 299.47 0.0673 0.5379 0.1548 0.3156 0.8435 0.9078 
Ca I 299.74 0.2371 0.373 0.0642 0.1052 0.523 0.0734 
Al I 305.69 0.9217 0 0.7033 0.8876 0.8606 0 
Al I 308.21 0.7685 0.7237 0 0.8965 0.7191 0.7862 
Ca II 317.91 0.2717 0.2979 0.3113 0.34 0.2372 0.3966 
Fe I 387.79 0.0301 0 0.0954 0.088 0.0344 0.0444 
Si I 482.26 0.0019 0.000486 0.0033 0.0117 4.16E-08 0.0042 
Fe II 507.99 0.002461 0 0.0057 0.000448 0.005 0.002424 
Fe I 549.84 0.0279 0.0345 0.0069 0.0103 0.0505 0.0648 
Si II 566.92 0.0541 0 0.1962 0.0849 0.107 0.0716 
Na I 615.45 0.1736 0.3005 0.6295 0.6936 0.3367 0.4284 
Ca I 657.27 0.9992 0.1828 0.3728 0.4854 0.1701 0.2837 
Sr I 723.16 0.6367 0 0.5164 0.6692 0.5937 0 
K I 766.54 0.9998 0.9997 0.9993 0.9994 0.9998 0.9998 
 
Figure 41 shows the 95% confidence interval of the nineteen-peak subset’s posterior SIF.  Peaks 
257.49 nm, 299.48 nm and 766.54 nm had a posterior SIF of 1 for every replicate which resulted 
in 100% probability.  Peaks 237.27 nm, 305.69 nm, 507.99, and 615.45 nm had the largest 
confidence intervals resulting from replicates that were missing peaks or not having the emitter’s 
transition present within the experimental peak.
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A confidence interval greater than 1 for the posterior SIF means that the peaks 227.49 nm, 
243.84 nm, 250.02 nm, and 317.91 nm average values fluctuate and have more variability which 
causes the wider confidence intervals.  The sample size for the replicates was 25 which is small 
which could also generate wider confidence intervals.   
 
A chi-square hypothesis test of variance was conducted to evaluate the variance between the 
twenty-five replicates posterior SIF values.  The chi-square equation is defined as the test 
statistic 𝑡: 
 
𝒕 =  
(𝒏−𝟏)𝒔𝟐
𝝈𝟎
𝟐   (66) 
 
Where n is the sample size, 𝑠 the replicate standard deviation, and 𝜎0 the population variance.  
The null hypothesis was that the replicate variance and population variance were equal and the 
alternative hypothesis that the replicate and population variances were unequal which is a two-
tailed test.  Given the nineteen peaks and their emitter, the population mean was 2.27 ∗ 10−3 and 
the sample set 25.  The significance level tested was α = 0.05.  The chi-square test statistic 𝑡 was 
0.82 for the nineteen-peak subset of SRM 616 which was compared to the 𝜒𝛼=0.05/2
2 =
31.526126.  The null hypothesis was not rejected because the test statistic is less than table value 
which means that the variance found within the replicates is statistically equal to the population 
variance.  A p-value was calculated for the chi-square hypothesis test of variance which 
determines the probability of obtaining a test statistic greater than or equal to what was observed, 
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and was 6.02 ∗ 10−10.  This means that there is very little variability between replicates’ emitters 





CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study was to develop a statistical interference factor (SIF) to quantify 
spectral interferences in optical emission spectroscopy (OES) for elemental analysis for 
identification purposes.  The SIF algorithm combines the fundamentals of plasma emission of 
optical emission spectroscopy with a Bayesian analysis.  Characteristics of OES of little to no 
sample preparation, real-time analysis, and small sample size requirement make it attractive in 
determining the elemental profile of a sample.  This method is unique to OES in that it can 
analyze a single unknown spectrum without the need for reference spectra.  The use of the SIF 
algorithm will allow users to quickly identify spectral interferences to judge which spectral lines 
can be confidently used for analysis.   
 
The pure silicon sample was analyzed with no prior and qualitative prior knowledge of the 
sample composition.  This analysis lead to silicon being the main emitter for 60% of the 
experimental peaks.  The qualitative and no prior knowledge analyses for silicon had the same 
main contributor 67.5%.  The effect of a minor element on the posterior SIF was analyzed by 
nickel spiked at different concentrations alumina samples.  Peaks attributed only to aluminum 
had no spectral interferences and were not affected by the presence of nickel in the sample.  The 
interference of Ni I to Al I increased with the nickel concentration for peaks 305.02 nm and 
305.87 nm by 0.4% and 0.8% for 1000 ppm and 2000 ppm respectively.  More complex samples 
with trace interfering elements were evaluated for the NIST SRM 600 glass series for no prior, 




Knowledge of the sample composition for NIST SRM 610, had the main contributor the same 
66.27% whereas all prior knowledge analyses of SRM 610 had 40.02%.  The lower match 
between all prior knowledge analyses results from the different optimal set of emitters between 
all analyses.  SRM 612 had a smaller match between the main emitter of all three knowledge 
analyses with 36.91% than 610.  The qualitative and quantitative prior knowledge of the 
concentrations affected the individual SIF which produced different optimal set of emitters to 
explain the spectrum.  The emitter with the highest SIF for all three prior knowledge analyses 
occurred 34.38% for SRM 614.  The elemental profile between the qualitative and quantitative 
was different in that Th II was not needed to explain the quantitative experimental spectrum.  
The number of certified reference elements added to SRM 616 was much smaller than the other 
glass 600 series which influenced the optimal set of emitters.  The optimal set of emitters was 
very different plus the concentrations affected the individual SIF which provides the information 
needed to calculate the combinations of the emitters with the highest likelihood.  NIST SRM 
1243 had many experimental peaks.  The posterior SIF had the same emitter for 23.14% of all 
three prior knowledge analyses due to differences in the no prior and prior knowledge.  No prior 
knowledge of SRM 1243 needed ninety emitters to explain the spectrum because so many 
emitters had at least one contributing transition to the experimental spectrum.  The optimal set of 
emitters and the prior knowledge affect the combinations of emitters which results in different 
elemental profiles in the three knowledge analyses as the samples become more complex in 
number of peaks and elements in the sample composition.  The variance of the posterior SIF for 
twenty-five replicates of SRM 616 was consistent throughout all replicates.  This leads to 
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confidence and reproducibility in the posterior SIF results from day to day fluctuations.  This 
work estimates the error rates of the uncertainty of elemental profiles of optical emission 
spectroscopy which strengthen OES as a forensic analytical tool. By providing a quantification 
of the spectral interference error, a more accurate analysis can be obtained and lead to confidence 
in the elemental profile of an unknown sample.   
Future work 
Commercial systems don’t usually allow for the plasma temperature to be estimated.  
Measurement of the excitation temperature would provide more accurate results and show how 
temperature affects the matching factor and the transition probability with the upper energy level 
of an emitter.  Optimization of the posterior SIF would provide more top combinations of 
emitters for a sample.  As of now, when there are more than four-hundred peaks only the top 
100,000 combinations can be calculated.  Spectral interferences can arise in the combinations 
with low likelihoods and the addition of more combinations would result in more accurate 
analysis.  The posterior SIF is dependent on the optimal set of emitters to explain the 
experimental spectrum.  Further studies of the same set of emitters would evaluate any variance 
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